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Abstract

This thesis combines average-case complexity theory with the approximability
of optimisation problems. Both are ways of dealing with the fact that many
computational problems are not solvable in polynomial time, unless P = NP.
A theoretical framework is established that allows both the classification of op-
timisation problems with respect to their average-case approximability and the
study of the structural properties of the resulting average-case approximation
classes.

Instead of giving worst-case bounds on the time required to decide member-
ship for a decision problem, average-case complexity focuses on the average time
that is needed for this task. The average time is taken with respect to a prob-
ability distribution on the instances, so average-case properties are not given
for a decision problem alone but for a decision problem combined with an input
distribution: a distributional problem. For distributional optimisation problems,
not only approximation algorithms that run in average polynomial time rather
than worst-case polynomial time are of interest. When searching for approx-
imation algorithms for an optimisation problem one aims for algorithms with
small performance ratio. In order to relax the worst-case requirements on the
performance ratio to average-case requirements, notions are needed to express
approximability within a factor that is constant, polynomial or exponential on
average. While respective concepts exist for the latter two, the notion of func-
tions that are constant on average is introduced in this thesis. For a number
of results on the average behaviour of approximation algorithms for practical
problems it is shown how they fit into the new framework.

With the framework of definitions established, we can examine the struc-
tural properties of the average-case approximation classes. Introducing a reduc-
tion that preserves average-case approximability, it is shown that the class of
NP-optimisation problems with P-computable input distributions has complete
problems.

Differences between the worst-case and the average-case setting become
apparent when looking at the average-case variant of the worst-case relation
“P = NP ⇔ every NP-optimisation problem is solvable in polynomial time”.
The question whether NP is easy on average – which means that all NP-problems
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with P-computable input distributions are solvable in average polynomial time –
turns out to be equivalent to the question whether every NP-optimisation prob-
lem with a P-computable input distribution has an average polynomial time
approximation scheme.

The average polynomial time approximation classes form a strict hierarchy
if NP is not easy on average. By linking the existence of average-ratio approx-
imation algorithms for distributional optimisation problems to the existence of
(average-) polynomial-time algorithm schemes for distributional decision prob-
lems, similar hierarchy results can be obtained for the average-ratio classes. An
algorithm scheme is an algorithm that is allowed to make errors for some inputs;
the error probability depends on the input distribution and is bounded by an ad-
ditional input parameter that has a polynomial influence on the running time.
The hierarchy results are shown under the premise that not all NP-problems
with P-computable input distributions have (average-) polynomial-time algo-
rithm schemes.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Dissertation kombiniert Durchschnittskomplexität (Average-Case Complex-
ity) mit der Frage der Approximierbarkeit von Optimierungsproblemen. Beides
sind Möglichkeiten mit dem Problem umzugehen, dass viele Berechnungsprob-
leme nicht mit polynomieller Laufzeitschranke berechenbar sind, es sei denn
P = NP. Dafür wird ein theoretischer Rahmen vorgestellt, der sowohl die Klas-
sifizierung von Optimierungsproblemen in Hinblick auf ihre Approximierbarkeit
im Durchschnitt als auch die Untersuchung der strukturellen Eigenschaften der
entstandenen Average-Case Approximationsklassen gestattet.

Anstatt strikte obere Schranken für die Zeit anzugeben, die benötigt wird,
um das Wortproblem für Entscheidungsprobleme zu lösen, betrachtet man in
der Average-Case Komplexitätstheorie die durchschnittliche Zeit, die für diese
Aufgabe benötigt wird. Die durchschnittliche Zeit wird bezüglich einer Wahr-
scheinlichkeitsverteilung auf den Eingabeinstanzen bestimmt, d.h. durchschnitt-
liche Eigenschaften werden nie für ein Entscheidungsproblem allein angegeben,
sondern für ein Entscheidungsproblem kombiniert mit einer Eingabeverteilung:
ein randomisiertes Entscheidungsproblem. Bei der Untersuchung der durch-
schnittlichen Approximierbarkeit von randomisierten Optimierungsproblemen
sind nicht nur Approximationsalgorithmen interessant, deren Laufzeit im Durch-
schnitt polynomiell ist. Bei der Suche nach Approximationsalgorithmen für ein
Optimierungsproblem ist man an Algorithmen mit möglichst kleiner Perfor-
mance Ratio interessiert. Um nun strikte obere Schranken für die Performance
Ratio zu durchschnittlichen Schranken abzuschwächen, werden entsprechende
Konzepte benötigt, die uns erlauben, Approximierbarkeit mit durchschnittlich
konstantem, polynomiellem oder exponentiellem Faktor auszudrücken. Entspre-
chende Konzepte für durchschnittlich polynomielle und durchschnittlich expo-
nentielle Funktionen sind bereits bekannt, der Begriff der durchschnittlich kon-
stanten Funktionen wird in dieser Arbeit eingeführt. Eine Reihe von Ergebnis-
sen über das durchschnittliche Verhalten von Approximationsalgorithmen für
praktische Probleme dient der Illustration, wie sich diese Ergebnisse in das neue
Rahmenwerk eingliedern.

Mit Hilfe dieses definitorischen Rahmen untersuche ich die strukturellen
Eigenschaften der Average-Case Approximationsklassen. Die Einführung einer
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die durchschnittliche Approximierbarkeit erhaltenden Reduktion ermöglicht es
zu zeigen, dass die Klasse aller NP-Optimierungsprobleme mit P-berechenbaren
Eingabeverteilungen vollständige Probleme besitzt.

Unterschiede zwischen der Worst-Case Komplexität und der Average-Case
Komplexität werden deutlich, wenn man die Average-Case Varianten der in
der Worst-Case Komplexität betrachteten Relation ”P = NP ⇔ jedes NP-
Problem lässt sich in polynomieller Zeit entscheiden“ untersucht. Die Frage,
ob NP im Durchschnitt leicht zu entscheiden ist – das heißt, ob sich alle NP-
Probleme mit P-berechenbaren Eingabeverteilungen in durchschnittlich poly-
nomieller Zeit lösen lassen – stellt sich als äquivalent heraus zur Frage, ob alle
NP-Optimierungsproblem mit P-berechenbaren Eingabeverteilungen ein Appro-
ximationsschema mit durchschnittlich polynomieller Laufzeit besitzen.

Die Durchschnittsapproximationsklassen, die durch im Schnitt polynomielle
Laufzeit definiert sind, bilden eine strikte Hierarchie, falls NP nicht im Durch-
schnitt leicht zu entscheiden ist. Indem man die Existenz eines Approxima-
tionsalgorithmus’, der eine Schranke für die Performance Ratio im Durchschnitt
einhält, mit der Existenz eines (durchschnittlich) polynomiellen Algorithmen-
schemas für ein randomisiertes Entscheidungsproblem verknüpft, lassen sich
entsprechende Hierarchieresultate auch für die Average-Case Approximation-
sklassen, die durch im Durchschnitt einzuhaltende Schranken für die Perfor-
mance Ratio definiert sind, erzielen. Ein Algorithmenschema ist dabei ein
Algorithmus, der Fehler machen darf; die Fehlerwahrscheinlichkeit hängt von
der Eingabeverteilung ab und wird durch einen zusätzlichen Eingabeparameter
beschränkt, der polynomiell in die Laufzeitschranke des Algorithmenschemas
einfließt. Die Hierarchieergebnisse werden unter der Annahme erzielt, dass nicht
alle NP-Probleme mit P-berechenbaren Eingabeverteilungen (durchschnittlich)
polynomielle Algorithmenschemata besitzen.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and History

Even with the ever increasing speed of modern computers, the need for efficient
algorithms to solve computational problems has not changed. Unfortunately,
many of those computational problems turned out to be NP-complete, so effi-
cient algorithms, which means polynomial-time algorithms in this context, are
unlikely to exist unless P = NP. As it is common belief that NP, the class of
problems computable by a nondeterministic Turing machine in polynomial time,
is not equal to P, the class of problems computable by a deterministic Turing
machine in polynomial time, other ways have to be found in order to deal with
the seeming intractability of many computational problems.

One such way is to look for algorithms that run in polynomial time on most
inputs but may require more than polynomial time on some inputs that rarely
occur. Which inputs are most likely and which are not is modelled by probability
distributions on the input instances. But not all NP-complete problems share
the same properties with respect to their average-case complexity under natural
distributions. For some problems, such as the Hamilton Circuit problem, the
high run-time that makes up the worst-case complexity is only necessary for
few instances that have small probability under a natural input distribution.
This was shown by Angluin and Valiant [1979] who presented a fast-on-average
algorithm to solve that problem. For the Tiling problem, on the other hand,
Levin [1984] showed that if it is efficiently solvable on average under a natural
distribution, then all DistNP-problems, which means all NP-problems with P-
computable distributions, are.

With the average-case completeness result for the Tiling problem and the
definition of average-case complexity classes, Levin established a field of re-
search, average-case complexity theory, that investigates the structural prop-
erties of those classes. A wealth of interesting results has been proven since
Levin’s original paper was published, not only within average-case complexity
theory itself, but also in relating relations of average-case complexity classes
to relations of worst-case complexity classes. Ben-David et al. [1992] for ex-
ample proved that NE = E if all DistNP-problems are efficiently solvable on
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1 Introduction

average, which means that all DistNP-problems are solvable in average polyno-
mial time, in other words: belong to the class AvgP. Connections of relations
among average-case complexity classes to other notions of worst-case complexity
were established as well, such as the existence of pseudo-random generators if
DistNP ⊆ AvgP, see Buhrman et al. [2003]. A survey of results and activities
in the field of average-case complexity has been given by Wang [1997A].

But there are more ways to deal with NP-completeness than to look for
algorithms that are fast on average instances. Another way, which was suggested
by Garey and Johnson [1979] in their seminal textbook on NP-completeness, is
to look for approximate solutions rather than exact solutions. As most NP-
complete problems are based on optimisation problems, this seems a natural
approach.

As with average-case complexity, the study of approximation algorithms for
optimisation problems came before the investigation of the structural properties
of approximation classes. Approximation algorithms were already subject to in-
vestigation in the mid-sixties, before the notion of NP-completeness was even
established. One of the first systematic studies of the approximability of opti-
misation problems was presented by Johnson [1974]. He suggested classifying
optimisation problems according to their approximability. Garey and Johnson
[1979] presented not only examples of approximation algorithms for hard op-
timisation problems, but also non-approximability results that hold under the
premise that P 6= NP. The first definitions of approximation preserving re-
ductions followed soon after and were not only used to prove approximability
results, but to determine optimisation problems that are hard for the various
approximation classes as well. A thorough treatment of this subject can be
found in Ausiello et al. [1999].

A third way to deal with NP-completeness is to combine these two ap-
proaches, which means to look for approximation algorithms that either pro-
duce solutions that are good enough on average, produce good solutions fast on
average, or both. Results on the average properties of mostly fast and simple ap-
proximation algorithms date back to the mid-seventies, though Karp [1976] then
named it a “relatively untested approach”. This attitude has changed and a vari-
ety of publications, not only on the average performance of fast approximation
algorithms, see Grimmett and McDiarmid [1975], McDiarmid [1984], Kreuter
and Nierhoff [1997] among others, but also on approximation algorithms that
are fast on average, see Karp and Steele [1985], Coja-Oghlan and Taraz [2003],
attest to this fact.

But not much is known about structural properties of optimisation prob-
lems with respect to their average-case approximability. Schuler and Watanabe
[1995] already tackled the question of the average-case complexity of optimi-
sation problems but with a different focus. They focused on solving rather
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1.1 Motivation and History
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Figure 1.1: Scope of this work

than approximating NP-optimisation problems in average polynomial time and
proved that doing so is equivalent to solving membership for problems in ∆p

2 in
average polynomial time. Furthermore, they showed that if every NP-problem
with a PNP-samplable input distribution is easy on average, then every NP-
optimisation problem with a PNP-samplable input distribution is solvable in
average-polynomial time as well.

So what is missing in contrast to the other two approaches, is a theoretical
framework that allows to investigate the structural properties of optimisation
classes with respect to their average-case approximability. This dissertation
aims to fill the gap and pick up an open question posed by Wang [1997A]:

“We end this list [of open questions] by asking how average-case
complexity may help in obtaining results for actual optimisation
problems. Although certain NP optimisation problems cannot have
good approximation solutions in deterministic polynomial time un-
less P = NP (see e.g. Arora et al. [1992]), exact solutions, or good
approximations, could still be obtained in average polynomial time,
or some average-case “completeness” results could be shown.”
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1 Introduction

1.2 Contributions of this Dissertation

The main goal of this dissertation is to establish a theoretical framework that al-
lows both: the classification of optimisation problems according to their average-
case approximability and the study of the structural properties of those classes.
Hence, a significant part of the dissertation is devoted to establishing the defi-
nitions necessary to set up this framework.

The most important concept to accomplish this is that of functions that are
constant on average. They are necessary to define an average-case equivalent
of the worst-case class APX where the performance ratio no longer has to be
bounded by a constant but can be constant on average. For respective ver-
sions of the classes poly-APX and exp-APX, the concepts of functions that are
polynomial and exponential on average are already established.

Another way of defining average-case approximation classes is to relax the
constraints on the running time and allow approximation algorithms to run in
average polynomial time rather than in polynomial time. Finally, both relax-
ations can be combined. The dissertation deals with all three possibilities and
examines the respective average-case equivalents of the worst-case classes APX,
poly-APX and exp-APX as well as the average polynomial time relaxations of
PO and PTAS.

I flesh out the definition framework by giving several examples for the
average-case behaviour of known approximation algorithms and by demonstrat-
ing how they fit into the new framework. Those examples include optimisation
problems for graphs, scheduling and packing problems as well as some variants
of the well-known Travelling Salesman Problem.

With the definitions established, the main results of the dissertation are:

Completeness

A reduction that preserves approximability for the majority of the average-case
approximation classes is introduced in order to define a notion of average-case
completeness for optimisation problems. I show that DistNPO, the class of
NP-optimisation problems with P-computable input distributions, has complete
problems. This answers – in a way – the open question of Wang.

Non-Approximability

As a result of this dissertation, most of the inclusions between the newly defined
average-case approximating classes can be determined under various premises.
An important concept that is required for some of those premises is that of an
algorithm scheme. An algorithm scheme is an algorithm that is allowed to err
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1.2 Contributions of this Dissertation

on some input instances. It has an additional input parameter that controls the
fraction of those erroneous instances.

1. If not all DistNP-problems are solvable in average polynomial time, which
means that DistNP 6⊆ AvgP, the average polynomial time approximation
classes, like their worst-case equivalents, form a strict hierarchy.

2. If there are DistNP-problems that do not have a polynomial time algorithm
scheme, the average-ratio approximation classes form a strict hierarchy as
well.

An algorithm scheme is basically a deterministic algorithm that is allowed
to err for some inputs. The error probability is considered with respect to
the input distribution and is bounded by an additional input parameter
for the algorithm.

3. If there are DistNP-problems that do not have an average polynomial time
algorithm scheme, the approximation classes that are defined relaxing both
parameters also form a strict hierarchy.

Furthermore, it is shown that the average-ratio approximation classes and
the average-polynomial-time approximation classes are, in a certain sense, in-
comparable if P 6= NP. Under the same premise the average-ratio classes
are strictly contained in their counterparts where both parameters are relaxed.
Though the average polynomial time classes are also subsets of their average-
ratio, average-time versions, it is not yet known whether those inclusions are
strict as well under some reasonable premise.

Approximability

Another contribution of this dissertation is that an average-case version of the
worst-case relation

P = NP
⇔

“Every NP-optimisation problem is solvable in polynomial time”

can be shown, namely

DistNP ⊆ AvgP
⇔

“Every DistNPO-problem has
an average polynomial time approximation scheme”.
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1 Introduction

In this result differences between the worst-case and average-case setting
become apparent.

The results on complete problems in DistNPO, the approximability result
and the inclusion structure of the average polynomial time approximation classes
are also published in Schelm [2003].

1.3 Organisation of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organised in three chapters that contain the main definitions,
Chapter 3, and the main results, Chapter 4 and 5. Chapter 2 presents the basic
definitions that are required for the dissertation, and Chapter 6 concludes this
work with an outlook on open questions and future research.

Chapter 2

Though I assume familiarity with the basic concepts of complexity theory, which
can be found in textbooks such as Papadimitriou [1994], Du and Ko [2000], or
Balcázar et al. [1995], Chapter 2 introduces the basic concepts and definitions
that are essential for the dissertation. They cover both the basics from the
theory of the approximability of optimisation problems and from average-case
complexity. The chapter gives only a brief review of those notions and is not
meant as a concise introduction into either field of research.

Chapter 3

The chapter begins with the definition of functions that are constant on average
and compares this definition to the kind of results that are already established in
the literature about approximation algorithms that have a constant ratio with
high probability. In order to show how these notions are related, a number
of tools are developed that allow to subsume the known results in the new
framework.

With the notion of functions that are constant on average, the class defini-
tions of the average-case approximation classes are given.

Reviewing a number of results from the literature about the average be-
haviour of approximation algorithms concludes the chapter.

Chapter 4

Chapter 4 introduces the notion of an average polynomial time approximability
preserving reduction and the notion of completeness for DistNPO. It is then
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1.3 Organisation of the Dissertation

shown that this reduction is transitive and that most of the average-case ap-
proximation classes are closed under that reduction. The second part of the
chapter presents the proof that DistNPO has complete problems. This is ac-
complished by first providing complete problems for the classes DistMaxNPO
and DistMinNPO, the classes of maximisation and minimisation problems in
DistNPO, and then proving that those problems are equivalent with respect to
the reduction.

Chapter 5

This chapter deals with the inclusion structure of the average-case approxi-
mation classes introduced in Chapter 3. The first part deals solely with the
structure of the average-polynomial-time approximation classes. I show that if
DistNP ⊆ AvgP, then DistNPO ⊆ Avgt-PTAS. If DistNP 6⊆ AvgP, on the
other hand, it is shown that the average polynomial time approximation classes
form a chain of strict inclusions. This is accomplished by adapting worst-case
non-approximability proofs to the average-case scenario. I can even ensure that
the separating problems for all those classes belong to the class DistNPO. Fur-
thermore, it is shown that not all problems in DistNPO are approximable with
exponential ratio in average polynomial time if DistNP 6⊆ AvgP.

For the average-case approximation classes where the constraints on the per-
formance ratio are relaxed, a similar adaption of worst-case non-approximability
proofs is presented in the second part of the chapter. Since those non-approxima-
bility proofs rely on the notion of (average) polynomial time algorithm schemes,
this concept is introduced here as well, along with its necessary properties.

Other than that, the limits of relaxing the constraints on the performance
ratio in the case of an exponential bound are discussed.

The third part of Chapter 5 deals with the relation of the average-case ap-
proximation classes that are defined relaxing different parameters. Evidence is
given that the classes relaxing only the performance ratio and the classes relax-
ing only the running time are incomparable. For the average-ratio classes it is
shown that they are strictly included in the respective classes that relax both
parameters.

Chapter 6

Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation. In this chapter, the relevance of the results
is discussed with regard to their applicability to more practical issues, namely
the search for approximation algorithms that are good/efficient on average. We
also discuss the role that the probability distributions play in the results of
the dissertation. A discussion of open problems and further lines of research,
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1 Introduction

for example using the reduction introduced in Chapter 4 to prove average-case
approximability results, concludes the final chapter.
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2 A Review of Worst Case
Approximability and Average Case
Complexity

Since this work intends to apply the notions of average-case complexity to the
approximability of optimisation problems, I will give a brief review of the most
important notions and results from both fields in this chapter. Section 2.1 will
introduce the necessary definitions from the field of optimisation problems and
their approximability, while Section 2.2 will give an overview over average-case
complexity theory. The basic notions and definitions from worst-case complex-
ity theory, however, will only be explained briefly. I assume familiarity with
the concepts of deterministic and nondeterministic Turing machines and the
complexity classes P of problems solvable in deterministic polynomial time, and
NP for nondeterministic polynomial time. A more detailed treatment of those
notions can be found in standard textbooks on the subject like Papadimitriou
[1994], Du and Ko [2000], or Balcázar et al. [1995].

Throughout this thesis I will consider only nonempty words over Σ = {0, 1}
unless stated otherwise. For a word x ∈ Σ+ let |x| denote its length. The set of
all words of length n is denoted by Σn, the set of all words of length at least n
by Σ≥n. The standard lexicographical ordering ≤ on Σ+ sorts words lengthwise
and words of equal length lexicographically. For some x ∈ Σ+ the predecessor of
x with respect to this ordering is denoted with x− if it exists, and the successor
with x+. For L ⊆ Σ+ let χL denote the characteristic function of L, which
means that χL(x) = 1 if x ∈ L and χL(x) = 0 otherwise.

I use a standard pairing function from Σ+ × Σ+ to Σ+. For two words
x, y ∈ Σ+, the result of that pairing function is denoted by 〈x, y〉. This function
is one-to-one and computable as well as invertible in polynomial time in |x| and
|y|.

The composition of two functions f : A → B and g : B → C yields a
function h : A → C such that h = g ◦ f and h(x) = g(f(x)). I write f ≈ g for
two functions f, g : N+ → N, if for every ε > 0 and for every n ∈ N+

b(1− ε)g(n)c ≤ f(n) ≤ d(1 + ε)g(n)e

19



2 A Review of Worst Case Approximability and Average Case Complexity

By ln I refer to the natural logarithm, and by log to the binary logarithm.

2.1 Approximability of Optimisation Problems

For the basic definitions and concepts of this field of research I will mainly
follow the notations and definitions as given in Ausiello et al. [1999], a book
that provides a detailed treatment of the various aspects of the approximability
of optimisation problems.

2.1.1 NP-Optimisation Problems

Though a more general definition of optimisation problems can be found in the
literature, I restrict my attention to NP-optimisation problems as most of the
optimisation problems of immediate practical relevance are of this kind.

Definition 2.1. An optimisation problem F over an alphabet Σ is defined as a
tuple (I, S,m, type) such that

1. I ⊆ Σ+ is the set of input instances.

2. S ⊆ I × Σ∗ is a relation on inputs and their feasible solutions. By S(x)
we denote the set of all feasible solutions for an input x ∈ I.

3. m : S → R+ is the objective function.

4. type states whether F is a maximisation or minimisation problem.

opt(x) denotes the optimal value of the objective function for x ∈ I, that is

opt(x) =

{
max{m(x, y) | y ∈ S(x)} if type = max,
min{m(x, y) | y ∈ S(x)} if type = min.

Note that though real-valued objective functions are allowed here as well,
most optimisation problems that occur throughout this thesis have integer- or
rational-valued objective functions.

Definition 2.2. F = (I, S,m, type) is called an NP-optimisation problem if

1. I ∈ P,

2. S is polynomially bounded, that is there exists a polynomial q such that
|y| ≤ q(|x|) for all y ∈ S(x), and S ∈ P,

3. m ∈ FP,

The class of all NP-optimisation problems is denoted by NPO.

Next, I give a list of the NP-optimisation problems that will be used through-
out this thesis.
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2.1.2 Some NP-Optimisation Problems

Problem 1 (MaxIndependentSet)

Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E).

Solution: Any independent set V ′ ⊆ V , which means that (v, w) 6∈ E for
every v, w ∈ V ′.

Objective function: The size of V ′.

Type: Maximisation problem.

Problem 2 (MaxClique)

Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E).

Solution: Any clique V ′ ⊆ V , which means that (v, w) ∈ E for every
v, w ∈ V ′.

Objective function: The size of V ′.

Type: Maximisation problem.

Problem 3 (MaxInducedConSubgraphWithPropertyP)

Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E).

Solution: Any subset V ′ ⊆ V such that the subgraph induced by V ′ is
connected and has property P .

Objective function: The size of V ′.

Type: Maximisation problem.

Problem 4 (MinGraphColouring)

Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E).

Solution: Any valid colouring of V , i.e. any function c : V → {1, . . . , k}
for k ≥ 1 such that c(v) 6= c(w) for every v, w ∈ V such that (v, w) ∈
E.

Objective function: The number of colours, that is k.

Type: Minimisation problem.

Problem 5 (MinCliquePartition)

Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E).
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Solution: Any partition of V in disjoint cliques. Such a partition is a set
P = {C1, . . . , Ck} where the Ci are cliques, such that Ci ∩Cj = ∅ for
every i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} where i 6= j and ∪k

i=1Ci = V .

Objective function: The size of P .

Type: Minimisation problem.

Problem 6 (MinCliqueCover)

Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E).

Solution: Any cover of V with cliques, that is any set C = {C1, . . . , Ck}
where the Ci are cliques, such that ∪k

i=1Ci = V .

Objective function: The size of C.

Type: Minimisation problem.

Problem 7 (MaxKnapsack)

Input: A finite set U , a size function s : U → N+, a value function
v : U → N+ and an integer B ∈ N+.

Solution: Any packing U ′ ⊂ U such that
∑

u∈U ′ s(u) ≤ B.

Objective function: The value of the packing, that is
∑

u∈U ′ v(u).

Type: Maximisation problem.

Problem 8 (MinBinPacking)

Input: A set U of items, and a function s : U → [0, 1) of sizes.

Solution: Any partition P = {B1, . . . , Bk} of U such that Bi ∩ Bj = ∅
for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} where i 6= j, ∪k

i=1Bi = U and
∑

u∈Bi
s(u) ≤ 1

for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Objective function: The size of P .

Type: Minimisation problem.

Problem 9 (MinMultiprocessorScheduling)

Input: A set T of tasks, a number m of processors, and a function l :
T×[1, . . . ,m]→ Z+, where l(t, i) is the length that the task t requires
on processor i to be completed.

Solution: Any m-processor schedule for T , that is any function f : T ×
[1, . . . ,m].
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Objective function: The finish time for the schedule, that is

max
i∈[1,...,m]

∑
t∈T.f(t)=i

l(t, i).

Type: Minimisation problem.

Problem 10 (MinTravellingSalesman)

Input: An n× n matrix D =
(
dij

)
, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Solution: Any permutation σ of the numbers 1, . . . , n.

Objective function: dσ(n)σ(1) +
∑n−1

i=1 dσ(i)σ(i+1).

Type: Minimisation problem.

Problem 11 (MinEuclideanTravellingSalesman)

Input: A set C = {p1, . . . , pn} of n points in a plane.

Solution: Any permutation σ of the numbers 1, . . . , n.

Objective function: d(pσ(n), pσ(1)) +
∑n−1

i=1 d(pσ(i), pσ(i+1)), where

d(pi, pj) =
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2

if pi = (xi, yi) and pj = (xj , yj).

Type: Minimisation problem.

The Euclidean Travellings Salesman problem is also known as the Geometric
Travelling Salesman problem.

2.1.3 Approximation Classes

Definition 2.3. If not stated otherwise, an approximation algorithm is a de-
terministic algorithm running in polynomial time. For an approximation algo-
rithm A we denote by A(x) the solution computed by A on input x. Clearly,
A(x) ∈ S(x) has to hold for x ∈ I if S(x) 6= ∅.

Definition 2.4. The performance ratio R of a solution y ∈ S(x) is defined as
R(x, y) = max{opt(x)/m(x, y), m(x, y)/ opt(x)} for x ∈ I.

Note that R(x, y) ≥ 1 for all x ∈ I and y ∈ S(x). If R(x, y) = 1, the
solution y is an optimal solution. I also write RA(x) instead of R

(
x,A(x)

)
.

The superscript is omitted if it is clear from the context which approximation
algorithm is meant.
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Definition 2.5. Let r : N → [1,∞) be a function. We say that an approx-
imation algorithm A computes an r-approximate solution for an optimisation
problem F ∈ NPO, if RA(x) ≤ r(|x|) for every x ∈ I. Then A is said to be an
r-approximate algorithm and F is r-approximable.

Definition 2.6. Let F be an optimisation problem such that F ∈ NPO.

F ∈ APX, if F is r-approximable for a constant r ≥ 1.

F ∈ poly-APX, if there exists a polynomial p such that F is p(n)-approximable.

F ∈ exp-APX, if there exists a polynomial p such that F is 2p(n)-approximable.

F ∈ PTAS, which means that F has a polynomial time approximation scheme,
if there exists an approximation algorithm that, for any x ∈ I and any
constant r > 1, when applied to input (x, r) returns an r-approximate
solution for x in time polynomial in |x|.

Note that the concept of an approximation scheme is quite similar to that
of an algorithm scheme. The approximation scheme computes a solution, while
the algorithm scheme is a decision algorithm. The additional parameter of the
approximation scheme controls the quality of the solution, while the additional
parameter of the algorithm scheme controls the error probability. The defini-
tion of algorithm schemes and the role of the additional parameter is given in
Definition 5.21.

2.1.4 Approximation Preserving Reduction

The notion of approximation preserving reductions I use throughout this disser-
tation, the AP-reduction, was first presented in Crescenzi et al. [1999], see also
Ausiello et al. [1999]. The AP-reduction preserves membership for all approxi-
mation classes.

Definition 2.7. Let F1, F2 ∈ NPO. We say that F1 AP-reduces to F2 (F1 ≤AP

F2), if there exist functions f, g that are computable in time polynomial in |x|
for every fixed r > 1 and a constant α ≥ 1 such that for every x ∈ IF1 and for
every r > 1

1. f(x, r) ∈ IF2 .

2. If SF1(x) 6= ∅ then SF2

(
f(x, r)

)
6= ∅.

3. g(x, y, r) ∈ SF1(x) for every y ∈ SF2

(
f(x, r)

)
.
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4. For every y ∈ SF2

(
f(x, r)

)
it holds that

RF2

(
f(x, r), y

)
≤ r ⇒ RF1

(
x, g(x, y, r)

)
≤ 1 + α(r − 1).

Note that the additional parameter r is only required to preserve member-
ship in PTAS. If the quality of the required solution is not needed for the
reduction, the additional parameter will be omitted, which also implies that the
time needed to compute f and g does not depend on it.

Fact 2.8. The AP-reduction is transitive, and the classes PTAS and APX (as
well as the classes poly-APX and exp-APX) are closed under AP-reduction.

2.2 Review of Average Case Complexity Theory

2.2.1 Probability Distributions

As stated in chapter 1, the average-case complexity of some problem investigates
the complexity of average instances for this problem. To formally capture the
notion of average instances, probability distributions on the set of all instances
are used. Therefore this section starts with a brief introduction of the necessary
concepts from probability theory. For a more detailed introduction to proba-
bility theory, I refer to standard textbooks on that matter such as Foata and
Fuchs [1999], Krickeberg [1963], Hinderer [1972] and Chow and Teicher [1978].

Definition 2.9. A probability function on Σ+ is a real-valued function µ : Σ+ →
[0, 1] such that ∑

x∈Σ+

µ(x) = 1.

Then the probability distribution µ∗(x) corresponding to the probability function
µ is defined as

µ∗(x) =
∑
y≤x

µ(y).

In the probabilistic setting, all values of interest, for example the running
time of an approximation algorithm or its performance ratio become (positive)
random variables. In this setting, a random variable X is a function X : Σ+ →
R+. Two random variables X, Y are independent, if for all x, y ∈ R+

Pr[X = x|Y = y] = Pr[X = x].
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The conditional probability of two random variables X, Y is defined as

Pr[X = x|Y = y] :=
Pr[(X = x) ∧ (Y = y)]

Pr[Y = y]
.

Conditional probability functions can be derived from probability functions
in a similar fashion.

Definition 2.10. The conditional probability function µ|D for some D ⊆ Σ+ is
defined as

µ|D(x) =

{
µ(x)/µ(D) for x ∈ D,
0 otherwise,

where µ(D) =
∑

x∈D µ(x).

The main application of this definition is to obtain a probability functions
on words of a given length such as µn = µ|Σn for words of fixed length n and
µ≥n = µ|Σ≥n for words of length at least n.

The average value of a random variable is given by its expectation.

Definition 2.11. The expectation of a random variable X : Ω → R+ is
defined as

E[X] :=
∑

x∈R+

x · Pr[X = x] =
∑

w∈Σ+

X(w) · µ(w).

The conditional expectations of random variables are obtained by restricting
the expectation to some subset D ⊆ Σ+ and using µ|D instead of µ. The most
frequently used conditional expectations are those of restricted to the set of
words of length n, denoted by En, and those restricted to the set of words of
length at least n, denoted by E≥n. A similar subscript is used to describe the
probability of an event with respect to a conditional probability function as well.

The next lemma states some well-known properties of the expectation that
are frequently used. The proof can be found in standard textbooks on the
subject.

Lemma 2.12.
1. Let X1, . . . , Xk : Σ+ → R+ be random variables and h : (R+)k → R+

a linear function. Then h(X1, . . . , Xk) is a random variable as well and
satisfies

E[h(X1, . . . , Xk)] = h(E[X1], . . . ,E[Xk]).
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2. Let X, Y : Σ+ → R+ be independent random variables. Then

E[X · Y ] = E[X] · E[Y ].

In order to give upper bounds on the probability of certain events, I use
two tools from probability theory throughout this dissertation: the Markov
Inequality and the Chernoff Bound. Both are stated here without proof and
are restricted to the needs of this dissertation. The proofs can be found in the
standard literature such as Motwani and Raghavan [1995].

Lemma 2.13 (Markov Inequality). Let X : Σ+ → R+ be a random variable.
The for all t ∈ R+:

Pr[X ≥ t] ≤ E[X]
t

.

Lemma 2.14 (Chernoff Bound). Let X1, . . . , Xn : Σ+ → {0, 1} be random
variables that assume only the values 0 or 1. Let 0 < p < 1 be a probability such
that Pr[Xi = 1] = p for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then for X =

∑n
i=1 Xi and 0 < δ ≤ 1

Pr
[
X < (1− δ) E[X]

]
< exp

(
− E[X]δ2/2

)
.

For the probabilistic analysis of approximation algorithms mostly sequences
of random variables like the running time or the performance ratio are examined.
Such a sequence usually consists of a separate random variable for each input
length. So a probabilistic property of an approximation algorithm, for example
that the performance ratio is bounded by a constant in the average case, defines
a sequence of events. A sequence of events Bn for n ∈ N, where Bn = {x ∈
Σn |RA

n (x) ≤ c} for example, holds with high probability, if limn→∞ Pr[Bn] = 1.

Definition 2.15 (Ko [1983]). A function f : Σ+ → [0, 1] is P-computable if
there exists a deterministic Turing machine M such that |M(x, k)−f(x)| ≤ 2−k

for all x ∈ Σ+, k ≥ 1 whose time is bounded by a polynomial in |x| and k.

Note that if a probability distribution µ∗ is P-computable, the corresponding
probability function µ is P-computable as well, simply by computing µ(x) =
µ∗(x)− µ∗(x−). However, Blass proved, see Gurevich [1991] for the proof, that
the converse is not true unless P = NP. Therefore, a probability function µ is
P-computable if both µ and µ∗ are, thus following the standard notation used
in the literature.

The following lemma was first shown by Gurevich [1991], the formulation,
however, is due to Wang [1997A].

Lemma 2.16. For every P-computable probability distribution µ on Σ+ there
exists a probability distribution ν such that
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1. ν is P-computable,

2. ν(x) > 0 for every x ∈ Σ+,

3. The length of the binary fraction of ν(x) is bounded by 4 + 2|x|,

4. µ(x) ≤ 4ν(x) for all x ∈ Σ+.

Standard Probability Functions

The standard probability functions on positive integers, words, graphs and real
numbers from the interval [0, 1] that are used in this dissertation are the fol-
lowing. The main objective of those definitions is to find probability functions
that come as close to a uniform distribution as possible. For a more thorough
discussion of standard probability functions on positive integers and words see
Gurevich [1991]. Random graph models and their properties are treated in great
detail in Bollobás [1985]. For the uniform distribution on [0, 1] see standard
textbooks on probability theory, such as Foata and Fuchs [1999].

Positive integers: For positive integers I use the function µN(n) = c0/n2 with
c0 = 6/π2 as a standard probability function. This function does not give
too much weight to small numbers, but its sum over all positive integers
is 1.

Words: The standard probability function on words is a combination of a uni-
form distribution on all words of the same length and the standard prob-
ability function for positive integers. So µΣ+ , the standard probability
function on Σ+, is obtained by first selecting a length according to µN
and then a word of this length with uniform distribution from Σn, that is,
µΣ+(x) = µN(|x|) · 2−|x|.

Graphs: When dealing with random graphs, I use – unless stated otherwise –
the Gn,p-model, where p may depend on n. According to this model, a
graph with n vertices is selected by randomly inserting an edge between
two vertices with probability p, independently of the existence or absence
of other edges in the graph. So the probability function µGn,p on graphs
with n vertices is µGn,p(G) = pm(1 − p)(

n
2)−m, where m is the number of

edges in G. A probability function µG,p on the set of all graphs is obtained
by first selecting n according to µN and then a graph according to µGn,p.

The standard probability function on graphs, which means the probability
function that comes as close to a uniform probability function as possible,
is µG,1/2. With edge probability 1/2, every graph with n vertices is equally
likely.
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Real numbers in [0,1]: For real numbers from the interval [0, 1] the uniform
distribution on [0, 1] is used as standard probability function µ[0,1]. This
probability function is defined via its probability distribution µ∗[0,1](x) = x.
A random variable with this probability function has expectation 1/2.

With µ[0,1]∗ I describe the standard probability function for a random
number of values from [0, 1]. It is obtained by first drawing a positive
integer n according to µN+ , then choosing n items from [0, 1] according
to µ[0,1]. This notion can easily be adapted to µ([0,1]2)∗ , the standard
probability function on a random number of values from the unit square
[0, 1]2.

Levin conjectures in Johnson [1984] that all natural probability distributions
are P-computable or are dominated by one that is.

2.2.2 Distributional Problems

Since this dissertation deals with average-case properties of optimisation prob-
lems, i.e. properties that depend on the probability functions of the input in-
stances, these problems cannot be separated from their input distributions.

Definition 2.17. The pairs, consisting of an optimisation problem or a lan-
guage and an input distribution, will be referred to as distributional optimisation
problems and distributional problems respectively.

Note that the term input distribution will be used as a synonym for the
probability function of the input instances throughout this dissertation.

2.2.3 Functions that are Polynomial on Average

The basic concept that helped to establish average-case complexity theory as a
field of research was the concept of functions that are polynomial on average.
This notion of efficiency on average was introduced by Levin [1984]. The basic
idea of Levin’s definition is that p(n) is a polynomial if and only if p1/k(n) is a
linear function for some k > 0. That means that there exist constants k, c > 0
such that

p(n) ≤ cnk,

which is equivalent to

p1/k(n) ≤ cn or

p1/k(n)
n

≤ c respectively.
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Extending the notion of a linear function to the average case in a similar way
leads to the following definition.

Definition 2.18. A function f : Σ+ → N is linear on µ-average, where µ is a
probability function on Σ+, if there exists a constant c > 0 such that∑

x∈Σ+

f(x)
|x|

µ(x) ≤ c.

With the observation mentioned above, functions that are polynomial on
average are defined as follows.

Definition 2.19. A function f : Σ+ → N is polynomial on µ-average, where µ
is a probability function on Σ+, if there exist constants k, c > 0 such that

∑
x∈Σ+

f1/k(x)
|x|

µ(x) ≤ c.

When referring to the constants k and c that attest to the fact that a func-
tion f is polynomial on µ-average, I say that f is polynomial on µ-average via
constants k and c.

For a more detailed discussion of the various ways to define functions poly-
nomial on average and the merits of Levin’s definition see e.g. Gurevich [1991],
Ben-David et al. [1992], and Wang [1997A].

The following fact states some useful properties of functions that are poly-
nomial on average that are used throughout this dissertation.

Fact 2.20 (Gurevich [1991]). Let f, g : Σ+ → N be functions, µ a probability
function on Σ+. If f and g are polynomial on µ-average, so are the functions
max{f, g}, f + g, f · g and f r for every positive constant r.

The next lemma shows that if the lengthwise expectation of a function is
bounded by a polynomial, then the function is polynomial on average. The
converse does not hold. As the lemma is hinted in the literature without proof,
see Gurevich [1991], I give a short proof here.

Lemma 2.21. Let f : Σ+ → N be a function, µ a probability function on Σ+.
If there exists a constant k > 0 such that for every n > 0

En[f(x)] =
∑

x∈Σn

f(x)µn(x) ≤ nk,

then f is polynomial on µ-average.
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Proof. The premise of the lemma is equivalent to

∑
x∈Σn

f(x)
nk

µn(x) ≤ 1

for every n > 0. Set Sn = {x | f(x) > nk} and Tn = Σn \ Sn. Then

(
f(x)
nk

)1/k

≤

{
f(x)
nk if x ∈ Sn,

1 otherwise.

So for all n > 0

∑
x∈Σn

f1/k(x)
n

µn(x) ≤
∑
x∈Sn

f(x)
nk

µn(x) +
∑
x∈Tn

µn(x)

≤ 1 + 1 = 2.

The sum over all words is then

∑
x∈Σ+

f1/k

|x|
µ(x) =

∑
n∈N+

µ(Σn)
∑

x∈Σn

f1/k(x)
n

µn(x)

≤ 2
∑

n∈N+

µ(Σn) = 2.

So f is polynomial on µ-average via k and 2.

Ben-David et al. [1992] suggested a generalisation of functions that are poly-
nomial on average, see Section 3.1 for a more detailed discussion, that is used
here for a definition of functions that are exponential on average.

Definition 2.22. A function f : Σ+ → N is exponential on µ-average, where µ
is a probability function on Σ+, if there exists k, c > 0 such that

∑
x∈Σ+

(log2(f(x)))1/k

|x|
µ(x) ≤ c.

This definition is more than adequate in this context, though problems arise,
for example to prove tight hierarchies for functions that are exponential on
average as was shown by Cai and Selman [1995]. They also suggest a better
definition to capture this property.
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2.2.4 Average Case Complexity Classes

With the notion of functions that are polynomial on average, the class of distri-
butional problems that are efficiently solvable on average can be defined.

Definition 2.23. A distributional problem (L, µ) belongs to AvgP if L is de-
cidable by a deterministic algorithm in time polynomial on µ-average.

As one of the driving questions that lead to the average-case complexity
theory was that whether all NP-problems are efficiently solvable or not, those
“problems of interest” are summarised in a class as well.

Definition 2.24. DistNP consists of all distributional problems (L, µ), where
L ∈ NP and µ is P-computable.

The restriction to P-computable probability functions is necessary as DistNP
would not contain complete problems otherwise.

2.2.5 Reduction and Completeness

Definition 2.25. Let µ and ν be probability functions on Σ+. Then ν dom-
inates µ (µ � ν for short) if there exists a polynomial p such that ν(x) ≥
µ(x)/p(|x|) for all x ∈ Σ+.

Fact 2.26 (Gurevich [1991]). Let µ, ν be probability functions on Σ+ and
t : Σ+ → N a function. If t is polynomial on ν-average and µ � ν, then t is
polynomial on µ-average as well.

Definition 2.27 (Gurevich [1991]). Let µ and ν be probability distributions
on Σ+ and f : Σ+ → Σ+ a function. Then f transforms µ into ν if for every
y ∈ Σ+

ν(y) =
∑

x∈Σ+.f(x)=y

µ(x).

Definition 2.28. Let µ and ν be probability distributions on Σ+ and f : Σ+ →
Σ+ a function. Then ν dominates µ with respect to f (µ �f ν for short), if there
exists a constant l ≥ 0 such that for all y ∈ range(f)

ν(y) ≥ |y|−l
∑

x∈Σ+.f(x)=y

µ(x).

Definition 2.29. Let (A,µ), (B, ν) be distributional decision problems. Then
(A,µ) is polynomial-time many-one reducible to (B, ν), written (A, ν) ≤p

m (B, ν)
for short, if there exists a function f computable in polynomial time in |x| such
that
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Reducibility: A is polynomial-time many-one reducible to B via f , that means
that

x ∈ A ⇔ f(x) ∈ B,

Dominance: and ν dominates µ with respect to f .

A reduction function f is honest, if there exists a constant c such that
|f(x)| ≥ |x|c for all x ∈ Σ+.

Fact 2.30 (Gurevich [1991]).
1. If (A,µ) ≤p

m (B, ν) and (B, ν) ∈ AvgP, then (A,µ) ∈ AvgP.

2. If the reduction functions are honest, then the many-one reduction for
distributional decision problems is transitive. That means if (A1, µ1) ≤p

m

(A2, µ2) and (A2, µ2) ≤p
m (A3, µ3) via honest reduction functions, then

(A1, µ1) ≤p
m (A3, µ3).

Definition 2.31. A distributional problem (A,µ) is hard for the class DistNP
if (B, ν) ≤p

m (A,µ) for all (B, ν) ∈ DistNP. (A,µ) is complete for DistNP if it is
hard and (A,µ) ∈ DistNP.

Fact 2.32 (Levin [1984]). The class DistNP contains problems that are com-
plete under a modified many-one reduction.

An extensive list of DistNP-complete problems is given in Wang [1997B].
Since AvgP is closed under many-one reduction, the existence of DistNP-com-
plete problems in AvgP would imply DistNP ⊆ AvgP. That this is unlikely
to hold was shown by Ben-David et al. and by Gurevich. In both papers, the
inclusion of those average-case complexity classes was linked to inclusions of
worst-case complexity classes that are believed not to hold.

Fact 2.33 (Ben-David et al. [1992]). If DistNP ⊆ AvgP then E = NE.

Fact 2.34 (Gurevich [1991]). If DistNP ⊆ AvgP then EXP = NEXP.
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3 Average-Case Approximation Classes

The goal of this chapter is to apply the notion of average-case complexity to
the approximability of optimisation problems, which results in the definition
of average-case approximation classes. As there are two parameters of interest
when it comes to approximating optimisation problems, namely the running
time and the performance ratio, there are three possible ways of defining average-
case versions of worst-case approximation classes. In the worst-case scenario,
we are mainly interested in approximation algorithms that run in polynomial
time, so the most obvious relaxation in this regard is to allow the running time
to be polynomial on average rather than bounded by a polynomial. Next, we
can relax the constraints on the performance ratio from worst-case constraints
to average-case constraints. Finally, we can combine those two possibilities.

In order to define the average-ratio variants of the well-established worst-case
approximation classes APX, poly-APX and exp-APX, respective average-case
bounds on the performance ratio are required. While the notions of polynomial-
and exponential-on-average are well established and will be used for the average-
ratio versions of poly-APX and exp-APX, an appropriate definition of functions
that are constant on average, which may be used to define the average-ratio
equivalent of APX, cannot be found in the literature. There are, nevertheless,
a number of results on the probabilistic behaviour of approximation algorithms
proving that several optimisation problems, most of them hard to approximate
in the worst case, are approximable within a constant ratio in the average case.
Therefore, the first section of this chapter consists of a thorough discussion of
the definition of functions that are constant on average. This definition is based
on a generalisation of functions that are polynomial on average. In the second
section average-case versions of the worst-case approximation classes are defined.
The third and last section of this chapter presents and improves known results
on the probabilistic behaviour of mostly simple approximation algorithms by
formulating the results in terms of our new framework.
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3 Average-Case Approximation Classes

3.1 Functions that are Constant on Average

In order to relax worst-case approximability within a constant factor to average-
case approximability within a constant factor, I introduce the notion of functions
that are constant on average with respect to a probability function. In order to
do so, I first examine two possibilities of adapting the notion of functions that
are polynomial on average and explain the choice that lead to the final definition
of functions that are constant on average. In the second part of this section I
present some useful properties of those functions. As one of the main goals that
led to this particular definition was to subsume the variety of results on the
probabilistic behaviour of approximation algorithms under a single notion, the
last part of this section compares the definition of functions that are constant
on average to the concepts used to establish those results.

3.1.1 Definition

Generalisations of the notion of functions that are polynomial on average to
functions that are T on average, for an arbitrary function T : N→ N, have been
introduced by Ben-David et al. [1992] and Cai and Selman [1999]. While Ben-
David et al. did not specify the class of functions for which their definition is
suitable, Cai and Selman restricted their definition to the class of logarithmico-
exponential functions introduced by Hardy [1924].

Neither approach, however, captures the notion of functions that are con-
stant on average directly. The basic idea of both approaches is that, given
functions f : Σ+ → N, T : N → N and a probability function µ on Σ+, one
can say that f is T on µ-average, if T−1

(
f(x)

)
is linear on µ-average. For the

concept of linearity on average as used by Ben-David et al. see Definition 2.18.
The problem with functions that are constant on average is that they are not
invertible. But we can express constant functions in terms of linear functions
nevertheless. Two plausible ways of calling a function f constant on µ-average
are the following. Either

(1) f is constant on µ-average if the function |x|k−1f(x) is linear on µ-average
for some constant k > 0, or

(2) f is constant on µ-average if the function |x|f(x) is linear on µ-average.

The first possible definition is more strict than the second one, because every
function that is constant on µ-average according to (1) is also constant on µ-
average according to (2). But the condition required in (1) turns out to be
too strict to subsume known results on the average behaviour of approximation
algorithms. If the lengthwise expectation of a function is bounded by a constant,
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this function is not necessarily constant on µ-average according to (1) as is shown
by the following example.

Example 3.1. According to possibility (1), a function f would be constant on
µ-average if there were constants k, c > 0 such that

∑
x∈Σ+

|x|k−1f(x)

|x|
µ(x) =

∑
x∈Σ+

2k−1f(x) log |x|

|x|
µ(x) ≤ c. (3.1)

Let us consider the function f with

f(x) =

{
2|x| if x = 0|x|,
1 otherwise,

and the standard probability function µΣ+ on nonempty words. So f is constant
for almost all words of a given length and the lengthwise expectation of f is

En

[
f
]

=
∑

x∈Σn

f(x)2−n = 2− 2−n ≤ 2.

Though only an exponentially small fraction of the words of each length has an
exponential value, this function does not satisfy inequality 3.1. For every k > 0

∑
x∈Σ+

2k−1f(x) log |x|

|x|
µ(x) =

=
∑

n∈N+

c0

n2

 ∑
x∈Σn\{0n}

nk−1

n
2−n + 2(k−12n−1) log n2−n


=

∑
n∈N+

c0

n2

(
(2n − 1)2−nnk−1−1 + 2(k−12n−1) log n−n

)
≥ c0

∑
n∈N+

2k−12n

n222n
> c

for every constant c > 0.

For possibility (2), on the other hand, if the lengthwise expectation of a
function is bounded by a constant, then the function is constant on µ-average
as is shown by Lemma 3.7 in Section 3.1.3. Therefore, the definition of functions
that are constant on average is based on possibility (2).

While that approach is broad enough to encompass established results on the
average-case approximability of optimisation problems – this topic is discussed
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3 Average-Case Approximation Classes

in detail in Section 3.1.3 and Section 3.3 – we must take care that the definition
does not become too broad. If we use the second approach to define functions
that are constant on average based on the generalisation by Ben-David et al.
[1992], we end up with a function that is logarithmic in the length of its inputs
but that is constant on average with respect to the standard probability function
µΣ+ on nonempty words as is shown in the next example.

Example 3.2. Let us consider a definition of functions that are constant on
average based on the generalisation of Ben-David et al. [1992]. The respective
definition would claim a function f to be constant on µ-average if there were a
constant c > 0 such that ∑

x∈Σ+

f(x)µ(x) ≤ c.

Then the function f(x) = log |x| would be constant on µΣ+-average, because for
every 0 < ε < 1 there exists a constant c > 0 such that∑

x∈Σ+

log |x|µΣ+(x) =
∑

n∈N+

µN+(n)
∑

x∈Σn

2−n log n

=
∑

n∈N+

c0

n2
log n

≤
∑

n∈N+

nε

n2
≤ c,

since
∑

n∈N+ n1+α converges for every α > 0.

As can be seen in the example, the problem is caused by the standard prob-
ability function µN+ on the length of the words, because it decreases fast enough
to mask the increase of f itself.

This problem can be fixed, however, by basing our definition not on the
generalisation of Ben-David et al. but on the generalisation suggested by Cai
and Selman [1999]. In order to avoid the phenomenon of too much weight being
placed on the smaller word lengths by the standard probability function and
thus masking the asymptotic behaviour of the function in question, Cai and
Selman require that not only the sum over all nonempty words is finite but that
for every n > 0 the sum remains bounded by a fixed constant even if the words
of length less than n are no longer considered. This approach works here as well
and is sufficient to fix the problem illustrated in the example above.

So we adapt the generalisation of functions polynomial on µ-average from
Cai and Selman [1999] in order to define functions that are constant on µ-average
using possibility (2).
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Definition 3.3. Let µ be a probability function on Σ+ and µ≥n its conditional
probability function on Σ≥n for n > 0. A function f : Σ+ → R is constant on
µ-average if there exists a constant c > 0 such that for every n > 0

∑
x∈Σ≥n

f(x)µ≥n(x) ≤ c.

As in the case of functions that are polynomial on average, I will use the
term f is constant on µ-average via a constant c to refer to the fact that c is the
constant that witnesses that f and µ satisfy the requirements of Definition 3.3.

This definition is restrictive enough so that no function that is unbounded
in the length of the input is constant on average with respect to the standard
probability function µΣ+ as is shown by Lemma 3.4 (1) in the next section.
On the other hand, if the lengthwise expectation of a function is bounded by a
constant, this function is constant on average, which is shown by Lemma 3.7 in
Section 3.1.3.

3.1.2 Properties

The first lemma states that no function that is unbounded in the length of its
input is constant on average with respect to the standard probability function
µΣ+ but that every constant function is constant on µ-average for every proba-
bility function µ on Σ+. The second lemma establishes some closure properties
of the class of all functions that are constant on average.

Lemma 3.4.

1. Let f : Σ+ → R and g : N+ → R be functions. If f(x) = g(|x|) for every
x ∈ Σ+ and g is not bounded by a constant, then f is not constant on
µΣ+-average.

2. Let f : Σ+ → R be a function that is bounded by some constant c > 0.
Then f is constant on µ-average for every probability function µ on Σ+.

Proof.

1. For every n > 0 let µ≥n be the conditional probability function of µΣ+ on
Σ≥n. Suppose f is constant on µΣ+-average via a constant c > 0. Then
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for every n > 0 ∑
x∈Σ≥n

f(x)µ≥n(x) ≤ c

⇔
∑

x∈Σ≥n

f(x)µΣ+(x) ≤ cµΣ+

(
Σ≥n

)
⇔

∑
m≥n

∑
x∈Σm

g(m)µΣ+(x) ≤ c
∑
m≥n

∑
x∈Σm

µΣ+(x)

⇔ c0

∑
m≥n

g(m)
∑

x∈Σm

2−m

m2
≤ c0

∑
m≥n

c
∑

x∈Σm

2−m

m2

⇔
∑
m≥n

g(m)− c

m2
≤ 0.

Hence, to show that f is not constant on µΣ+-average, we have to show
that for any c > 0 there exists n0 > 0 such that∑

m≥n0

g(m)− c

m2
> 0. (3.2)

Since g is not bounded by any constant, there exists nc ∈ N+ for every
constant c such that g(n) > c for every n ≥ nc. Therefore m ≥ nc and the
sum on the left hand side of Inequality 3.2 becomes positive. So f is not
constant on µΣ+-average.

2. Let µ be any probability distribution on Σ+ and µ≥n its corresponding
conditional probability function on Σ≥n. Then for every n > 0∑

x∈Σ≥n

cµ≥n(x) = c
∑

x∈Σ+

µ≥n(x) = c.

Lemma 3.5. Let f, g : Σ+ → R be functions and µ a probability function on Σ+.
If f and g are constant on µ-average, so are the functions f + g and max{f, g}.

Proof. Suppose f and g are constant on µ-average. Then there exist constants
cf , cg > 0 such that E≥n[f ] ≤ cf and E≥n[g] ≤ cg for every n > 0.

1. By linearity of expectation, see Lemma 2.12, we get for every n > 0

E≥n[f + g] = E≥n[f ] + E≥n[g] ≤ cf + cg,

so f + g is constant on µ-average.
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2. Note that max{f, g} ≤ f + g. So for every n > 0

E≥n

[
max{f, g}

]
≤ E≥n[f + g] ≤ cf + cg,

so max{f, g} is constant on µ-average as well.

Unfortunately, the class of functions that are constant on average is not
closed under dominance as defined in Definition 2.25. But this is not too sur-
prising as the class of functions that are polynomial on average according to
the definition of Cai and Selman [1995] is not closed under dominance as well.
This was shown by Belanger et al. [1999] to prove that an alternative definition
of AvgP that is based on the definition of Cai and Selman is not closed under
many-one reduction.

Lemma 3.6. There exists a function f and P-computable probability functions
µ and ν such that ν dominates µ, f is constant on ν-average, but f is not
constant on µ-average.

Proof. This proof is based on the ideas of Belanger et al. [1999]. Consider the
function f given by

f(x) =

{
2|x| if x 6= 1|x|,
1 otherwise,

and ν defined as

ν(x) =

{
1
n2

1
4|x|

if x 6= 1|x|,
1
n2

(
1− 2|x|−1

4|x|

)
otherwise.

Then for all n > 0

∑
m≥n

∑
x∈Σm

f(x)ν(x) =
∑
m≥n

1
m2

(
1

4m
2m(2m − 1) + 1− 2m − 1

4m

)
≤ 2ν

(
Σ≥n

)
,

so f is constant on ν-average.
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Now choose µ(x) = 4−|x|, so µ
(
Σ≥n

)
=
∑

m≥n 2−m. Then ν dominates µ,
but we get for all n sufficiently large

∑
m≥n

∑
x∈Σm

f(x)µ(x) =
∑
m≥n

(
1

4m
2m(2m − 1) + 1− 2m − 1

4m

)

=
∑
m≥n

2m+1 − 1
2m

>
∑
m≥n

1
2m

=;µ
(
Σ≥n

)
,

so f is not constant on µ-average.

3.1.3 Relationship to other Concepts

In order to subsume known results on average-case approximability within the
new framework, we need to examine how results of that kind relate to our
definition of functions that are constant on average. Given an optimisation
problem F , a probability function µ and an approximation algorithm A, there
are basically three kinds of statements to be found in the literature that are of
interest in this context. All those statements are usually given with respect to
inputs of a fixed length n, where the length does not necessarily describe the
length of the encoding of an instance but can also refer to the number of items
in a list, the number of vertices in a graph and the like.

To prove that the performance ratio of A is constant in the average case,
one of the following kinds of results is usually given:

1. The lengthwise expectation of the performance ratio of A is bounded by
a constant.

2. The performance ratio of A is bounded by a constant with high probability.

3. Bounds are given for the value of an optimal solution for F and for the
value of the solution computed by A that are met with high probability.
For maximisation problems that is an upper bound on the optimal value
and a lower bound on the value of the solution computed by A. For min-
imisation problems it is the other way round: a lower bound on the optimal
value and an upper bound on the value of the solution computed by A.
Tight probabilistic bounds are often shown as well. As a consequence of
this kind of result, the performance ratio of A is bounded by the ratio of
the bounds with high probability.
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3.1 Functions that are Constant on Average

Results stating that the expectation of the performance ratio of A is bounded
by a constant fit easily into our new framework as is stated by the following
lemma.

Lemma 3.7. Let f : Σ+ → R be a function, µ a probability function on Σ+ and
µn its conditional probability function on Σn for every n > 0. If there exists a
constant c > 0 such that for every n > 0

En[f ] =
∑

x∈Σn

f(x)µn(x) ≤ c,

then f is constant on µ-average.

Proof. For every n > 0 we have∑
x∈Σ≥n

f(x)µ(x) =
∑
m≥n

µ(Σm)
∑

x∈Σm

f(x)µm(x) ≤ cµ(Σ≥n).

This inequality is equivalent to the inequality in Definition 3.3.

In order to fit results of the second type into our framework, we need an
additional property. If the probability that the performance ratio exceeds its
probabilistic bound is small enough to mask the value of those exceptions, we can
assure that the lengthwise expectation of the performance ratio remains bounded
by a constant. Note that since we only consider NP-optimisation problems here,
the performance ratio of any solution is at most exponential in the length of the
input. Therefore, worst-case upper bounds as required in the following lemma
and in Lemma 3.9 can be found in this context.

Lemma 3.8. Let f : Σ+ → R be a function, µ a probability function on Σ+ and
µn its conditional probability function on Σn for every n > 0. Let g : N → N
be a worst-case upper bound on f , which means that f(x) ≤ g(|x|) for every
x ∈ Σ+. If there exists a constant c > 0 such that

lim
n→∞

g(n) Prµn [f(x) > c] < ∞,

then f is constant on µ-average.

Proof. A bound on the lengthwise expectation of f can be given as follows

En

[
f(x)

]
=

∑
x∈Σn

f(x)µn(x)

=
∑
i<c

iPrµn [f(x) = i] +
∑

c<i≤g(n)

iPrµn [f(x) = i]

≤ cPrµn [f(x) ≤ c] + g(n) Prµn [f(x) > c].
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The first term is bounded by c and the second term is also bounded by a constant
by assumption. So there exists a constant c′ such that En

[
f(x)

]
≤ c′ for every

n > 0. Applying Lemma 3.7 concludes the proof.

Let us next consider the third type of results. In order to do this, we do
not have to examine a single function but the ratio of two positive functions.
For this we require worst-case bounds for both functions as well as bounds, also
called thresholds in the following, for each function such that the function in
the numerator is bounded from above with high probability and the function
in the denominator is bounded from below with high probability. Lemma 3.9
states the requirements that are sufficient so that the ratio of the two functions
is constant on average.

Lemma 3.9. Let f1, f2 : Σ+ → R+ be two functions, g1 : N+ → N+ an upper
bound on f1 and g2 : N → R+ a lower bound on f2, which means that f1(x) ≤
g1(|x|) and f2(x) ≥ g2(|x|) for every x ∈ Σ+. Let µ be a probability function on
Σ+ and µn its conditional probability function on Σn for every n > 0. If there
exist a constant c ≥ 1 and thresholds θ1(n), θ2(n) such that

1.
θ1(n)
θ2(n)

≤ c for every n > 0,

2. lim
n→∞

g1(n)− θ1(n)
g2(n)

Prµn

[
f1(x) > θ1(n)

]
= 0,

3. lim
n→∞

θ1(n)
g2(n)

Prµn

[
f2(x) < θ2(n)

]
= 0,

then the function h(x) := f1(x)/f2(x) is constant on µ-average.

Proof. In order to give a bound on the expectation En

[
f1(x)/f2(x)

]
, I apply a

technique also used by Scharbrodt et al. [2002] to determine the probabilistic
behaviour of the ratio of two random variables. As standard techniques like
linearity of expectation are of little use when it comes to analysing such a ratio,
the probability space, here the set of words of length n, is split into a series of
“bad events”. If µ satisfy Conditions 2 and 3 of the lemma, the probabilities
for those bad events are small enough so that their influence on the expectation
does not exceed a constant bound.

Let

Ān
1 := {x ∈ Σn | f1(x) > θ1(n) ∧ f2(x) ≥ θ2(n)},

Ān
2 := {x ∈ Σn | f1(x) ≤ θ1(n) ∧ f2(x) < θ2(n)},

Ān
1,2 := {x ∈ Σn | f1(x) > θ1(n) ∧ f2(x) < θ2(n)}
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be the disjoint sets of bad events and An := Σn \
(
Ān

1 ∪ Ān
2 ∪ Ān

1,2

)
the set of

good events. Note that Ān
1 is the set of events that are bad only for the first

function, Ān
2 contains those events that are bad only for the second function and

Ān
1,2 contains those events that are bad for both functions. Then

En

[
f1(x)
f2(x)

]
=

∑
x∈Σn

f1(x)
f2(x)

µn(x)

≤ g1(n)
θ2(n)

Prµn

[
Ān

1

]
+

θ1(n)
g2(n)

Prµn

[
Ān

2

]
+

g1(n)
g2(n)

Prµn

[
Ān

1,2

]
+

θ1(n)
θ2(n)

Prµn

[
An
]
.

We exploit the following relationships between those events:

Prµn

[
Ān

2

]
= Prµn

[
f2(x) < θ2(n)

]
− Prµn

[
Ān

1,2

]
,

Prµn

[
An
]

= Prµn

[
f2(x) ≥ θ2(n)

]
− Prµn

[
Ān

1

]
,

Prµn

[
f1(x) > θ1(n)

]
= Prµn

[
Ān

1,2

]
+ Prµn

[
Ān

1

]
.

Therefore we can simplify the bound on the expectation and state the probabil-
ities not in terms of the good and bad events for both functions but in terms of
good and bad events for only one function at a time.

En

[
f1(x)
f2(x)

]
≤ θ1(n)

g2(n)
Prµn

[
f2(x) < θ2(n)

]
+

θ1(n)
θ2(n)

Prµn

[
f2(x) ≥ θ2(n)

]
+

g1(n)− θ1(n)
g2(n)

(
Prµn

[
Ān

1,2

]
+ Prµn

[
Ān

1

])
≤ θ1(n)

θ2(n)
+

g1(n)− θ1(n)
g2(n)

Prµn

[
f1(x) > θ1(n)

]
+

θ1(n)
g2(n)

Prµn

[
f2(x) < θ2(n)

]
,

which is a general upper bound on En[f1(x)/f2(x)].
If the conditions of the lemma are satisfied, then limn→∞ En[f1(x)/f2(x)] =

c, so the expectation can be bounded by a constant. Applying Lemma 3.7
concludes the proof.

In order to apply this lemma to the performance ratio of an approximation
algorithm A, we have to replace g1 and g2 by the respective upper and lower
bounds on the objective function, f1 by opt, the value of optimal solutions, and
f2 by mA, the value of the solutions computed by A, for maximisation problems
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and the other way round for minimisation problems: replace f1 by mA and f2

by opt.
The following lemmas restate Lemma 3.9 for the application to maximisation

and minimisation problems respectively and set up the notation that is used in
Section 3.3.

Lemma 3.10. Let (F, µ) be a distributional maximisation problem, F ∈ NPO,
and A an approximation algorithm for F . Let gmax : N+ → N+ be an upper
bound and gmin : N → R+ a lower bound on m, that is gmin(|x|) ≤ m(x, y) ≤
gmax(|x|) for all x ∈ I, y ∈ S(x). If there exists a constant c ≥ 1 and thresholds
θopt(n) and θA(n) such that

1.
θopt(n)
θA(n)

≤ c for every n > 0,

2. lim
n→∞

gmax(n)− θopt(n)
gmin(n)

Prµn

[
opt(x) > θopt(n)

]
= 0,

3. lim
n→∞

θopt(n)
gmin(n)

Prµn

[
mA(x) < θA(n)

]
= 0,

then the performance ratio R of A is constant on µ-average.

Lemma 3.11. Let (F, µ) be a distributional minimization problem, F ∈ NPO,
and A an approximation algorithm for F . Let gmax : N+ → N+ be an upper
bound and gmin : N→ R+ a lower bound on m. If there exists a constant c ≥ 1
and thresholds θopt(n) and θA(n) such that

1.
θA(n)
θopt(n)

≤ c for every n > 0,

2. lim
n→∞

gmax(n)− θA(n)
gmin(n)

Prµn [opt(x) < θopt(n)] = 0,

3. lim
n→∞

θA(n)
gmin(n)

Prµn [mA(x) > θA(n)] = 0,

then the performance ratio R of A is constant on µ-average.

When applying Lemma 3.10 and 3.11, the thresholds θopt and θA are derived
from bounds on opt and mA that are met with high probability when the input
is chosen at random.

As a result of this section we can state that the concepts presented in this
section and functions that are constant on average are strongly related. But
results on the probabilistic behaviour of approximation algorithms that are given
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in terms of one of those concepts do not always imply that the performance ratio
of that approximation algorithm is constant on average as well. In some cases
we have to ensure that some extra requirements are satisfied. Section 3.3 gives
several examples where this is necessary and illustrates the application of the
tools given in this section.

There is another kind of result that can be found in the literature that
does not fit into our framework. If we are only given bounds on the lengthwise
expectation of opt and mA, no probabilistic bounds on the performance ratio can
be derived, because the random variables that denote the two values in question
are not independent. In order to determine whether the performance ratio is
constant on average, we have to examine either the probabilistic behaviour of the
ratio itself or the probabilities for the two random variables to deviate from their
expectations. Though results on the lengthwise expectation of the two random
variables might be useful in such an investigation, in most cases a new analysis of
the probabilistic properties of the optimisation problem and the approximation
algorithm becomes necessary.

3.2 Average-Case Approximation Classes

With the definition of functions that are constant on average established in Def-
inition 3.3, we can now define average-case versions of worst-case approximation
classes. I use subscripts to denote the parameter of which the average is taken.
If no subscript is given, the usual average-time complexity classes are meant.

In order to adapt the worst-case concepts of the approximability of optimisa-
tion problems to the average-case setting, let us first define the class of optimisa-
tion problems that are efficiently solvable on average as well as the average-case
equivalent of the class NPO. Those two classes represent the boundaries of our
scope of interest: DistNPO contains those problems of interest that we want to
solve as good and efficiently as possible, while AvgPO represents that what we
hope to achieve in the best case.

Definition 3.12. (F, µ) ∈ AvgPO if there exists a deterministic algorithm A
such that mA(x) = opt(x) for every x ∈ I with S(x) 6= ∅, and the running time
of A is polynomial on µ-average.

Definition 3.13. (F, µ) ∈ DistNPO if F ∈ NPO and µ is P-computable.

Definition 3.14. Let (F, µ) ∈ DistNPO. (F, µ) ∈ DistMaxNPO if F is a max-
imisation problem and (F, µ) ∈ DistMinNPO if F is a minimisation problem.

The next definition introduces the average-time versions of the worst-case
approximation classes PTAS, APX, poly-APX and exp-APX. Extra care is
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needed when defining the average-time version of PTAS. Recall that in the
worst case the running time for a PTAS must be polynomial in |x| but not
necessarily in 1/(r − 1). In order to reflect this in the average-case setting, I
allow the constants that verify that the running time is polynomial on average
to depend on r.

Definition 3.15. Let (F, µ) be a distributional optimisation problem, F ∈
NPO.

(F, µ) ∈ Avgt-PTAS, if there exists an approximation algorithm A for F with
performance ratio R and running time T such that R

(
x,A(x, r)

)
≤ r for

every x ∈ I with S(x) 6= ∅ and r > 1, and T is polynomial on µ-average
for every fixed value of r. Spelled out, this means that for every r > 1
there exist constants kr, cr > 0 such that

∑
x∈Σ+

T 1/kr(x, r)
|x|

µ(x) ≤ cr.

(F, µ) ∈ Avgt-APX, if there exists an approximation algorithm A for F with
performance ratio R and running time T such that R(x) ≤ r for every
x ∈ I with S(x) 6= ∅ and some constant r ≥ 1 and T is polynomial on
µ-average.

(F, µ) ∈ Avgt-poly-APX, if there exists an approximation algorithm A for F
with performance ratio R and running time T , and a polynomial p such
that R(x) ≤ p(|x|) for every x ∈ I with S(x) 6= ∅ and T is polynomial on
µ-average.

(F, µ) ∈ Avgt-exp-APX, if there exists an approximation algorithm A for F
with performance ratio R and running time T , and a polynomial p such
that R(x) ≤ 2p(|x|) for every x ∈ I with S(x) 6= ∅ and T is polynomial on
µ-average.

Definition 3.16. Let (F, µ) be a distributional optimisation problem, F ∈
NPO.

(F, µ) ∈ Avgr-APX, if there exists an approximation algorithm A for F with
performance ratio R and running time T such that T is bounded by a
polynomial and R is constant on µ-average.

(F, µ) ∈ Avgr-poly-APX, if there exists an approximation algorithm A for F
with performance ratio R and running time T such that T is bounded by
a polynomial and R is polynomial on µ-average.
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Running Time
polynomial

Ratio strict on average

strict

1 PO AvgPO
1 + ε PTAS Avgt-PTAS
const APX Avgt-APX
poly poly-APX Avgt-poly-APX
exp exp-APX Avgt-exp-APX

on average
const Avgr-APX Avgr,t-APX
poly Avgr-poly-APX Avgr,t-poly-APX
exp Avgr-exp-APX Avgr,t-exp-APX

Table 3.1: Overview over worst-case and average-case approximation classes

(F, µ) ∈ Avgr-exp-APX, if there exists an approximation algorithm A for F
with performance ratio R and running time T such that T is bounded by
a polynomial and R is exponential on µ-average.

Definition 3.17. Let (F, µ) be a distributional optimisation problem, F ∈
NPO.

(F, µ) ∈ Avgr,t-APX, if there exists an approximation algorithm A for F with
performance ratio R and running time T such that T is polynomial on
µ-average and R is constant on µ-average.

(F, µ) ∈ Avgr,t-poly-APX, if there exists an approximation algorithm A for F
with performance ratio R and running time T such that T is polynomial
on µ-average and R is polynomial on µ-average.

(F, µ) ∈ Avgr,t-exp-APX, if there exists an approximation algorithm A for F
with performance ratio R and running time T such that T is polynomial
on µ-average and R is exponential on µ-average.

Note that the average-case approximation classes defined via performance
ratio that is exponential on average are only of limited relevance, as will be
discussed in detail in Section 5.2.

Table 3.1 gives a survey over the average-case approximation classes defined
above.
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3 Average-Case Approximation Classes

3.3 Average-Case Approximability of NP-Optimisation
Problems

This section serves two purposes. First, it gives a survey of known results con-
cerning the probabilistic properties of optimisation problems and, mostly simple,
approximation algorithms for those problems. Second, by restating those results
in terms of the framework established in this dissertation, further evidence is
given that the choice made in Section 3.1 for defining functions that are constant
on average is a reasonable one.

The examples cover optimisation problems from the areas of graph theory,
packing and scheduling as well as variants of the travelling salesman problem.
The input distributions are restricted mostly to standard distributions from
in Section 2.2.1 though with a certain range for the edge probability in the
case of random graphs. Results for other input distributions are known as well
but are not listed here. The problem definitions themselves can be found in
Section 2.1.2, only the necessary details for the input distributions are given
here. As most results concern the average-case behaviour of mostly simple
approximation algorithms, I sketch those algorithms here as well, but omit those
that are too complex to describe in a few lines of pseudo-code notation. I
present only a selection of all results available about the probabilistic properties
of optimisation problems. Some of the examples were chosen rather to illustrate
how those kind of results fit into our framework than to present an average-case
classification of the problems that is significantly better than their worst-case
classification.

All examples are presented in a uniform way. After a brief description of
the algorithm and the introduction of the necessary notations, I present the
original results as facts, then restate them in terms of membership in average-
case approximation classes. Note that in doing so, some of the precision of the
original results is lost, because the definitions of the approximation classes do not
allow to distinguish between fine-grained improvements on the performance ratio
as long as the performance ratio itself remains within the same class of functions,
for example remains polynomial or constant on average. The same problem
occurs in the worst case and cannot be avoided unless the approximation classes
are further divided. But this approach allows us to focus on the more structural
properties of the results. An overview over the examples and their membership
in the average-case approximation classes defined in Section 3.2 concludes this
survey.
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3.3 Average-Case Approximability of NP-Optimisation Problems

3.3.1 Graph Theory

First, I present known results on optimisation problems for graphs. All results
presented here are based on the Gn,p-model for random graphs that was intro-
duced in Section 2.2.1. All propositions cited in this section are only valid for
certain constraints on the edge probability p that will be given as part of those
propositions.

All average-ratio results are based on greedy-strategy approximation algo-
rithms that are quite accessible to a probabilistic analysis. Not all results pre-
sented in this section are the best known results but were chosen because they
fit best into the new framework.

As the Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 are extensively used to restate the results, note
that for all the graph problems presented here, the objective function ranges over
values between 1 and n, where n is the number of vertices in the graph. So set
gmin(n) = 1 and gmax(n) = n throughout this section.

To keep things short, let us write q for 1− p and b for ln(1/q). If p depends
on n, q(n) and b(n) are used instead of q and b. Note that p ≤ b ≤ q/p holds
for every value of the edge probability p.

The Maximum Independent Set Problem

There are two results concerning the average case approximability of the maxi-
mum independent set problem that I will present here. The first result concerns
the size of the maximum independent set in a random graph and the size of
the independent set found by a greedy approximation algorithm. The second
result presents a class of random graphs for which the maximum independent
set problem can be solved in average polynomial time.

For the analysis of the greedy algorithm, let the random variable αn(G)
denote the size of the maximum independent set in a random graph G ∈ Gn,p, the
random variable σn(G) the size of the independent set found by the algorithm
stated in Figure 3.1 and the random variable RGMI

n (G) = αn(G)/σn(G) the
performance ratio of that algorithm.

McDiarmid [1984] showed, see also Grimmett and McDiarmid [1975] for
preceding results, that for every δ with 0 < δ < 1 the performance ratio of the
greedy algorithm is bounded by 2(1− δ)−1 with high probability by proving the
following:

Fact 3.18 (McDiarmid [1984]).

1. If np(n) ≥ 3, then αn ≤ 2b−1(n) ln(np(n)) with high probability.

2. If lim
n→∞

np(n) =∞, then σn ≈ b−1(n) ln(np(n)) with high probability.
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Algorithm 1 (Greedy-MaxIndSet)

Input: Graph G = (V ,E)
V ′ := ∅
U := V
while U 6= ∅ do

pick some vertex v from U
V ′ := V ′ ∪ {v}
remove v and its neighbours from U

return V ′

Figure 3.1: The greedy algorithm for approximating maximum independent set.

Hence RGMI
n ≤ 2/(1− ε) for all ε > 0 with high probability.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, a result of this kind does not already imply
that the performance ratio of Greedy-MaxIndSet is also constant on average with
respect to the probability function derived from the Gn,p-model for the respective
restrictions on p. To prove this, we need to show that the probabilities of the
optimal value being too large and the value of the solution found being too small
converge to 0 fast enough, so that Lemma 3.10 holds.

Reviewing the proofs in McDiarmid [1984] yields the following result.

Theorem 3.19. Let µ1 = µG,p be a probability function on random graphs
according to the Gn,p-model such that p(n) ≥ n−(1−ε) for some ε > 0 and
limn→∞ p(n) = 0. Then RGMI

n is constant on µ1-average, hence

(MaxIndSet, µ1) ∈ Avgr-APX

Proof. Let θopt(n) = 2b−1(n) ln np(n) and θA(n) = (1 − δ)b−1(n) ln np(n) for
every δ ∈ (0, 1). In McDiarmid [1984] it was shown that

Prn[αn > θopt] ≤
(

n

θopt

)
q(n)(

θopt
2 ), and

Prn[σn < θA] ≤ θA

(
e−(np(n))δ/(p(n)θA)

)
.

With gmax(n) = n and gmin(n) = 1 it suffices to show that

lim
n→∞

n Prn

[
αn > θopt(n)

]
= 0, and

lim
n→∞

θopt(n) Prn

[
σn < θA(n)

]
= 0

in order to show that Conditions 2 and 3 of Lemma 3.10 hold.

lim
n→∞

n Prn[αn > θopt] = lim
n→∞

(np(n))1/ε+1+2b−1(n)(2−ln ln np(n)) = 0,
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which proves Condition 2 of Lemma 3.10. Let c = (2 + 2ε)ε−1. Then for every
δ ∈ (0, 1)

lim
n→∞

θopt Prn[σn < θA] = lim
n→∞

(
exp

(
c lnnp(n)− (np(n))δ

lnnp(n)

))
= 0 ,

which proves that Condition 3 of Lemma 3.10 holds. Condition 1 of that lemma
holds for some some δ ∈ (0, 1) since θopt(n)/θA(n) = 2/(1− δ) is bounded by a
constant. So we can apply Lemma 3.10 to conclude the proof.

The next result, shown by Dieu et al. [1986], states that the TIAS-algorithm
for computing all maximum independent sets in a graph runs in expected poly-
nomial time for graphs with high edge probability. The running time of the
TIAS-algorithm is in O(nm#α), where n is the number of vertices, m the num-
ber of edges and #α the number of maximal independent sets in the graph. For
a detailed description of the algorithm itself and the proof of the upper bound
on its running time see Tsukiyama et al. [1977].

Dieu et al. [1986] showed that the expected number of maximal independent
sets in a graph with n vertices is smaller than n1/2ε+3/2 if the edge probability
is large. This implies the following:

Fact 3.20 (Dieu et al. [1986]). Let ε > 0 and p ≥ 1 − nε. Let µG,p be the
probability function on random graphs according to the Gn,p-model and tTIAS the
running time of the TIAS-algorithm. Then there exists a polynomial r such that
for every n > 0 and G ∈ Gn,p

En

[
tTIAS(G)

]
≤ r(n).

By applying Lemma 2.21, we can rephrase this statement so that it fits into
the framework.

Theorem 3.21. Let µ2 = µG,p be a probability function on random graphs
according to the Gn,p-model such that p(n) ≥ 1 − n−ε for some ε > 0. Then
the TIAS-algorithm solves MaxIndSet in time that is polynomial on µ2-average;
hence

(MaxIndSet, µ2) ∈ AvgPO .

The Maximum r-Independent Set Problem

The maximum r-independent set problem is a generalisation of the maximum
independent set problem in that the vertices of the independent set must have
distance greater than r instead of greater than 1. For two vertices v and w their
distance d(v, w) is the length of the shortest path that connects those vertices.
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Kreuter and Nierhoff [1997] examined the probabilistic behaviour of the
greedy algorithm given in Figure 3.2. For the probabilistic analysis, let the
random variable αr

n(G) denote the size of the maximum r-independent set
in a random graph G ∈ Gn,p, the random variable σr

n(G) the size of the r-
independent set found by the algorithm in Figure 3.2 and the random variable
RGRI

n (G) = αr
n(G)/σr

n(G) the performance ratio of that algorithm.

Algorithm 2 (Greedy-Max-r-IndSet)

input: Graph G = (V ,E)
V ′ := ∅
U := V
while U 6= ∅ do
pick some vertex v from U
V ′ := V ′ ∪ {v}
remove v and all w with d(v, w) ≤ r from U

return V ′

Figure 3.2: The greedy algorithm for approximating maximum r-independent
set.

Fact 3.22 (Kreuter and Nierhoff [1997]). Let r ≥ 1 be an integer.

1. If p(n) ∈ ω(log n/n), then with high probability

σr
n ≈

r ln
(
np(n)

)(
np(n)

)r−1
b(n)

.

2. If p = ω(1/n), then for every ε > 0 with high probability

αr
n ≤ (1 + ε)

2r ln
(
np(n)

)(
np(n)

)r−1
b(n)

.

Hence RGRI
n ≤ 2(1 + ε) for all ε > 0 with high probability.

Again, we have to re-examine the original proofs to fit this result into our
framework.

Theorem 3.23. Let r ≥ 1 be an integer and µ3 = µG,p a probability function
on random graphs according to the Gn,p-model such that p(n) ≥ n−1+1/r and
limn→∞ p(n) = 0. Then RGRI

n is constant on µ3-average, hence

(Max-r-IndSet, µ3) ∈ Avgr-APX .
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Proof. Let 0 < ε < 1 and

θopt(n) = (1 + ε)
2r ln

(
np(n)

)(
np(n)

)r−1
b(n)

,

θA(n) = (1− ε)
r ln

(
np(n)

)(
np(n)

)r−1
b(n)

.

Kreuter and Nierhoff [1997] proved that

Prn[αr
n > θopt(n)] ≤

(
eb(n)

(1 + ε)2rp(n) ln
(
np(n)

))θopt(n)

and

Prn[σr
n < θA(n)] ≤

(
eb(n)

(1− ε)2rp(n) ln
(
np(n)

))θA(n)

.

Since b(n) ≥ p(n), p(n) ≥ n−1+1/r and therefore n ≤
(
np(n)

)r, we can give the
following upper bounds for those values: for every δ > 0

θopt(n) ≤ (1 + ε)2r
(
np(n)

)δ
,

θA(n) ≤ (1− ε)r
(
np(n)

)δ
.

Hence, with gmax(n) = n ≤
(
np(n)

)r and b(n) ≤ p(n)/q(n)

gmax(n) Prn[αr
n > θopt(n)]

≤
(
np(n)

)r( e

(1 + ε)2rq(n) ln
(
np(n)

))(1+ε)2r(np(n))δ

,

and with c = 1− ln
(
(1 + ε)2r

)
lim

n→∞

(
np(n)

)r( e

(1 + ε)2rq(n) ln
(
np(n)

))(1+ε)2r(np(n))δ

= lim
n→∞

exp

(
(1 + ε)2r

(
np(n)

)δ(
c + ln

1
q(n)

+
r ln

(
np(n)

)
(1 + ε)2r

(
np(n)

)δ − ln ln
(
np(n)

)))

= lim
n→∞

exp
(

(1 + ε)2r
(
np(n)

)δ (
c− ln ln

(
np(n)

)))
= 0,
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which proves Condition 2 of Lemma 3.10. Similarly,

g(n) Prn[σr
n < θA(n)]

≤
(
np(n)

)r( e

(1− ε)2rq(n) ln
(
np(n)

))(1−ε)2r(np(n))δ

,

and with θA(n) ≤ gmax(n) ≤
(
np(n)

)r and c = 1− ln
(
(1− ε)2r

)
lim

n→∞

(
np(n)

)r( e

(1− ε)2rq(n) ln
(
np(n)

))(1−ε)2r(np(n))δ

= lim
n→∞

exp
(
(1− ε)2r

(
np(n)

)δ(
c− ln ln

(
np(n)

)))
= 0.

So Condition 3 of Lemma 3.10 holds as well. Condition 1 of that lemma holds
for every fixed 0 < ε < 1 since θopt(n)/θA(n) = 2(1 + ε)/(1− ε) is bounded by
a constant. So Lemma 3.10 can be applied here as well.

The Minimum Dominating Set Problem

The minimum dominating set problem and the maximum independent set prob-
lem are closely related. Every maximal independent set, not only a maximum
independent set, is also a dominating set. So the vertex set computed by the
algorithm given in Figure 3.1 is also a dominating set. For clarity, I will refer
to this algorithm as Greedy-MinDomSet in the following section. Let the ran-
dom variable βn(G) denote the minimum size of a dominating set in a random
graph G ∈ Gn,p, the random variable σn(G) the size of the solution computed
by Greedy-MinDomSet and the random variable RGMD

n (G) = σn(G)/βn(G) its
performance ratio. McDiarmid [1984] showed

Fact 3.24 (McDiarmid [1984]). If limn→∞ np(n) = ∞, then βn ≈ σn with
high probability. Hence RGMD

n ≤ 1 + ε for all 0 < ε < 1 with high probability.

With constant edge probability p we are able to reformulate this result in
our terms.

Theorem 3.25. Let µ4 = µG,p be a probability function on random graphs
according to the Gn,p-model where p is a constant. Then RGMD

n is constant on
µ4-average, hence

(MinDomSet, µ4) ∈ Avgr-APX .
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Proof. Fix 0 < ε < 1, set θopt(n) = (1 − ε)b−1 ln(np) and θA(n) = (1 +
ε)b−1 ln(np). Again, gmin(n) = 1 and gmax(n) = n. Since gmax(n) − θA(n) ≤
gmax(n), it suffices to show, as in the previous examples, that

lim
n→∞

n Prn[βn < θopt(n)] = 0

in order to show that Condition 2 of Lemma 3.11 holds. McDiarmid [1984]
proved that

Prn[βn < θopt(n)] ≤ exp
(
−nε

2

)
.

Therefore,

lim
n→∞

n Prn[βn < θopt(n)] = lim
n→∞

exp
(
− nε/2(1− 2n−ε lnn)

)
= lim

n→∞
exp

(
− nε/2

)
= 0.

By the same argument as above, it suffices to show that

lim
n→∞

gmax(n) Prn[σn > θA(n)] = 0

in order to prove Condition 3 of Lemma 3.11. For a fixed ε > 0 and a fixed
positive integer r Grimmett and McDiarmid [1975] showed that

Prn[σn > θA(n)] = o(n−r).

The proof for this statement can also be found in Ausiello et al. [1999]. With
the bound on the convergence rate as stated above, it follows

lim
n→∞

n Prn[σn > θA(n)] = lim
n→∞

o(n−(r−1)) = 0.

Condition 1 holds for every fixed ε ∈ (0, 1) since θA(n)/θopt(n) = (1+ ε)/(1− ε)
is bounded by a constant. Applying Lemma 3.11 again concludes the proof.

The Minimum Graph Colouring Problem

For the minimum graph colouring problem not only a probabilistic analysis of
a greedy colouring algorithm is known but also several algorithms that were
designed to find an approximate colouring in average polynomial time.

First we review the probabilistic analysis of the greedy colouring algorithm
as presented in Figure 3.3.

Let the random variable χn(G) denote the chromatic number of a random
graph G ∈ Gn,p, that is, the minimal number of colours that are required to
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Algorithm 3 (Greedy-MinGraphColouring)

input: Graph G = (V ,E) with |V | = n
i := 1
while |V | > n/ log2 n do

I := Greedy-MaxIndSet(G)
colour all the vertices in I with colour i
i := i + 1
V := V \ I
E : = E ∩ (V × V )
G := (V ,E)

colour the remaining vertices with n/ log2 n colours
return colouring

Figure 3.3: The greedy algorithm for approximating minimum graph colouring.

colour the graph. By the random variable γn(G) we denote the number of colours
that Greedy-MinGraphColouring needs and by the random variable RGC

n (G) =
γn(G)/χn(G) its performance ratio. Bollobas [1988] proved the following result
on the chromatic number of random graphs with constant edge probability.

Fact 3.26 (Bollobas [1988]). Let 0 < p < 1 be fixed. Then with high proba-
bility

χn ≈ nb

2 ln n
.

For the probabilistic behaviour of Greedy-MinGraphColouring, Grimmett
and McDiarmid [1975] showed

Fact 3.27 (Grimmett and McDiarmid [1975]). Let 0 < p < 1 be fixed.
Then with high probability

γn ≈ nb

lnn
.

A different proof of this result is given in McDiarmid [1984]. As a result,
RGC

n is with high probability at most 2.
Again, the respective random variables converge fast enough to those values

so that these results fit into our framework.

Theorem 3.28. Let µ5 = µG,p be a probability function on random graphs
according to the Gn,p-model where p is a constant. Then RGC

n is constant on
µ5-average, hence

(MinGraphColouring, µ5) ∈ Avgr-APX .
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Proof. Fix 0 < ε < 1 and set

θopt(n) = (1− ε)
nb

2 ln n
and

θA(n) = (1 + ε)
nb

lnn
.

Grimmett and McDiarmid [1975] showed that

Prn

[
χn < (1− ε)

nb

2 ln n

]
≤ Prn[αn > 2b−1 lnn]

≤
(

n

2b−1 lnn

)
q(

2b−1 ln n
2 ),

see also the proof for Theorem 3.19. With gmax(n) = n and c = ln
(
eb/(2

√
q)
)

we can prove that Condition 2 of Lemma 3.11 holds:

lim
n→∞

n Prn[χn < θopt(n)] = lim
n→∞

exp
(
lnn + 2b−1 lnn(c− ln lnn)

)
= lim

n→∞
exp

(
2b−1 lnn(c + b/2− ln lnn)

)
= 0.

McDiarmid [1984] showed that

Prn[γn > θA(n)] = o
(
exp(−nε)

)
.

Condition 3 of Lemma 3.11 follows, since

lim
n→∞

n Prn[γn > θA(n)] = lim
n→∞

exp
(
lnn− nε

)
= 0.

Condition 1 holds by the same arguments that were used in the previous proofs,
so Lemma 3.11 can be applied to conclude the proof.

Next I present several results by Coja-Oghlan and Taraz [2003] concerning
the average-polynomial-time approximability of the minimum graph colouring
problem. Apart from the obvious benefit of these algorithms for approximating
the minimum graph colouring problem, they provide a nice illustration for a
common design technique for average-polynomial-time algorithms. They are
based on a fast procedure that works well for those inputs that occur most
likely with respect to the input distribution, but employ fall-back strategies
that may require more than polynomial time but are needed only with small
probability.

The procedure that is common to all three algorithms presented here is an
algorithm that colours a graph that has no k-core with k colours in linear time.
The k-core of a graph is a unique subgraph of maximum cardinality that has
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minimum degree at least k. As a fall-back strategy the O
(
(1 + 3

√
3)n
)
-time

colouring algorithm by Lawler [1976] is used as well as an O
(
N21.3447n

)
-time

algorithm for finding a 3-colouring in a 3-colourable graph based on an algorithm
by Beigel and Eppstein [1995] that decides whether a graph is 3-colourable.

The simplest algorithm that employs this strategy is CoreColour, presented
in Figure 3.4.

Algorithm 4 (CoreColour)

input: Graph G = (V ,E) and an integer k
G′ := G
set stack S := ∅
while there exists a vertex v in G′ with

degree ≤ k − 1 in G′ do
push v onto S
G′ := G′ \ {v}

colour G′ exactly using Lawler’s algorithm
while S 6= ∅ do
pick the top vertex v from S
assign to v the least possible colour

return colouring

Figure 3.4: The CoreColour algorithm for approximating minimum graph
colouring.

By first testing if χ(G) ≤ 2 in linear time and else running CoreColour(G, k)
with k = e2np, an e2/(3np)-approximate colouring can be computed.

Fact 3.29 (Coja-Oghlan and Taraz [2003]). Let p ≥ 1/n. Then there exists
a colouring algorithm with performance ratio bounded by e2/(3np) and running
time t such that for every n > 0 and G ∈ Gn,p

En[t(G)] = O(n).

The more elaborate algorithm that is given in Figure 3.5 is based on the
same idea as CoreColour and uses CoreColour as well as the algorithms men-
tioned above for deciding 3-colourability and for computing a 3-colouring. This
algorithms computes an optimal colouring and runs in expected linear time if
the edge probability is small.

Fact 3.30 (Coja-Oghlan and Taraz [2003]). ExactColour computes an op-
timal colouring in time t. For p ≤ 1.01/n for every n > 0 and G ∈ Gn,p

En[t] = O(n).
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Algorithm 5 (ExactColour)

input: Graph G = (V ,E)
if χ(G) ≤ 2 then

return that colouring and stop
G′ := G
set stack S := ∅
while there exists a vertex v in G′ with

degree ≤ 2 in G′ do
push v onto S
G′ := G′ \ {v}

if χ(G′) ≤ 3 then
Compute a 3-colouring for G′

else
compute a colouring of G′ running CoreColour(G’,4)

while S 6= ∅ do
pick the top vertex v from S
assign to v the least possible colour

return colouring

Figure 3.5: The ExactColour algorithm for solving minimum graph colouring.

The last approximation algorithm for minimum graph colouring that I will
present here exploits the fact that for all graphs n/θ(G) ≤ χ(G), where θ(G) is
the Lovázs number, which can be computed in polynomial time. This is used to
decide whether the colouring computed in a first step is good enough or needs
improvement. The algorithm is given in Figure 3.6. For a subset S of V we
denote by N(S) the set of all vertices that are adjacent to vertices in S.

Fact 3.31 (Coja-Oghlan and Taraz [2003]). The ApproxColour algorithm
computes an O(

√
np)-approximate solution in time t. For every p such that

(lnn)6/n � p ≤ 3/4 there exists a polynomial r such that for every n > 0 and
G ∈ Gn,p

En[t] ≤ r(n).

For all three algorithms, linear or polynomial expected running time im-
plies that their running times is also polynomial on average. So by applying
Lemma 2.21, we can rephrase these facts to fit our definitions.

Theorem 3.32. Let µ6 = µG,p be a probability function on random graphs
according to the Gn,p-model where p ≤ 1.01/n. Then

(MinGraphColouring, µ6) ∈ AvgPO .
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Algorithm 6 (ApproxColour)

input: Graph G = (V ,E) with |V | = n, edge probability p
C := CoreColour(G, 10np)
if θ(G) < 10

√
n/p then

return C and stop
if there exists no S ⊆ V with |S| = 25/p ln(np)

such that |V \ (S ∪N(S))| > 10
√

n/p then
return C and stop

if G has no independent set of size 10
√

n/p then
return C and stop

colour G exactly using Lawler’s algorithm
return colouring

Figure 3.6: The ApproxColour algorithm for approximating minimum graph
colouring.

Let µ7 = µG,p be a probability function on random graphs according to the Gn,p-
model where 1/n ≤ p ≤ c/n for any constant c. Then

(MinGraphColouring, µ7) ∈ Avgt-APX .

Note that the result stated in Fact 3.29 was not included here as it basically
states that (MinGraphColouring, µ) ∈ Avgt-poly-APX for the respective proba-
bility function µ, and that would seem to be not much of an improvement when
compared to the worst-case approximability of minimum graph colouring.

The Largest Tree in a Graph Problem

The problem of finding the largest tree in a graph, LargestTree for short, is an
instance of the maximum induced subgraph problem, see Problem 2.1.2. Again,
the subject of the probabilistic analysis is a greedy strategy, see Figure 3.7.

Let the random variable z∗n(G) denote the size of the largest tree in a random
graph G ∈ Gn,p, the random variable zn(G) the size of the tree found by Greedy-
LargestTree and the random variable RGLT

n (G) = z∗n(G)/zn(G) its performance
ratio. Marchetti-Spaccamela and Protasi [1983] proved that for constant edge
probability, Greedy-LargestTree approximates the LargestTree with high prob-
ability with ratio 2.

Fact 3.33 (Marchetti-Spaccamela and Protasi [1983]). Let 0 < p < 1 be
fixed.

1. With high probability, z∗n ≈ 2b−1 lnn.
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Algorithm 7 (Greedy-LargestTree)

input: Graph G = (V ,E)
T := ∅
U := V
while U 6= ∅ do

pick some vertex v from U
if T ∪ {v} is a tree then

T : = T ∪ {v}
return T

Figure 3.7: The greedy algorithm for approximating the largest tree problem.

2. With high probability, zn ≈ b−1 lnn.

Hence RGLT
n ≤ 2 with high probability.

This result matches our definition of a ratio that is constant on average as
well.

Theorem 3.34. Let µ8 = µG,p be a probability function according to the Gn,p-
model where p is constant. Then RGLT

n is constant on µ8-average, hence

(LargestTree, µ8) ∈ Avgr-APX .

Proof. As in the case of the other problems from Graph Theory, the size of
any feasible solution is bounded by the number of nodes, so gmax(n) = n. Set
θopt(n) = (1+ε)2b−1 lnn and θA(n) = (1−ε)b−1 lnn for some ε > 0. Marchetti-
Spaccamela and Protasi [1983] showed that

Prn[z∗n > θopt(n)] ≤ o(n−2), and
Prn[zn < θA(n)] ≤ o(n−2).

So Conditions 2 and 3 of Lemma 3.11 hold. That Condition 1 holds as well
follows by a similar argument as in the other proofs.

3.3.2 Packing and Scheduling Problems

There are a number of results concerning the probabilistic behaviour of different
approximation algorithms for packing, partitioning and scheduling problems, see
for example Coffman and Lueker [1991]. The results presented here were chosen
to illustrate how those kind of results fit into our framework, since both the
minimum bin packing problem and the multiprocessor scheduling problem are
already approximable within a constant factor in the worst case. So the results
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presented here only give an improvement on the factor that is achievable on
average.

The probability distribution for the input instances used for this kind of
problems is based on a uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1] of the real
numbers. So both the processing times for the multiprocessor scheduling prob-
lem and the sizes of the items for the minimum bin packing problem are inde-
pendently and uniformly distributed in [0, 1], see Section 2.2.1 for the standard
(uniform) probability function µ[0,1] on [0, 1].

The Minimum Bin Packing Problem

Though the minimum bin packing problem is approximable within a constant
factor in the worst case, the following result states that the solution computed
by the algorithm presented in Figure 3.8 is near optimal.

Algorithm 8 (Pairmatch)

input: A list L = {l1, . . . , ln} with li ∈ [0, 1] of items
P := ∅
U := L
while U 6= ∅ do
choose the largest item l from U
if there exists s ∈ U such that l + s ≤ 1 then

P := P ∪ (l, s)
Remove l and s from U

else
P := P ∪ (l)
Remove l from U

return packing P

Figure 3.8: The pairmatch algorithm for approximating minimum bin packing

Let the random variable optn(L) denote the number of bins required for
an optimal packing of n items, where L is a list of n items drawn indepen-
dently from [0, 1] according to the uniform probability function µ[0,1]. Let the
random variable mn(L) denote the number of bins required by the pairmatch
algorithm and the random variable RPM

n (L) = mn(L)/ optn(L) its performance
ratio. Then the result shown by Knödel [1981] can be stated as follows.

Fact 3.35 (Knödel [1981]). If the sizes of the items are independently and
uniformly distributed in [0, 1], then

E[optn] ≥ n/2 and E[mn] = n/2 +O(
√

n).
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A simple proof for this result can be found in Karp et al. [1984], see also
Ausiello et al. [1999]. The result itself, however, is not sufficient to state that
RPM

n is constant on average, as was already discussed in Section 3.1.3. In order
to show that the performance ratio is constant on average, we again have to
employ Lemma 3.11.

Theorem 3.36. Let ν1 be the standard probability function on lists of items that
are drawn independently according to µ[0,1]∗ from [0, 1]. Then RPM

n is constant
on ν1-average, hence

(MinBinPacking, ν1) ∈ Avgr-APX .

Proof. Again, we have to re-examine the original proof in order to show that,
with sufficiently high probability, the value of the optimal solution is not too
small and the value of the solution computed by the pairmatch algorithm is not
too large.

Let θopt(n) = (1 − δ)n/2 and θA(n) = n/2 + nδ+1/2 for some 0 < δ < 1/2.
Since any packing of n items of size between 0 and 1 requires at least 1 and at
most n bins, set gmin(n) = 1 and gmax(n) = n.

In order to determine the convergence rate of the optimal value, note that
the number of bins required for an optimal packing is no less than the number
of items of size at least 0.5. Let W be that number. It can be expressed as the
sum of n independent variables Wi that are 1 if item i has size at least 0.5 and
0 otherwise. Since 0.5 is the expected size of each item, the expectation of W
is n/2, which follows easily from the linearity of the expectation.

By applying a Chernoff bound technique, see Lemma 2.14, we can show that

Prn

[
optn < θopt(n)

]
≤ Prn

[
W < θopt(n)

]
= exp

(
−nδ2

4

)
, and

lim
n→∞

n Prn

[
optn < θopt(n)

]
= exp

(
lnn− nδ2

4

)
= 0,

which proves Condition 2 of Lemma 3.11.
For the value of the solution found by the pairmatch algorithm, the following

bound is given in the presentation of the simplified proof for Fact 3.35 in Ausiello
et al. [1999]:

Prn

[
mn > θA(n)

]
≤ 2 exp

(
−n2δ

8

)
, and

lim
n→∞

n Prn

[
mn > θA(n)

]
= 2 exp

(
lnn− n2δ

8

)
= 0,
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which proves Condition 3 of Lemma 3.11. To verify Condition 1 of Lemma 3.11,
note that

θA(n)
θopt(n)

=
n/2 + nδ+1/2

n/2
= 1 +

2
n1/2−δ

≤ 1 + ε

for every 0 < ε < 1.

The Multiprocessor Scheduling Problem

In this section we consider the multiprocessor scheduling problem on identi-
cal machines, which means that the processing time lt(i) = lt of a task t is
independent of the processor i.

While all the preceding results on the performance ratio of approximation
algorithms consisted of separate bounds on the value of the optimal solution and
the value of the solution computed by the respective approximation algorithm,
the result I present for the multiprocessor scheduling problem gives a bound on
the expectation of the performance ratio itself. The approximation algorithm
in question is the List-scheduling algorithm, given in detail in Figure 3.9, the
bound on the expectation of its performance ratio was shown by Coffman and
Gilbert [1984].

Algorithm 9 (List scheduling)

input: A list L = {l1, . . . , ln} with li ∈ [0, 1] of processing
times for n tasks such that l1 ≥ . . . ≥ ln,
and the number of processors m

for j = 1 to m do
Aj := ∅
aj := 0

for i = 1 to n do
choose j such that aj is minimal
assign task i to machine j by setting Aj := Aj ∪ {i}
aj := aj + li

return A1, . . . , Am

Figure 3.9: The list scheduling algorithm for approximating multiprocessor
scheduling

Let the random variable RLS
n (L) denote the performance ratio of the list

scheduling algorithm, where L is a list of processing times for n tasks, each
drawn independently from [0, 1] according to the uniform probability function
µ[0,1]. The number of processors m ≥ 1 is fixed.
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Fact 3.37 (Coffman and Gilbert [1984]). If the processing times are inde-
pendently and uniformly distributed in [0, 1], then for all n > 2

En

[
RLS

n

]
≤ 1 + 2

m− 1
n− 2

.

So for n ≥ m the expectation of RLS
n is bounded by a constant for every

n > 2. By applying Lemma 3.7 we can show:

Theorem 3.38. Let ν2 be the standard probability function on lists of items that
are drawn independently according to µ[0,1]∗ from [0, 1]. Let m ≥ 1, the number
of processors, be fixed. Then RLS

n is constant on ν2-average, hence

(MinMultiprocessorScheduling, ν2) ∈ Avgr-APX .

3.3.3 Variants of the Travelling Salesman Problem

The Euclidean Minimum Travelling Salesman Problem

Since the Euclidean minimum travelling salesman problem also admits a PTAS
in the worst case, it is questionable whether the average-case result presented
below can be seen as an improvement. However, Chandra et al. [1999] analyse
the 2-opt algorithm, see Figure 3.10, and show that it computes a solution with
expected constant ratio in expected polynomial time, which is an interesting
result in its own right.

For the analysis of the 2-opt algorithm, Chandra et al. consider a probability
distribution where the points are drawn independently from the unit square
[0, 1]2 according to the uniform probability function

(
µ[0,1]

)2. Let the random
variable R2-opt

n (L) denote the performance ratio of the 2-opt algorithm, where
L is a list of n points drawn independently from [0, 1]2 according to

(
µ[0,1]

)2.
Chandra et al. [1999] showed

Fact 3.39 (Chandra et al. [1999]). If n points are independently and uni-
formly distributed in the unit square [0, 1]2, then

1. there exists a constant c ≥ 1 such that En

[
R2-opt

n

]
≤ c, and

2. the expected running time of the fixed dissection algorithm is polynomial
in n.

The 2-opt algorithm provides a nice example for an algorithm were both
parameters of interest are met only on average. By applying Lemma 3.7 on
R2-opt

n and Lemma 2.21 on the running time, the following theorem can be
shown.
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Theorem 3.40. Let ν3 be the standard probability function on list of points
that are drawn independently according to µ([0,1]2)∗ from the unit square [0, 1]2.
Then R2-opt

n is constant on ν3-average and the running time of that algorithm is
polynomial on ν3-average, hence

(MinEuclideanTravellingSalesman, ν3) ∈ Avgr,t-APX .

The General Minimum Travelling Salesman Problem

The general version of the minimum travelling salesman problem, however, is
presumably not approximable in the worst case as it is hard for the class NPO.
In the average case, on the other hand, the solution computed by a patching
algorithm, sketched in Figure 3.11, is nearly optimal if the elements of the
distance matrix are drawn independently and uniformly from [0, 1] according to
the uniform probability function µ[0,1].

The patching algorithm first solves the assignment problem, which is the task
of finding a permutation σ of {1, . . . , n} for an n × n matrix

(
di,j

)
such that∑n

i=1 di,σ(i) is minimal. Such a permutation is not necessarily a tour through
n points as it may consist of more than one cycle. The assignment problem is
solvable in polynomial time.

Let the random variable RP
n(D) denote the performance ratio of the patching

algorithm, where D is an n × n matrix with entries drawn independently from
[0, 1] according to µ[0,1]. Karp and Steele proved the following fact.

Fact 3.41 (Karp and Steele [1985]). If the entries of an n × n matrix are
drawn independently and uniformly from [0, 1], then

En

[
RP

n

]
= 1 +O(n−1/2).

Again, using Lemma 3.7 allows us to restate this result in our own terms.

Theorem 3.42. Let ν4 be the standard probability function on matrices with
entries drawn independently according to µ[0,1]∗ from [0, 1]. Then RP

n is constant
on ν4-average, hence

(MinTravellingSalesman, ν4) ∈ Avgr-APX .

3.3.4 Summary

Most of the distributional optimisation problems discussed in the previous sec-
tion were examples for problems that are approximable within a constant ratio
on average, but not all of them. Here I give an overview over all the examples
and their membership in the average-case approximation classes.
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AvgPO: (
MaxIndSet, µ2

)(
MinGraphColouring, µ6

)
Avgt-APX: (

MinGraphColouring, µ7

)
Avgr-APX: (

MaxIndSet, µ1

)(
Max-r-IndSet, µ3

)(
MinDomSet, µ4

)(
MinGraphColouring, µ5

)(
LargestTree, µ8

)(
MinBinPacking, ν1

)(
MinMultiprocessorScheduling, ν2

)(
MinTravellingSalesman, ν4

)
Note that the probability functions µ4, µ5 and µp are identical since they
are all based on the Gn,p model with constant edge probability.

Avgr,t-APX: (
MinEuclideanTravellingSalesman, ν3

)
The probability distribution ν3 and ν4 are not identical. For ν3 we have
to draw 2n values from [0, 1], while we need n2 values from [0, 1] for ν4.
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Algorithm 10 (2-opt)

input: A list L = {p1, . . . , pn} with pi ∈ [0, 1]2 of n points
in the unit square

pick τ, an arbitrary permutation of the n points
N := {(i, j) | i 6= j ∧ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}
repeat
let (ci1 , . . . , cin) = τ
pick some pair (p, q) from N
remove p, q from N
change τ to τ ′ by

removing the edges (cip−1 , cip) and (ciq , ciq+1), and
replacing them by the edges (cip−1 , ciq) and (cip , ciq+1)

if the length of τ ′ is shorter than the length of τ then
τ := τ ′

N := {(i, j) | i 6= j ∧ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}
until N = ∅
return τ

Figure 3.10: The 2-opt algorithm (Lin [1965]) for approximating the minimum
Euclidean travelling salesman problem.

Algorithm 11 (patching algorithm)

input: An n× n matrix D = (dij) with dij ∈ [0, 1]
set permutation τ := optimal solution

to the assignment problem
while τ is not a cyclic permutation do
Let D1, D2 be the longest cycles in τ
choose i, j such that di,τ(j)+dj,τ(i)−di,τ(i)−dj,τ(j) is minimal
change τ by replacing

(i, τ(i)) by (i, τ(j)) and
(j, τ(j)) by (j, τ(i))

return τ

Figure 3.11: The patching algorithm for approximating the minimum travelling
salesman problem Karp and Steele [1985]
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4 Completeness for Average-Case
Approximation Classes

In order to define completeness for average-case approximation classes, a re-
duction is needed that preserves approximability in the average case. Such a
reduction, which is a distributional version of the AP-reduction that was intro-
duced by Crescenzi et al. [1999], is presented in the first section. In the second
section I show that the class DistNPO has complete problems with respect to
that distribution.

4.1 Definition of Reduction and Completeness

This section not only serves to define a distributional version of the AP-re-
duction, but to show some of the properties we expect from a reduction, like
transitivity and closure of most of the average-case approximation classes under
this reduction, as well. Though I will call the reduction an AP-reduction here
as well, it should be clear from context whether I refer to the distributional or
non-distributional version.

The distributional version of the AP-reduction combines the approximation
preserving reduction for non-distributional optimisation problems, see Defini-
tion 2.7, with the dominance requirement of the many-one reduction for distri-
bution decision problems, see Definition 2.29.

Definition 4.1. Let (F1, µ1) and (F2, µ2) be distributional optimisation prob-
lems such that F1, F2 ∈ NPO. Then (F1, µ1) AP-reduces to (F2, µ2), writ-
ten (F1, µ1) ≤AP (F2, µ2), if there exist functions f : Σ+ × (1,∞) → Σ+ and
g : Σ+ × Σ∗ × (1,∞) → Σ∗ that are computable in time polynomial in |x| for
every fixed r ∈ (1,∞), and a constant α ≥ 1 such that

Reducibility: F1 AP-reduces to F2 via (f, g, α).

Dominance: µ2 dominates µ1 with respect to f for every fixed value of r. This
means that for every r > 1 there exists a constant lr ≥ 0 such that for all
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y ∈ range(f)

µ2(y) ≥ 1
|y|lr

∑
x∈IF1

.f(x,r)=y

µ1(x).

The reducibility part ensures that the bounds on the performance ratio are
preserved within a linear factor. The dominance part, in combination with the
P-computability of the reduction functions, maintains the average polynomial
running time. How these requirements take effect will be shown in some detail
in the proof of Theorem 4.3, where the closure of average-case approximation
classes under AP-reduction is shown.

Similar to the many-one reduction for distributional decision problems, the
AP-reduction is transitive if the functions satisfy an additional requirement. We
say that an AP-reduction (f, g, α) is honest, if there exists a constant cr > 0 for
every fixed r > 1 such that |f(x, r)| ≥ |x|cr for all x ∈ Σ+. All the reductions
presented in this dissertation have this property.

Theorem 4.2. The AP-reductions for distributional optimisation problems that
are honest are transitive.

Proof. Let (F1, µ1) ≤AP (F2, µ2) via (f1, g1, α1) and let (F2, µ2) ≤AP (F3, µ3)
via (f2, g2, α2). This implies F1 ≤AP F2 and F2 ≤AP F3. Since the AP-reduction
for non-distributional optimisation problems is transitive, see Fact 2.8, it follows
that F1 ≤AP F3 via (f, g, α) where f(x, r) = f2(f1(x, r′), r) with r′ = 1+α2(r−
1), g(x, y, r) = g1(x, g2(f1(x, r′), y, r), r′) and α = α1α2.

Now fix r and let kr′ and lr be the constants verifying that µ2 dominates µ1

and µ3 dominates µ2 respectively. That means that for every y ∈ range f1, y
′ ∈

range f2

µ2(y) ≥ 1
|y|kr′

∑
x∈IF1

.f1(x,r′)=y

µ1(x),

µ3(y′) ≥
1
|y′|lr

∑
x′∈IF2

.f2(x′,r)=y′

µ2(x′).

Then for all y′′ ∈ range(f)

µ3(y′′) ≥
1
|y′′|lr

∑
x′∈IF2

.f2(x′,r)=y′′

µ2(x′)

≥ 1
|y′′|lr

∑
x′∈IF2

.f2(x′,r)=y′′

1
|x′|kr′

∑
x∈IF1

.f1(x,r′)=x′

µ1(x).
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Since the reductions are honest, there exists a constant cr > 0 for every r > 1
such that |x′| ≤ |fx(x′, r)|1/cr = |y′′|1/cr . Hence

ν3(y′′) ≥
1
|y′′|lr

1
|y′′|kr′/cr

∑
x∈IF1

.f2(f1(x,r′),r)=y′′

µ1(x)

≥ 1
|y′′|l′r

∑
x∈IF1

.f(x,r)=y′′

µ1(x),

where l′r = lr + kr′/cr.

Theorem 4.3. The average polynomial time approximation classes Avgt-PTAS,
Avgt-APX, Avgt-poly-APX and Avgt-exp-APX are closed under AP-reduction.

Proof. I present the full proof only for Avgt-PTAS, but explain briefly how the
proofs for the other classes can be derived thereof.

Let (F1, µ1) ≤AP (F2, µ2) via (f, g, α) and (F2, µ2) ∈ Avgt-PTAS. Then
there exists an approximation algorithm A that computes an r-approximate
solution for every input x and every r > 1. The running time tA of that
algorithm is polynomial on µ2-average for every fixed value of r, which means
that for every r > 1 there are constants dr, er > 0 such that∑

x∈I

tdr
A (x, r)
|x|

µ2(x) ≤ er.

Then for every r > 1, an r-approximate solution for F1 on input (x, r) can
be obtained by the following algorithm A′, which on input x ∈ IF1 computes
g
(
x,A

(
f(x, r′), r′

)
, r′
)
, where r′ = 1 + (r − 1)/α.

Now for every r > 1 there are constants ar and br such that the time neces-
sary to compute f(x, r) is bounded by |x|ar and the time necessary to compute
g(x, y, r) by |x|br . Furthermore, for every r > 1 there exists a constant lr that
verifies that µ2 dominates µ1 with respect to f .

A′ requires at most tA′(x, r) ≤ |x|ar′ + |x|br′ + tA(f(x, r′), r′) steps. In order
to show that tA′ is polynomial on µ1-average for every fixed value of r, it suf-
fices to show that tA(f(x, r′), r′) is polynomial on µ1-average, since |x|ar′ and
|x|br′ are polynomial on average with respect to any probability distribution and
the functions that are polynomial on average with respect to some probability
distribution are closed under addition, see Fact 2.20.

Let kr = ar′dr′(lr′ + 1), S = {x | t1/kr

A (f(x, r′), r′)/|x| > 1} and T = Σ+ \ S.
Then

t
1/kr

A (f(x, r′), r′)/|x| ≤

{
(t1/kr

A (f(x, r′), r′)/|x|)ar′ (lr′+1) for x ∈ S,
1 for x ∈ T .
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With these preliminaries, we can show that tA(f(x, r′), r′) is polynomial on µ1-
average via kr and cr = 1 + er′ .

∑
x∈Σ+

t
1/kr

A (f(x, r′), r′)
|x|

µ1(x) ≤

≤
∑
x∈T

µ1(x) +
∑
x∈S

(
t
1/kr

A (f(x, r′), r′)
|x|

)ar′ (lr′+1)

µ1(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

x∈Σ+

t
1/dr′
A (f(x, r′), r′)

(|x|ar′ )lr′+1
µ1(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

x∈Σ+

t
1/dr′
A (f(x, r′), r′)
|f(x, r′)|lr′+1

µ1(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

y∈Σ+

t
1/dr′
A (y, r′)
|y|

1
|y|lr′

∑
x∈IF1

µ1(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

y∈Σ+

t
1/dr′
A (y, r′)
|y|

µ2(y) ≤ 1 + er′ .

Thus, tA′ is polynomial on µ1-average for every value of r and Avgt-PTAS is
closed under AP-reduction.

For the other classes, if (F2, µ2) ∈ Avgt-APX, (F2, µ2) ∈ Avgt-poly-APX
or if (F2, µ2) ∈ Avgt-exp-APX via an appropriate approximation algorithm A,
then for every r > 1 a solution with performance ratio at most 1 + α(r− 1) can
be computed by g(x,A(f(x, r)), r). Thus a linear, polynomial, or exponential
bound on the performance ratio is preserved. The running time of that pro-
cedure is polynomial on µ1-average by the same argument as above, only the
distinction between r′ and r becomes obsolete.

Theorem 4.4. The classes Avgr-poly-APX and Avgr-exp-APX are closed un-
der AP-reduction.

Proof. Let (F1, µ1) ≤AP (F2, µ2) via (f, g, α) such that µ2 dominates µ1 with
respect to f via a constant l ≥ 0. Consider for both classes the approximation
algorithm A′ for F1 that is derived from an approximation algorithm A for F2

in the same way as the one in the proof of the previous theorem.
As the reducibility part of the AP-reduction is the same as in the worst

case, the polynomial running time is preserved. For the performance ratio, the
AP-reduction ensures that RA′

(x) ≤ 1 + α
(
RA
(
f(x)

)
− 1
)
.
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4.2 Completeness Results

First let (F2, µ2) ∈ Avgr-poly-APX, so RA is polynomial on µ2-average.
With the properties of Fact 2.20 it is sufficient to show that RA

(
f(x)

)
is poly-

nomial on ν-average. This can be done by the same technique that was used
in the previous proof to show that the running time remains polynomial on
average.

If (F2, µ2) ∈ Avgr-exp-APX, then RA is exponential on µ2-average. As the
properties for average-polynomial functions that are given in Fact 2.20 also hold
for functions that are exponential on average, it is again sufficient to show that
RA
(
f(x)

)
is exponential on µ1-average. This is done in the same way as in

the average-polynomial case, only that the function log2 RA
(
f(x)

)
is considered

instead of the function RA
(
f(x)

)
.

For the class Avgr-APX closure under AP-reduction seems unlikely, as the
class of functions that are constant on average is not even closed under dom-
inance as was shown in Lemma 3.6. For the same reason, a respective re-
sult is unlikely for the class Avgr,t-APX, but the classes Avgr,t-poly-APX and
Avgr,t-exp-APX are closed under AP-reduction, which follows easily from a com-
bination of the proofs of Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4, so a separate proof is
not given here.

Theorem 4.5. The classes Avgr,t-poly-APX and Avgr,t-exp-APX are closed
under AP-reduction.

With this notion of an average-case approximability preserving reduction,
hardness and completeness for average-case approximation and optimisation
classes can be defined in a natural way.

Definition 4.6. Let C be a class of distributional optimisation problems. A
distributional optimisation problem (F, µ) with F ∈ NPO is hard for C with
respect to AP-reduction if (F ′, µ′) ≤AP (F, µ) for all (F ′, µ′) ∈ C. It is complete
for C if it is hard for C and (F, µ) ∈ C.

The notion of hardness and completeness is defined here only for the class
DistNPO and its subclasses, since complete problems for classes of distributional
optimisation problems cannot exist if the probability functions are not restricted.
Belanger and Wang [1993] proved for distributional decision problems that if
the probability functions are not restricted, no complete problem can exist with
respect to one-to-one P-computable reductions.

4.2 Completeness Results

It is shown that DistNPO has complete problems. This is accomplished by
proving that a distributional version of the Universal Maximisation Problem,
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4 Completeness for Average-Case Approximation Classes

MaxU for short, as well as of the Universal Minimisation Problem, MinU for
short, are complete for DistNPO. The Universal Maximisation Problem was
first used by Krentel [1988] and shown to be NPO-complete by Crescenzi and
Panconesi [1991]. As probability distribution, a standard distribution on the
inputs is used for both problems.

Problem 12 (Distr. Universal Maximisation Problem,
(
MaxU, µMaxU

)
)

Input: A tuple (M,x, 1k), where M is a nondeterministic Turing machine
with a designated output tape that makes at most two nondetermin-
istic choices in each computation step, x is an input for M , and
k ∈ N+.

Solution: Any sequence y ∈ {0, 1}≤k of nondeterministic choices of M
that corresponds to a halting computation of M on input x of at
most k steps.

Objective function: The value M(x, y) that M computes on input x and
computation path y.

Type: Maximisation problem.

Probability distribution:

µMaxU(M,x, 1k) = µΣ+(M) · µΣ+(x) · µN(k)

=
(

c0

|M |2
· 2−|M |

)(
c0

|x|2
· 2−|x|

)
c0

k2
.

The distributional Universal Minimisation Problem (MinU, µMinU) is the
minimisation version of the distributional Universal Maximisation Problem with
µMinU = µMaxU.

The DistNPO-completeness of (MaxU, µMaxU) and (MinU, µMinU) is proven
in two parts. In the first part, I show that (MaxU, µMaxU) is complete for
DistMaxNPO and (MinU, µMinU) is complete for DistMinNPO. In the second
part, (MaxU, µMaxU) is reduced to (MinU, µMinU) and vice versa, thus showing
that (MaxU, µMaxU) is hard for DistMinNPO and that (MinU, µMinU) is hard
for DistMaxNPO.

The main problem that arises in the first part is that any P-computable
distribution has to be reduced to µMaxU and µMinU such that the dominance
requirement of the AP-reduction is satisfied. The same problem has to be solved
when proving completeness for DistNP. When Levin [1986] encountered this
problem, he used the Perfect Rounding Technique to deal with it. In subsequent
DistNP-completeness proofs a different approach was used which I will take as
well. The key is an efficiently computable encoding of words that reflects –
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4.2 Completeness Results

with respect to a given probability distribution – the probability with which the
encoded word is chosen.

This approach was first employed by Gurevich [1987]. Ben-David et al. [1992]
subsumed the existence of such an encoding function as well as its properties
in a technical lemma, called the Coding Lemma. A slightly modified version of
the Coding Lemma, the Distribution Controlling Lemma, was used by Belanger
and Wang [1995].

Coding Lemma. Let µ be a P-computable probability function on Σ+ such that
the binary fraction of µ(x) has length polynomial in |x| for all x ∈ Σ+. Then
there exists a coding function Cµ : Σ+ → Σ+ satisfying the following conditions.

Compression: For all x ∈ Σ+

|Cµ(x)| ≤ 1 + min {|x|, log2 1/µ(x)}

Efficient Encoding: The function Cµ(x) is computable in time polynomial in
|x|.

Unique Decoding: The function Cµ is one-to-one, so Cµ(x) = Cµ(x′) implies
x = x′.

Efficient Decoding: The function C−1
µ (x) is computable in time polynomial in

|x|.

Though the only modifications of the original Coding Lemma are the added
time bound on the decoding of Cµ(x) and the explicit restriction to probability
distributions with rational values, I will present the full proof here, because it
provides a concise illustration of the properties of Cµ. A sketch of the proof of
the first three properties can be found in the paper of Ben-David et al. [1992]
and, for the slightly modified Distribution Controlling Lemma, in the paper of
Belanger and Wang [1995]. The proof for the complexity of the decoding was
given by Belanger and Wang [1993].

Proof. The function

Cµ(x) =

{
0x if µ(x) ≤ 2−|x|,
1z otherwise,

where z is the shortest binary string such that µ∗(x−) < 0.z1 ≤ µ∗(x) has the
desired properties.

Compression: If µ(x) ≤ 2−|x|, then |x| ≤ log2 1/µ(x), and |Cµ(x)| = 1 + |x| =
1 + min{|x|, log2 1/µ(x)}.
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4 Completeness for Average-Case Approximation Classes

If µ(x) > 2−|x|, then log2 1/µ(x) < |x|. By definition, z is also the longest
common prefix of the binary fractions of µ∗(x−) and µ∗(x), so the (|z| + 1)th
digit of µ∗(x−) is 0, while the corresponding digit of µ∗(x) is 1. Hence 0.z1 −
2−(|z|+1) ≤ µ∗(x−) and 0.z1 + 2−(|z|+1) > µ∗(x). Then µ(x) = µ∗(x)−µ∗(x−) <
2 · 2−(|z|+1), therefore 2|1z| < µ(x)/2 and

|Cµ(x)| = |1z| < log2 2/µ(x)
= 1 + log2 1/µ(x) = 1 + min{|x|, log2 1/µ(x)}.

Efficient encoding: Since the binary fractions of µ∗(x−) and µ∗(x) are bound-
ed by a polynomial in |x−| and |x| respectively, µ∗(x−), µ∗(x) and µ(x) can be
computed in polynomial time. If µ(x) ≤ 2−|x|, the polynomial-time computabil-
ity of Cµ(x) is obvious. If µ(x) > 2−|x|, z can be easily derived from µ∗(x−) and
µ∗(x), so Cµ(x) is computable in polynomial time as well.

Unique decoding: If µ(x) ≤ 2−|x|, the condition obviously holds. Otherwise,
suppose there exist x, y ∈ Σ+ such that x 6= y, but Cµ(x) = Cµ(y) = 1z for some
binary string z. Let us assume w.l.o.g. that x < y according to the standard
ordering on Σ+. Hence µ∗(x−) < µ∗(x) ≤ µ∗(y−) < µ∗(y). Then there exist
v−, v, w−, w ∈ Σ∗ such that

µ∗(x−) = 0.z0v− and µ∗(x) = 0.z1v, as well as
µ∗(y−) = 0.z0w− and µ∗(y) = 0.z1w.

This implies µ∗(x−) ≤ µ∗(y−) < µ∗(x) ≤ µ∗(y), and hence x− < y− < x < y.
Since x− is the immediate predecessor of x, this is only possible if x− = y− and
x = y.

Efficient decoding: The following algorithm computes x on input w such that
Cµ(x) = w if such an x exists, else it loops infinitely. If w = 0x, compute µ∗(x)
and µ∗(x−). Test whether µ(x) = µ∗(x)− µ∗(x−) ≤ 2−|x|. If yes, return x, else
loop infinitely. Since the binary fractions of µ∗(x−) and µ∗(x) are bounded by
a polynomial in |x|, this part is computable in time polynomial in |x|.

If w = 1z, compute the smallest value n such that µ∗(0n) > 0.z1. Then
use binary search to determine the unique x ∈ Σn−1 such that µ∗(x−) < 0.z1 ≤
µ∗(x). Finally, test whether µ(x) > 2−|x|. If yes, return x, else loop infinitely. In
this case µ∗ has to be computed for O(n2) = O(|x|2) different values, so the time
necessary for this part of the computation is also bounded by some polynomial
in |x|, but neither part of the computation is necessarily computable in time
polynomial in |w|.
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4.2 Completeness Results

Note that restricting the probability distribution in the Coding Lemma to
functions with rational values poses no problem since every P-computable prob-
ability distribution is dominated by a probability distribution that has this prop-
erty, see Lemma 2.16.

Theorem 4.7. (MaxU, µMaxU) is complete for DistMaxNPO, (MinU, µMinU) is
complete for DistMinNPO.

Proof. Clearly, (MaxU, µMaxU) ∈ DistMaxNPO since MaxU ∈ MaxNPO and
the probability distribution µMaxU is P-computable.

Let (F, ν) ∈ DistMaxNPO. According to Lemma 2.16 there exists a probabil-
ity function µ such that the length of the binary fraction of µ(x) is polynomial
in |x| and µ dominates ν. So (F, ν) ≤AP (F, µ) and it suffices to show that
(F, µ) ≤AP (MaxU, µMaxU) in order to prove the hardness of (MaxU, µMaxU).

Since F ∈ NPO, we can associate a nondeterministic Turing machine MF

with F that on input x nondeterministically guesses y and tests in polynomial
time whether y ∈ SF (x). If not, it loops infinitely, else it computes mF (x, y)
and writes that value on its output tape. The running time of MF is bounded
by some polynomial qF .

Now let (F, µ) ∈ DistMaxNPO and consider an input x for F that is chosen
with respect to the probability distribution µ. Using the encoding function Cµ

and the nondeterministic Turing machine MF we construct a nondeterministic
Turing machine MF,µ that expects Cµ(x) as input instead of x. Given an input
w, this machine computes x = C−1(w) using the decoding algorithm that was
sketched in the proof of the Coding Lemma. If no such x exists, it loops infinitely,
else simulates MF on input x and writes the value computed by MF on the
output tape.

So every y that encodes a halting computation of MF,µ on input Cµ(x) also
encodes a halting computation of MF on input x. Hence, y ∈ SF (x) and the
output of MF,µ is mF (x, y).

Let qC be the polynomial time bound of the computation of C−1
µ (x). Let

p(|x|) = 2qC(|x|) + |x| + qF (|x|). Then every halting computation of MF,µ

on input x is bounded by p(|x|). So for (F, µ) ∈ DistMaxNPO the triple
(f, g, 1) with f(x, r) = f(x) = (MF,µ, Cµ(x), 1p(|x|)) for every x ∈ IF , and
g(x, y, r) = g(x, y) = y for every y ∈ SMaxU(f(x)) provides the desired reduction
to (MaxU, µMaxU).

It is easy to verify that F ≤AP MaxU via f, g and α since RF (x, g(x, y, r)) =
RMaxU(f(x, r), y) for every y ∈ SMaxU. It remains to show that the dominance-
requirement is satisfied. By definition of (MaxU, µMaxU),

µMaxU

(
MF,µ, Cµ(x), 1p(|x|)) =

(
c0

|MF,µ|2
2−|MF,µ|

)(
c0

|Cµ(x)|2
2−|Cµ(x)|

)
c0

p2(|x|)
,
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4 Completeness for Average-Case Approximation Classes

where the factor µΣ+(MF,µ) = c0|MF,µ|−22−|MF,µ| is in fact a constant that
depends on F alone but not on |x|, so we set c = c2

0µΣ+(MF,µ). According to the
Coding Lemma, |Cµ(x)| ≤ 1 + min{|x|, log2 1/µ(x)}, so |Cµ(x)| ≤ log2 2/µ(x).
Thus

µMaxU(MF,µ, Cµ(x), 1p(|x|)) ≥ c

p2(|x|)
1

|Cµ(x)|2
µ(x)

2
≥ µ(x)
|(MF,µ, Cµ(x), 1p(|x|))|c′

for a constant c′ such that (p(|x|)|Cµ(x)|)2 ≤ |(MF,µ, Cµ(x), 1p(|x|))|c′ . Since Cµ

is one-to-one, the function f is one-to-one as well, so the argument proves the
dominance-requirement.

The DistMinNPO-completeness of (MinU, µMinU) can be shown by the same
argument.

With this theorem established, we can prove our first main theorem.

Main Theorem 4.8. (MaxU, µMaxU) and (MinU, µMinU) are complete for the
class DistNPO.

Proof. First, I reduce (MaxU, µMaxU) to an auxiliary distributional minimi-
sation problem (MinU′, µMinU′), with µMinU’ = µMaxU and the minimisation
problem MinU’ is defined like MinU, except for the objective function which is
b22k/M(x, y)c − 2k + 1 on input (M,x, 1k) and computation path y. Since only
integer functions are allowed as objective functions, a little extra care is needed
to compensate the effects of rounding.

Let X = (M,x, 1k). The functions required for this reduction are f(X, r) =
f(X) = X and g(X, y, r) = g(X, y) = y. It is not difficult to verify that these
functions satisfy conditions 1 to 3 of the reducibility requirement as well as the
dominance requirement of the AP-reduction.

To show that they also satisfy condition 4 of the reducibility requirement,
note that for every y ∈ SMinU’

(
f(X)

)
mMinU’

(
f(X), y

)
=
⌊

22k

M(x, y)

⌋
− 2k + 1 =

⌊
22k

mMaxU(X, g(X, y))

⌋
− 2k + 1,

and

mMaxU

(
X, g(X, y)

)
≤ optMaxU(X) ≤ 2k.

So for every y ∈ SMinU’

(
f(X)

)
such that mMaxU

(
X, g(X, y)

)
= optMaxU(X), we

get RMinU’

(
f(X), y

)
= RMaxU

(
X, g(X, y)

)
. For every y ∈ SMinU’

(
f(X)

)
such
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that mMaxU

(
X, g(X, y)

)
≤ optMaxU(X)− 1, on the other hand, we have

RMinU′
(
f(X), y

)
=

⌊
22k

mMaxU

(
X,g(X,y)

)⌋− 2k + 1⌊
22k

optMaxU(X)

⌋
− 2k + 1

> RMaxU

(
X, g(X, y)

)22k − 2kmMaxU

(
X, g(X, y)

)
22k − (2k − 1) optMaxU(X)

≥ RMaxU

(
X, g(X, y)

) 22k − 2k optMaxU(X) + 2k

22k − 2k optMaxU(X) + optMaxU(X)

≥ RMaxU

(
X, g(X, y)

)22k − 2k optMaxU(X) + 2k

22k − 2k optMaxU(X) + 2k

= RMaxU

(
X, g(X, y)

)
.

So for all y ∈ SMinU’

(
f(X)

)
such that RMinU’

(
f(x, r), y

)
= RMinU’

(
f(X), y

)
≤ r

it follows that RMaxU

(
X, g(X, y, r)

)
= RMaxU

(
X, g(X, y)

)
≤ RMinU’

(
f(X), y

)
≤

r, so (MaxU, µMaxU) ≤AP (MinU′, µMinU′) via (f, g, 1).
In order to show the DistNPO-completeness of (MinU, µMinU), the auxil-

iary distributional maximisation problem (MaxU′, µMaxU′) is used, which is the
maximisation version of (MinU′, µMinU′). Let again X = (M,x, 1k), f(X, r) =
f(X) = X and g(X, y, r) = g(X, y) = y. Like in the previous case we can show
that

RMinU

(
X, g(X, y, r)

)
= RMinU

(
X, g(X, y)

)
≤ RMaxU’

(
f(X, r), y

)
= RMaxU’

(
f(X), y

)
,

so (MinU, µMinU) ≤AP (MaxU′, µMaxU′) via (f, g, 1).
That (MinU′, µMinU′) ≤AP (MinU, µMinU) holds, since (MinU′, µMinU′) be-

longs to DistMinNPO and (MinU, µMinU) is complete for DistMinNPO. Since
the AP-reduction is transitive for the reduction functions used here,see Theo-
rem 4.2, it follows that (MaxU, µMaxU) ≤AP (MinU, µMinU). By the same ar-
gument we can show that (MinU, µMinU) ≤AP (MaxU, µMaxU), which concludes
the proof.
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5 Inclusion Structure of Average-Case
Approximation Classes

In this chapter I examine the relation of the average-case approximation classes
introduced in Chapter 3. In order to present the results regarding the inclusion
structure, I differentiate the presentation according to which parameter is re-
laxed. In Section 5.1 the inclusion structure of the average-case approximation
classes that are defined by relaxing only the time constraints, see Definition 3.15,
is presented. Section 5.2 contains inclusion results regarding all the average-ratio
approximation classes, defined both with polynomial time and average polyno-
mial time.

A rather obvious question that comes to mind when considering the average-
time approximation classes is what an average-case equivalent of the worst-case
relation

P = NP ⇔ PO = NPO

would be. Schuler and Watanabe [1995] already examined this question and
managed to show that, with regard to this question, differences between the
worst-case and the average-case setting become apparent. They proved that
computing an optimal solution for an NP-optimisation problem on average is
equivalent to solving membership for problems in ∆p

2 on average, and that if
every NP problem with a P-samplable input distribution is easy on average,
then every NP-optimisation problem is solvable in average polynomial time as
well. Instead of trying to compute an optimal solution in average polynomial
time, I focus on computing an approximate solution in average polynomial time.
With respect to the average-case approximability of DistNPO problems, I prove
that the question DistNP ⊆ AvgP is equivalent to the question DistNPO ⊆
Avgt-PTAS (Main Theorem 5.16, end of Section 5.1).

Like in the worst case, we can show that each sequence of classes that are
defined with respect to the same parameter form a strict hierarchy under some
reasonable premise (Main Theorem 5.12 and Main Theorem 5.36). For the
proofs I adapt worst-case non-approximability results to the respective average-
case setting.
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5 Inclusion Structure of Average-Case Approximation Classes

For the relationship of classes defined with respect to different parameters,
some questions concerning their inclusion structure remain open. But at least
some questions regarding the relation of the average-ratio and the average-
polynomial-time approximation classes can be answered, and the results give
rise to the conjecture that these classes are incomparable with regard to the
inclusion relation if P 6= NP. But in spite of these results, there are certain
DistNPO problems for which the running time can be improved by relaxing the
constraints on the performance ratio. Section 5.3.1 contains those results.

The inclusion structure of the average-ratio worst-case polynomial time and
the average-ratio average-polynomial-time approximation classes can be deter-
mined under the premise that P 6= NP. Those results are presented in Sec-
tion 5.3.2.

5.1 Average Polynomial Time

In this section I examine the inclusion structure of the average-case approx-
imation classes containing distributional optimisation problems that are de-
fined by relaxing the constraint that the approximation algorithm always has
to run in polynomial time. On the one hand, I show that if NP is easy
on average (DistNP ⊆ AvgP), then every distributional optimisation problem
has an average-polynomial-time approximation scheme. On the other hand, if
DistNP 6⊆ AvgP, the average-case approximation classes defined in Section 3.2
form a chain of strict inclusions. Since all those inclusions are shown by ex-
hibiting a separating problem in DistNPO, the question whether NP is easy
on average turns out to be equivalent to the question whether every DistNPO-
problem has an average-polynomial-time approximation scheme.

5.1.1 Average Polynomial-Time Approximability

A recent result by Buhrman et al. [2003] states the following.

Theorem 5.1. Let N be a polynomially time-bounded nondeterministic Turing
machine with input alphabet Σ and µ a P-computable probability function on
Σ+. If DistNP ⊆ AvgP, then there exists a function f that is computable in
time polynomial on µ-average such that f(x) is an accepting path of N on input
x if such a path exists.

Combining this theorem with a result by Schuler and Watanabe [1995] shows
that if DistNP ⊆ AvgP, then every DistNPO-problem is also in Avgt-PTAS.

Theorem 5.2. If DistNP ⊆ AvgP, then DistNPO ⊆ Avgt-PTAS.
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Algorithm 12 (Schuler-Watanabe-Algorithm)

Input (x, r)
Let l ← the least integer such that rl ≥ 2p(|x|)

(Note that for every r > 1 there exists a polynomial pr

such that l ≤ pr(|x|).)
Set k ← l
while (x, k, r) 6∈ L do

Set k ← k − 1;
return k

Figure 5.1: A generic average polynomial-time approximation scheme due to
Schuler and Watanabe [1995].

Proof. Let (F, µ) ∈ DistNPO with F = (I, S,m, type), and let p be a polynomial
such that m(x, y) ≤ 2p(|x|) for all x ∈ I and y ∈ S(x). Let

L = {(x, i, r) | r > 1, i ≤ pr(|x|),∃y ∈ S(x). ri−1 ≤ m(x, y) < ri},

where pr(|x|) = p(|x|)/ log2 r. Setting

ν(x, i, r) =

{
µ(x)

r2pr(|x|) if r > 1 and i ≤ pr(|x|),
0 otherwise,

implies that (L, ν) ∈ DistNP, since L ∈ NP and ν is P-computable.
Schuler and Watanabe [1995] proposed the simple algorithm presented in

Figure 5.1, which, on input (x, r) with x ∈ I and r > 1, computes the maximal
integer k such that rk−1 ≤ opt(x) < rk.

The first step can be performed in polynomial time. For the second step, if
DistNP ⊆ AvgP, the test (x, k, r) ∈ L can be done in time tF that is polynomial
on ν-average. Since |x| ≤ |(x, i, r)|, there exists a constant cr for every r > 1
such that pr(|x|) ≤ |(x, i, r)|cr . So ν dominates µ for every r and tF is also
polynomial on µ-average for every fixed value of r. Hence the running time of
A is polynomial on µ-average for every r > 1 if DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

For L there exists a nondeterministic Turing machine M that on input
(x, i, r) guesses y nondeterministically and accepts if ri−1 ≤ m(x, y) < ri, else
it rejects. For an input x for F any y that verifies that (x, k, r) ∈ L is an r-
approximate solution for x. Applying Theorem 5.1, y can be computed in time
polynomial on ν-average on input (x, k, r). Again, since ν dominates µ for every
r > 1, the time necessary to compute y is polynomial on µ-average for every
fixed value of r.
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By first computing k with the algorithm mentioned above and then some
y that witnesses (x, k, r) ∈ L, we get an r-approximate solution for every in-
put (x, r) in time polynomial on µ-average for every r > 1. Hence (F, µ) ∈
Avgt-PTAS, which implies DistNPO ⊆ Avgt-PTAS.

5.1.2 Average Polynomial-Time Non-Approximability

The inclusions stated in the observation below follow immediately from the
definition of the average-case approximation classes, see Definition 3.15.

Observation 5.3.

AvgPO ⊆ Avgt-PTAS ⊆ Avgt-APX ⊆ Avgt-poly-APX ⊆ Avgt-exp-APX .

In the following it will be shown that these inclusions are strict, unless
unlikely class collapses occur. The proofs all follow a scheme that adapts worst-
case non-approximability proofs to the average-case scenario.

Non-Approximability Proofs for Distributional Optimisation Problems:
Average-Polynomial Time

The non-approximability proofs for average-case approximation classes are based
on a technique similar to the gap technique employed in worst-case non-approxi-
mability proofs. In the first part of this section I present an average-case version
of that technique. The second part deals with the application of that technique
in average-case non-approximability proofs. In doing so I show that the average-
time approximation classes form a chain of strict inclusions if DistNP 6⊆ AvgP.
In the last part I show that those strict inclusions can be proven using problems
from DistNPO, which implies that DistNP ⊆ AvgP is not only a sufficient
condition for DistNPO ⊆ Avgt-PTAS (Theorem 5.2) but also a necessary one.

The gap technique for non-approximability proofs was first used by Garey
and Johnson [1976] to show that if P 6= NP, then MinGraphColouring is not
approximable with ratio less then 2. The following lemma, stated by Ausiello
et al. [1999], provides a concise illustration of the gap technique.

Lemma 5.4. Let L ⊆ Σ+ be an NP-complete decision problem and F an NPO-
problem. Suppose there exist polynomial-time computable functions f : Σ+ →
IF , c : Σ+ → N, and r : N → [1,∞) with the following properties: If F is a
minimisation problem, then for every x ∈ Σ+

x ∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x)) = c(x),
x 6∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x)) > r(|f(x)|)c(x).
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5.1 Average Polynomial Time

If F is a maximisation problem, then for every x ∈ Σ+

x ∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x)) = c(x),

x 6∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x)) <
c(x)

r(|f(x)|)
.

Then no polynomial-time r-approximate algorithm can exist for F if P 6= NP.

opt
(
f(x)

)

c(x)

r(|f(x)|)c(x)

x ∈ L

x 6∈ L

Minimisation Problem

opt
(
f(x)

)
c(x)

c(x)
r(|f(x)|)

x 6∈ L

x ∈ L

Maximisation Problem

Figure 5.2: Creating a gap in the optimal value to decide membership for an
NP-complete problem L.

To adapt the gap technique to distributional optimisation problems, we do
not only have to deal with the problems themselves, but with their distributions
as well. Since the basic concept of the gap technique is that of a reduction, the
same ideas that were used to define the average-case approximation-preserving
reduction can be applied here as well, namely combining the notions of reducibil-
ity and dominance of the probability functions.

Lemma 5.5. Let (L, µ) be complete for DistNP, L ⊆ Σ+, and (F, ν) a distribu-
tional optimisation problem with F ∈ NPO. Suppose there exist polynomial-time
computable functions f : Σ+ → IF , c : Σ+ → N, and r : N→ [1,∞) such that

1. ν dominates µ with respect to f , and

2. if F is a minimisation problem, then for every x ∈ Σ+,

x ∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x)) = c(x),
x 6∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x)) > r(|f(x)|)c(x),
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5 Inclusion Structure of Average-Case Approximation Classes

or if F is a maximisation problem, then for every x ∈ Σ+

x ∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x)) = c(x),

x 6∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x)) <
c(x)

r(|f(x)|)
.

Then no r-approximate algorithm that runs in time polynomial on ν-average can
exist for (F, ν) if DistNP 6⊆ AvgP.

Proof. Suppose there exists an r-approximate algorithm A for F that runs in
time tA that is polynomial on ν-average via d, c > 0. Any instance x ∈ Σ+

for L can be decided using A by first computing f(x), then computing A(f(x))
and, if F is a minimisation problem, accepting if and only if mF

(
x,A(x)

)
≤

r(|f(x)|)c(x). If F is a maximisation problem, then accept x if and only if
mF

(
x,A(x)

)
≥ c(x)/r(|f(x)|).

Let l, m ≥ 1 be constants such that f(x) is computable in at most |x|l steps
and r(|f(x)|)c(x) is computable in at most |x|m steps. The procedure described
above requires at most t(x) ≤ |x|l + |x|m + tA(f(x)) steps. In order to show that
t is polynomial on µ-average, it suffices to show that tA(f(x)) is polynomial on
µ-average since the polynomials |x|l and |x|m are polynomial on average with
respect to every probability function and the functions that are polynomial on
average with respect to some probability function are closed under addition
according to Fact 2.20.

Since ν dominates µ with respect to f , there exists a constant s ≥ 1 such
that for every y ∈ range(f)

ν(y) ≥ 1
|y|s

∑
x∈Σ+.f(x)=y

µ(x).

Let k = dl(s + 1) and S =
{
x | t1/k

A

(
f(x)

)
/|x| > 1

}
and T = Σ+ \ S. Then for

every x ∈ S

t
1/k
A

(
f(x)

)
|x|

≤

(
t
1/k
A

(
f(x)

)
|x|

)l(s+1)

and for every x ∈ T

t
1/k
A

(
f(x)

)
|x|

≤ 1.

The constants k and c + 1 then attest to the fact that the function h(x) :=
tA
(
f(x)

)
is polynomial on µ-average:

∑
x∈Σ+

t
1/k
A

(
f(x)

)
|x|

µ(x) ≤
∑
x∈T

µ(x) +
∑
x∈S

(
t
1/k
A

(
f(x)

)
|x|

)l(s+1)

µ(x)
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≤ 1 +
∑

x∈Σ+

t
1/d
A

(
f(x)

)
(|x|l)s+1

µ(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

x∈Σ+

t
1/d
A

(
f(x)

)
|f(x)|s+1

µ(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

y∈Σ+

t
1/d
A (y)
|y|

1
|y|s

∑
x.f(x)=y

µ(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

y∈Σ+

t
1/d
A (y)
|y|

ν(y) ≤ 1 + c.

Thus t is polynomial on µ-average, and (L, µ) ∈ AvgP. Since (L, µ) is complete
for DistNP, this implies DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

One of the difficulties when applying the gap technique to distributional op-
timisation problems is to find suitable problems that are complete for DistNP.
Due to the difficulties described in Section 4.2 in connection with the Coding
Lemma, the list of problems known to be complete for DistNP is rather short, see
Wang [1997B] for a compilation of such problems. Furthermore, none of these
problems relate to optimisation problems in a natural way. The list is restricted
to complete problems with standard probability functions, a restriction that has
its merits in avoiding probability functions that are too specialised. However,
that restriction is not needed here, as we do not aim for DistNP-complete prob-
lems with natural distributions, but for DistNP-complete problems to be used
in average-case non-approximability proofs. A more detailed discussion on the
role of the input distributions used in the proofs in this thesis will be given in
Chapter 6.

It is not difficult to see that for every NP-complete problem L there exists a
probability function ν such that (L, ν) is hard for DistNP, simply by reducing
a known DistNP-complete problem (A,µ) to L via a reduction function f (such
a function exists since L and A are NP-complete), and defining ν such that f
transforms µ into ν.

However, since many-one reductions do not necessarily require the reduction
functions to be one-to-one and monotone with respect to the standard order on
Σ+, it cannot be guaranteed that f transforms the P-computable probabil-
ity function µ into a P-computable one. Using a padded version of an NP-
complete problem instead of the original problem allows us to circumvent this
problem. This technique was used by Köbler and Schuler [1998] for maintaining
P-computability of probability functions that are induced from P-computable
probability functions by various kinds of reductions.
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5 Inclusion Structure of Average-Case Approximation Classes

Definition 5.6 (Köbler and Schuler [1998]). Let L ⊆ Σ+. Then pad(L) is
defined as

pad(L) = {1|w|0wx10i |w ∈ {0, 1}∗, x ∈ L, i ∈ N}

With this technique, a DistNP-complete version of any NP-complete problem
can be derived by using the padded version of the NP-complete problem.

Lemma 5.7. For every NP-complete problem L there exists a P-computable
probability function ν such that (pad(L), ν) is complete for DistNP.

Proof. Let (A, ν) be a DistNP-complete problem. So every DistNP-problem
(B, λ) reduces to (A,µ), which implies that every NP-problem B reduces to
A. Since (A,µ) ∈ DistNP it follows that A ∈ NP, so A is complete for NP
as well. Since L is complete for NP, there exists a reduction function f such
that A ≤p

m L via f . Let k ≥ 1 be a constant such that |f(x)| ≤ |x|k for all
x ∈ Σ+. Then A ≤p

m pad(L) via f̃ where f̃(x) = 1|x|0xf(x)10|x|
k−|f(x)| for every

x ∈ Σ+. The function f̃ is one-to-one, monotone with respect to the standard
ordering < on Σ+, that is, f̃(x1) < f̃(x2) whenever x1 < x2. Furthermore,
|f̃(x)| = |x|k +2|x|+2 and f̃−1(x) can be computed in time polynomial in both
|x| and |f̃(x)|.

Let

ν(y) =

{
µ(x), if y = 1|x|0xf(x)10|x|

k−|f(x)|,

0, otherwise.

Then (A,µ) ≤p
m (pad(L), ν) via f̃ since ν dominates µ with respect to f̃ . Thus

(pad(L), ν) is hard for DistNP.
To show that (pad(L), ν) is complete for DistNP, we have to show that ν is

indeed P-computable. If y ∈ range(f̃), then by the monotony of f̃

ν∗(y) =
∑
z≤y

ν(z) =
∑

x≤f̃−1(y)

µ(x) = µ∗(f̃−1(y)),

which is P-computable since f̃−1 is computable in time polynomial in |y| and
µ∗ is computable in time polynomial in |x|, hence in time polynomial in |y| as
well. If y 6∈ range(f̃), we compute the largest y′ ∈ range(f̃) such that y′ < y.
Then ν∗(y) = ν∗(y′) and ν∗(y′) can be computed in polynomial time, as was
shown above. The following algorithm computes y′ in time polynomial in |y|:

Test if there exists an n ∈ N+ such that |y| = nk + 2n + 2 via binary search.

Yes: One of the following cases can occur:
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Case 1: y = 1n0xu where |x| = n and u ∈ Σ+.
If f(x)10nk−|f(x)| < u, where < is the standard ordering on Σ∗, then
return y′ := 1n0xf(x)10nk−|f(x)|.
If f(x)10nk−|f(x)| > u, then return y′ := 1|x

−|0x−f(x−)10|x
−|k−|f(x−)|,

where x− is the predecessor of x.

Case 2: y = 1m0u, u ∈ Σ∗ and m > n, so m is too large for a word in
the range of f̃ of length |y|. The appropriate word is therefore the
largest word in range(f̃) of length |y|, which is f̃(1n).
Hence, return y′ := 1n01nf(1n)10nk−|f(1n)|.

Case 3: y = 1m0u, u ∈ Σ∗ and m < n, so m is too small for a word in
range(f̃) of length |y|. That means that there is no y′ ∈ range(f̃)
with y′ < y and |y′| = |y| at all. Therefore, (n − 1)k + 2(n − 1) + 2
is the next smallest length where a word in range(f̃) can be found.
Thus the appropriate word is the largest word in range(f̃), which is
f̃(1n−1).
Hence, return y′ := 1n−101n−1f(1n−1)10(n−1)k−|f(1n−1)|.

No: Compute n such that nk + 2n + 2 < |y| < (n + 1)k2(n + 1) + 2.

Return y′ = 1n01nf(1n)10nk−|f(1n)|.

So (pad(L), ν) ∈ DistNP, which concludes the proof.

Applications of the Gap Technique for Distributional Optimisation
Problems: Average Polynomial Time

Lemma 5.7 provides a DistNP-complete version of any NP-complete problem
such that reducibility properties are maintained. With this tool, worst-case
non-approximability proofs can be employed in the average case, resulting in
distributional optimisation problems that separate the average polynomial time
approximation classes from Definition 3.15.

The problems that were used for separating the worst-case approximation
classes, see Ausiello et al. [1999] for details, are

– Knapsack and MaxKnapsack in order to separate PO and PTAS,

– Partition and MinBinPacking in order to separate PTAS and APX,

– an arbitrary NP-complete problem L and MaxIndSet in order to separate
APX and poly-APX, and

– HamiltonCircuit and MinTravellingSalesman to separate poly-APX and
exp-APX.
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5 Inclusion Structure of Average-Case Approximation Classes

The optimisation problems were already defined in Section 2.1. For the decision
problems, a brief description of each problem will be given in the detailed proofs
below.

The non-approximability proofs all follow the same scheme. To separate an
average-case approximation class Avgt-C from an average-case approximation
class Avgt-C’, we construct a separating problem (F, µ) with F ∈ NPO. We
then apply Lemma 5.7 to an appropriate NP-complete problem. If the reduction
is gap-preserving, the padded version of the NP-complete problem also reduces
to F such that the same gap is maintained. The reduction function induces a
probability function µ on the instances of F , so a distributional optimisation
problem (F, µ) is constructed that does not belong to Avgt-C if DistNP 6⊆ AvgP.

The problem (F, µ) does, however, belong to Avgt-C’ if F already belongs
to the respective worst-case approximation class C′. Then its distributional
version belongs to the corresponding average-case approximation class for any
probability function. So (F, µ) ∈ Avgt-C’ \Avgt-C if DistNP 6⊆ AvgP.

Due to the similarity of the proofs and the fact that the reduction functions
are the same as in the worst-case setting, see again Ausiello et al. [1999] for the
details, I will only sketch the reductions and point out the peculiarities of each
proof here.

Theorem 5.8. If DistNP 6⊆ AvgP, then AvgPO ( Avgt-PTAS.

Proof. The Knapsack-problem is defined as follows, see for example in Garey
and Johnson [1979].

Problem (Knapsack)

Input: A finite set U , a size function s : U → N+, a value function
v : U → N+, and positive integers B and k.

Question: Is there a subset U ′ ⊆ U such that∑
u∈U ′

s(u) ≤ B and
∑
u∈U ′

v(u) ≥ k?

Obviously, Knapsack reduces to MaxKnapsack in a gap-preserving way via
functions

f1

(
(U, s, v,B, k)

)
= (U, s, v,B),

r1

(
|(U, s, v,B)|

)
= 1,

c1

(
(U, s, v,B, k)

)
= k.

A probability function µ1 is constructed by applying Lemma 5.7 such that
(pad(Knapsack), µ1) is complete for DistNPO. Because pad(Knapsack) and
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Knapsack are equivalent with respect to polynomial-time many-one reduction,
pad(Knapsack) reduces to MaxKnapsack via some function f̃1, maintaining the
same gap as before. Let ν1 be a probability function such that f̃1 transforms µ1

into ν1. Then (pad(Knapsack), µ1) reduces to (MaxKnapsack, ν1) in the sense
of Lemma 5.5, so (MaxKnapsack, ν1) ∈ AvgPO would imply DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

Moreover, (MaxKnapsack, ν1) ∈ Avgt-PTAS, since MaxKnapsack ∈ PTAS
(it is even in FPTAS, as was shown by Ibarra and Kim [1975]) and every
PTAS is also an average-polynomial-time approximation scheme with respect
to any probability function. So there exists a ν1-average-polynomial-time ap-
proximation scheme for (MaxKnapsack, ν1). Hence if Avgt-PTAS ⊆ AvgPO,
then DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

Theorem 5.9. If DistNP 6⊆ AvgP, then Avgt-PTAS ( Avgt-APX.

Proof. The definition of the Partition problem is given in Garey and Johnson
[1979] as follows.

Problem (Partition)

Input: A finite set U of items and a size function s : U → N+.
Question: Is there a subset U ′ ⊆ U such that∑

u∈U ′

s(u) =
∑
u∈U

s(u)?

Let B =
∑

u∈U s(u) and s′(u) = 2s(u)/B. Then the desired reduction to
MinBinPacking is given by the functions

f2

(
(U, s)

)
= (U, s′),

r2(|(U, s′)|) = 3/2− ε for any ε > 0,

c2(x) = 2.

So (U, s) ∈ Partition if and only if the optimal bin packing for f2

(
(U, s)

)
requires

strictly less than 3 bins. An approximation scheme with r < 3/2 could be used
to determine whether less than 3 bins are sufficient.

By the same argument as was used in the proof for Theorem 5.8, a proba-
bility function µ2 such that (pad(Partition), µ2) is complete for DistNP can be
constructed, as well as a probability function ν2 such that (pad(Partition), µ2)
reduces to (MinBinPacking, ν2) preserving a gap of 3/2− ε for every ε > 0. So
(MinBinPacking, ν2) ∈ Avgt-PTAS implies DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

Again by the same argument as in the previous proof, (MinBinPacking, ν2) ∈
Avgt-APX, since MinBinPacking ∈ APX, see Simchi-Levi [1994] for the worst-
case approximability of MinBinPacking. So Avgt-APX ⊆ Avgt-PTAS implies
DistNP ⊆ AvgP.
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Theorem 5.10. If DistNP 6⊆ AvgP, then Avgt-APX ( Avgt-poly-APX.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is somewhat different from the previous proofs.
Here, we have to give not only one gap-preserving reduction from some DistNP-
complete problem (L, µ3) to (MaxIndSet, ν3), where ν3 will be given below, but
one for every possible constant r > 1 that might be achieved by an approxi-
mation algorithm for (MaxIndSet, ν3) in order to show that (MaxIndSet, ν3) 6∈
Avgt-APX. Therefore, we use one reduction that depends on an additional pa-
rameter r > 1. That parameter is considered in the definition of ν3 as well. We
can, however, restrict r to integer values without loss of generality, and there
is no need to apply the padding technique since the reduction works for any
DistNP-complete problem.

To reduce L to MaxIndSet, the PCP-characterisation of NP is used. The
details of the PCP-characterisation of NP and its application to non-approxi-
mability proofs were shown by Arora et al. [1992], see also Ausiello et al. [1999].
For this proof, I will only give a brief sketch of the necessary concepts.

Recall that a PCP-verifier for a problem A is a probabilistic Turing machine
that has access to a proof via an oracle that, given a proof position as input,
returns the corresponding bit of the proof. For every x ∈ A there exists a proof
such that the verifier accepts with probability 1. If x 6∈ A, then for every proof
the verifier accepts with probability less than δ.

Since L ∈ NP = PCP(log n, 1), there exists a PCP-verifier for L with error
probability less than δ for any positive constant δ < 1, using c log n random bits
and cq queries for constants c and cq that depend only on δ.

Using this verifier for δ = 1/r, we construct a graph Gr
x for every input x in

polynomial time, such that if x ∈ L the size α(Gr
x) of the largest independent

set in Gr
x is 2c log |x|, and α(Gr

x) < 2c log |x|/r if x 6∈ L. For the construction,
every accepting run of the verifier is encoded by a vertex. If two vertices are
not consistent to the same proof, they are connected by an edge. Two vertices
are not consistent to the same proof if there are proof positions that are queried
in both accepting runs but with different answers. For details of the original
construction, see Feige et al. [1991].

For every constant r > 1, the functions required for the reduction of L to
MaxIndSet are

f r
3 (x) = Gr

x,

rr
3(|Gr

x|) = r,

cr
3(x) = 2c log |x|.

For every r > 1, f r
3 transforms µ3 into a probability function νr

3 on graphs,
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which means that

νr
3(G) =

∑
x.fr

3 (x)=G

µ3(x).

But since we need one probability function ν3 such that (L, µ3) reduces to the
problem (MaxIndSet, ν3) preserving any constant gap r, those probability func-
tions must be combined. To include r, the standard probability function µN+ is
used. So we get

ν3(G) =
∑

r∈N+

µN+(r)νr
3(G)

=
∑

x,r.fr
3 (x)=G

c0µ3(x)
r2

.

The function ν3 is a probability function because∑
G

ν3(G) =
∑

r∈N+

c0/r2
∑

x∈Σ+

µ3(x) = 1.

Furthermore, ν3 dominates µ3 with respect to f r
3 for every r. So if there exists an

algorithm that approximates (MaxIndSet, ν3) in time polynomial on ν3-average
within some constant factor r, then (L, µ3) ∈ AvgP and DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

Again, (MaxIndSet, ν3) ∈ Avgt-poly-APX, because we trivially have that
MaxIndSet ∈ poly-APX, but see Boppana and Halldórsson [1992] for details
on the worst-case approximability of MaxIndSet. Hence if Avgt-poly-APX ⊆
Avgt-APX, then DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

Theorem 5.11. If DistNP 6⊆ AvgP, then Avgt-poly-APX ( Avgt-exp-APX.

Proof. The definition of the HamiltonCircuit problem is taken from the book of
Garey and Johnson [1979].

Problem (HamiltonCircuit)

Input: A graph G = (V,E), where |V | = n.

Question: Does G contain a Hamiltonian Circuit? A Hamiltonian Circuit is a
sequence v1, . . . , vn such that

V = {v1, . . . , vn},
(vi, vi+1) ∈ E for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1},
(vn, v1) ∈ E.
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Let G = (V,E) with |V | = n be an input for HamiltonCircuit and (dij) the
n× n-matrix given by

dij =

{
1, if (i, j) ∈ E,
n2n − (n− 1), otherwise.

The desired reduction from HamiltonCircuit to MinTravellingSalesman is then
given by the functions

f4(G) = (dij)
r4(|(dij)|) = 2n, where |(dij)| is the dimension of the matrix,

c4(G) = n.

Since r4 grows faster than any polynomial function, any p(n)-approximate solu-
tion for f4(G) could be used to determine whether G ∈ HamiltonCircuit holds
for almost all G.

By the same argument as in the proofs of Theorems 5.8 and 5.9, there ex-
ists a probability function µ4 such that (pad(HamiltonCircuit), µ4) is DistNP-
complete. So we can construct a probability function ν4 such that the prob-
lem (pad(HamiltonCircuit), µ4) reduces to (MinTravellingSalesman, ν4) preserv-
ing an exponential gap. So DistNP ⊆ AvgP if (MinTravellingSalesman, ν4) ∈
Avgt-poly-APX.

Since an arbitrary solution for an instance for MinTravellingSalesman can
be found in polynomial time, MinTravellingSalesman ∈ exp-APX. Hence by
the same argument as in the previous proofs, (MinTravellingSalesman, ν4) ∈
Avgt-exp-APX. So if Avgt-exp-APX ⊆ Avgt-poly-APX, then DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

Subsuming the Theorems 5.8 to 5.11 yields the second main theorem.

Main Theorem 5.12. If DistNP 6⊆ AvgP, then

AvgPO ( Avgt-PTAS ( Avgt-APX ( Avgt-poly-APX ( Avgt-exp-APX .

Note that the distributional optimisation problems constructed in the proof
above do not necessarily belong to DistNPO, since ν1, . . . , ν4, the probability
functions induced by the respective reduction functions, are not necessarily P-
computable. By applying the padding technique to the optimisation problems
as well, separating problems that belong to DistNPO can be constructed.
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Definition 5.13. Let F = (I, S,m, type) ∈ NPO. Then pad(F ) is defined as
(pad(I),pad(S),pad(m), type), where

pad(I) = {1|w|0wx10i |w ∈ {0, 1}∗, x ∈ I, i ∈ N}
pad(S) = {(1|w|0wx10i, y) | 1|w|0wx10i ∈ pad(I), y ∈ S(x)}
pad(m)(1|w|0wx10i, y) = m(x, y).

By the same technique that was used in the proof of Lemma 5.7, the DistNP-
complete problem can be reduced to the padded version of the respective op-
timisation problem. The reduction functions then transform the P-computable
probability functions µ1, µ2, and µ4 into P-computable probability functions,
so we obtain distributional optimisation problem that belong to DistNPO and
that separate the respective average-case approximation classes.

We can apply this technique even for the proof of Theorem 5.10. Instead
of using the reduction function f r

3 for every r, we include r as an additional
parameter and use the standard paring function to combine the input x and
r. Choosing the appropriate f r

3 from that input is possible in polynomial time
as that function can be easily determined by computing from r the number
of independent repetitions the verifier must make in order to meet the error
probability 1/r. Combining this idea with the padding technique we get a new
reduction function

f̃3(〈x, r〉) = 1|〈x,r〉|0〈x, r〉f r
3 (x)0|〈x,r〉|k−|fr

3 (x)|,

where k is a constant such that |f r
3 (x)| ≤ |〈x, r〉|k for every x ∈ Σ+ and every

r > 1. Setting

ν̃3(y) =

{
µN+(r)µ3(x) = µ̃(〈x, r〉) if y = f̃3(〈x, r〉),
0 otherwise

yields a probability distribution that is P-computable. To show this, one has
to consider that µ̃ = µNµ3 is P-computable, since µN and µ3 are P-computable
and the P-computable functions are closed under multiplication, see Gurevich
[1991]. By a proof similar to that of Lemma 5.7 it then follows that µ̃3 is P-
computable. So (L, µ3) reduces to (pad(MaxIndSet), ν̃3) preserving a constant
gap r for each r > 1, and (pad(MaxIndSet), ν̃3) ∈ DistNPO.

The main application of this observation is given in the following corollary.

Corollary 5.14.

1. If DistNPO ⊆ Avgt-poly-APX, then DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

2. If DistNPO ⊆ Avgt-APX, then DistNP ⊆ AvgP.
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3. If DistNPO ⊆ Avgt-PTAS, then DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

4. If DistNPO ⊆ AvgPO, then DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

Note that DistNPO 6⊆ Avgt-exp-APX unless DistNP ⊆ AvgP does not
already follow from Theorems 5.8 to 5.11, because all the separating prob-
lems used to prove those theorems already belong to Avgt-exp-APX. But, as
in the worst case, not all DistNPO-problems belong to Avgt-exp-APX unless
DistNP ⊆ AvgP, which is shown by the next theorem. This essentially means
that there are problems in DistNPO for which not even a feasible solution can
be computed in average polynomial time unless DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

Theorem 5.15. If DistNPO ⊆ Avgt-exp-APX, then DistNP ⊆ AvgP.

Proof. Let (L, µ) ∈ DistNP. Since µ is P-computable, it is dominated by a prob-
ability function ν with the properties stated in Lemma 2.16. Then (L, µ) ∈ AvgP
if (L, ν) ∈ AvgP according to Fact 2.26. For L there exists a nondetermin-
istic Turing machine ML and a polynomial qL such that x ∈ L if and only
if there exists an accepting computation of ML that requires at most qL(|x|)
steps. ML can easily be modified to a nondeterministic Turing machine M ′

L

that writes its accepting path on an output tape. Using the same technique
as in the proof of Theorem 4.7, we construct a nondeterministic Turing ma-
chine M ′

L,ν that expects inputs Cν(x) rather than x and reduce the question
whether x ∈ L to the question whether SMaxU(M ′

L,ν , Cν(x), 1p(|x|)) 6= ∅, where
p(|x|) = 2qC(|x|)+ |x|+qL(|x|) and qC(|x|) is the polynomial time bound needed
to compute C−1

ν .
If DistNPO ⊆ Avgt-exp-APX, there exists an approximation algorithm A

for (MaxU, µMaxU) that returns a valid solution for an input (M,x, 1k) in time
polynomial on µMaxU-average if such a solution exists. Since µMaxU dominates
ν with respect to the function f(x) = (M ′

L,ν , Cν(x), 1p(|x|)), as was shown in the
proof of Theorem 4.7, the running time of A is polynomial on ν-average as well.
So A can be used to decide whether SMaxU(M ′

L,µ, Cµ(x), 1p′(|x|)) 6= ∅ and hence
whether x ∈ L in time polynomial on ν-average. This implies (L, ν) ∈ AvgP.

Combining Corollary 5.14 with Theorem 5.2 proves the third main theorem
of this thesis.

Main Theorem 5.16.

DistNP ⊆ AvgP ⇔ DistNPO ⊆ Avgt-PTAS .
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5.2 Average Ratio

The inclusions stated in the observation below follow immediately from Defini-
tion 3.16 and 3.17.

Observation 5.17.

Avgr-APX ⊆ Avgr-poly-APX ⊆ Avgr-exp-APX,

Avgr,t-APX ⊆ Avgr,t-poly-APX ⊆ Avgr,t-exp-APX .

The next observation shows that the class Avgr-exp-APX is of limited inter-
est as relaxing the constraints on an already exponentially bounded performance
ratio is of limited use, at least when NP-optimisation problems are considered.

Observation 5.18.

(F, µ) ∈ Avgr-exp-APX⇔ F ∈ exp-APX for all probability functions µ.

Proof. Let A be an approximation algorithm for some DistNPO-problem (F, µ).
By Definition 2.3, A returns a valid solution on input x whenever SF (x) is not
empty. Since the objective function of any NPO-problem is bounded by some
exponential function, the performance ratio of every approximation algorithm
is exponentially bounded at worst. If the running time of A is polynomial, then
F already belongs to the worst-case approximation class exp-APX. So relaxing
the constraints on the performance ratio has no effect in this case.

The following corollary states the immediate consequence of that observa-
tion, since NPO ⊆ exp-APX implies P = NP as was stated by Ausiello et al.
[1999].

Corollary 5.19. If DistNPO ⊆ Avgr-exp-APX, then P = NP.

As in the case of Avgr-exp-APX, relaxing the constraints on the performance
ratio to define Avgr,t-exp-APX reveals no further insight as there is no difference
between an exponentially bounded performance ratio and one that is exponential
on average as was mentioned above.

Observation 5.20.

Avgr,t-exp-APX = Avgt-exp-APX
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Proof. The inclusion Avgt-exp-APX ⊆ Avgr,t-exp-APX follows immediately
from the definition of the average-case approximation classes, see also Observa-
tion 5.18. To show that Avgr,t-exp-APX ⊆ Avgt-exp-APX, consider a distribu-
tional optimisation problem (F, µ) ∈ Avgr,t-exp-APX via some approximation
algorithm A. For the reason stated in the proof of Observation 5.18, the perfor-
mance ratio of A is also bounded by an exponential function. Since the running
time of A is polynomial on µ-average by assumption, (F, µ) ∈ Avgt-exp-APX
via A. This proves that Avgr,t-exp-APX = Avgt-exp-APX, so again no benefit
is gained from relaxing the constraints on the performance ratio.

To show that the inclusions in Observation 5.17 are strict under some prem-
ise, Lemma 5.5 must be adapted to reflect the specific nature of average-ratio
approximation algorithms. Though the ingredients of those non-approximability
proofs are quite similar to those for average polynomial time approximation
classes, a different premise is needed. For average-polynomial time, the strict
inclusions are shown under the premise that DistNP 6⊆ AvgP. Here the existence
of an approximation algorithm with average ratio is linked to the relationship
of DistNP and the classes HP and AvgHP respectively. Those classes are de-
fined using algorithms schemes that nicely reflect the property of average-ratio
approximation algorithms that it is hard to tell whether a solution computed
by such an algorithm is close enough to the optimum or not. Therefore, I give
a brief description of those classes before presenting the non-approximability
proofs themselves.

Algorithm Schemes and the Classes HP and AvgHP

The notion of polynomial-time algorithm schemes for distributional decision
problems was first given by Impagliazzo [1995] though it was already used by
Schapire [1990] to define a variant of the class HP. The extension of that notion
to average polynomial time algorithm schemes that define the class AvgHP is
then straightforward.

Definition 5.21. An algorithm scheme for a distributional decision problem
(L, µ) is a deterministic algorithm A that receives not only a word x ∈ Σ+ as
input but an integer m ∈ N+ as well such that for all m ∈ N+

Prµ

[
A(x,m) 6= χL(x)

]
<

1
m

.

A is a polynomial-time algorithm scheme if its running time is polynomial in
|x| and m. A is an average polynomial time algorithm scheme if there exist
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constants k, c > 0 such that for every x ∈ Σ+ and for every m ∈ N+

∑
x∈Σ+

t
1/k
A (x,m)
|x|m

µ(x) ≤ c.

For an average polynomial time algorithm scheme, since m is not randomly
distributed, the influence of m on the running time of A can only be polynomial,
otherwise the sum in the definition above would not converge.

The class HP (heuristic polynomial time) is defined as the class of all distri-
butional decision problems that have a polynomial-time algorithm scheme, the
class AvgHP as the class of those problems that have average polynomial time
algorithm schemes.

Definition 5.22. A distributional optimisation problem (L, µ) is in HP if it has
a polynomial-time algorithm scheme.

Definition 5.23. A distributional optimisation problem (L, µ) is in AvgHP if
it has an average polynomial time algorithm scheme.

If the polynomial-time algorithm schemes are restricted in that they are no
longer allowed to return the wrong value for the characteristic function of L
but “?” instead, we get a characterisation of the class AvgP as was stated by
Impagliazzo [1995]. The inclusion AvgP ⊆ HP follows immediately from this
characterisation and turns out to be strict as was recently shown by Nickelsen
and Schelm [2004].

Fact 5.24 (Nickelsen and Schelm [2004]).

AvgP ( HP

For the proof a language A is constructed via diagonalisation against Turing
machines Mn and integers kn = bn/ log nc that might witness that (A,µΣ+)
belongs to AvgP. The diagonalisation is such that for each word length at
most one word is contained in A. That (A,µΣ+) ∈ HP can be then shown by
presenting a simple polynomial-time algorithms scheme. If the error probability
can be large, the algorithm scheme rejects each input. If the error probability
must be small, the algorithm scheme decides membership in A correctly. This is
possible in polynomial time, since the small error probability ensures that there
is enough time to do so.

Schapire [1990] introduced a subclass of HP, namely the class ApproxP,
which is restricted to those distributional decision problems with P-computable
probability functions. Schapire proved

Fact 5.25 (Schapire [1990]). If DistNP ⊆ ApproxP, then NE = E.
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5 Inclusion Structure of Average-Case Approximation Classes

From this fact we can derive the following corollary as evidence that using the
premise DistNP 6⊆ HP for the non-approximability proofs for the average-ratio
classes is not an unreasonable one.

Corollary 5.26. If DistNP ⊆ HP, then NE = E.

Combining the idea of this proof with the proof of Fact 2.33 allows us to
show that DistNP ⊆ AvgHP has a similar consequence.

Theorem 5.27. If DistNP ⊆ AvgHP, then NE = E.

Proof. Let L be an arbitrary decision problem in NE. Then the tally prob-
lem L′ = {1n | the nth word of Σ+ is in L}, where the standard lexicographical
ordering is used on Σ+, is in NP and (L′, µ) ∈ DistNP with µ(1n) = n−2.

If DistNP ⊆ AvgHP, there exists an average-polynomial time approximation
scheme A for (L′, µ) with running time tA and constants k, c > 0 such that for
every m ∈ N+

∑
n∈N+

t
1/k
A (1n,m)

nm
µ(1n) ≤ c, (5.1)

and

Prµ

[
A(1n,m) 6= χL′(1n)

]
<

1
m

.

We can then use A to decide L deterministically in linear exponential time by
the following algorithm A′: on input x accept if and only if A(1n, n2) accepts,
where n is the number of x with respect to the standard ordering on Σ+.

Since for every x ∈ Σ+ and its respective number n ∈ N+

Prµ

[
A(1n, n2) 6= χL′(1n)

]
<

1
n2

= µ(1n),

the probability that A′ errs is strictly smaller than the probability with which
any input 1n occurs. Hence A′ must decide every input correctly.

It remains to show that the running time of A′ is polynomial in n, hence
linear exponential in |x| since n = 2O(|x|) for the standard ordering on Σ+.

For the running time, we have

∑
n∈N+

t
1/k
A (1n, n2)

n(n2)
µ(1n) =

∑
n∈N+

t
1/k
A (1n, n2)

n3

1
n2

,

which is bounded by c according to inequality (5.1). This implies that

tA(1n, n2) ≤ nk5
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for all but finitely many n’s. So tA(1n, n2) is bounded by a polynomial in
n, which is a linear exponential bound in |x|. Therefore, the existence of an
average-polynomial-time algorithm scheme for (L′, µ) results in NE = E.

Another property of the classes HP and AvgHP that is required for the
non-approximability proofs is that HP and AvgHP are closed under many-one
reduction. This property was already stated by Schapire [1990] for the class
ApproxP, but no proof was given for the class HP, therefore I present the proof
here, along with the proof that AvgHP is closed under many-one reduction.

Lemma 5.28. Let (L1, µ), (L2, ν) be distributional decision problems such that
(L1, µ) ≤p

m (L2, ν) and (L2, ν) ∈ HP. Then (L1, µ) ∈ HP.

Proof. Let (L2, ν) ∈ HP via a polynomial-time algorithm scheme A, (L1, µ) ≤p
m

(L2, ν) via a function f and let s be the constant that witnesses that ν dominates
µ with respect to f , which means that for every y ∈ range(f)

ν(y) ≥ 1
|y|s

∑
x.f(x)=y

µ(x).

Let A′ be an algorithm scheme that on input x and m computes A(x, m′), where
m′ = m|f(x)|s+2, and accepts if and only if A(x,m′) accepts. The running time
of A′ is polynomial in |x| and m as the running time of A is polynomial in |x|
and m. For the error probability we have for every m ∈ N+

Prµ

[
A′(x, m) 6= χL1(x)

]
= Prµ

[
A
(
f(x),m|f(x)|s+2

)
6= χL1

]
=

∑
y.A(y,m|y|s+2) 6=χL2

(y)

∑
x.f(x)=y

µ(x)

≤
∑

y.A(y,m|y|s+2) 6=χL2
(y)

|y|sν(y)

=
∑

n∈N+

ns Prν

[
A(y, mns+2) 6= χL2(y)

]
<

∑
n∈N+

ns

mns+2
≤ 1

m
,

which concludes the proof.

Lemma 5.29. Let (L1, µ), (L2, ν) be distributional decision problems such that
(L1, µ) ≤p

m (L2, ν) and (L2, ν) ∈ AvgHP. Then (L1, µ) ∈ AvgHP.
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Proof. Let (L2, ν) ∈ AvgHP via an average-polynomial-time algorithm scheme
A and constants k, c > 0 that witness that A satisfies the time constraints. Let
(L1, µ) ≤p

m (L2, ν) via a function f and let s be the constant that witnesses that
ν dominates µ with respect to f .

I use the same algorithm A′ as in the proof of the previous lemma. The
error probability of A′ is bounded by m−1 for every m, as was shown above,
so it remains to prove that the time constraints are met. The running time tA′

of A′ can be determined as follows. tA′(x,m) = tf (x) + tA
(
f(x),m|f(x)|s+2

)
,

where tf is the time required to compute f(x), which is polynomial in |x|,
hence polynomial on ν-average. So in order to show that tA′(x,m) meets the
time constraints with respect to ν, it suffices to show that tA meets them with
respect to ν, since the functions that are polynomial on average are closed under
addition, see Fact 2.20.

Let a be the constant such that the running time of tf , and hence the length
of f(x), is bounded by |x|a. Let b = a(2s + 3). Then

|x|bmb ≥ |f(x)|2s+3m = |f(x)| · |m′| · |f(x)|s,

where m′ = m|f(x)|s+2. Let l = bk, S = {x | t1/l
A

(
f(x),m′)/(|x|m) > 1} and

T = Σ+ \ S. Then

t
1/l
A

(
f(x),m′)
|x|m

≤


(

t
1/l
A

(
f(x),m′

)
|x|m

)b

for x ∈ S,

1 for x ∈ T .

With these considerations we get

∑
x∈Σ+

t
1/l
A

(
f(x),m′)
|x|m

µ(x) ≤
∑
x∈T

µ(x) +
∑
x∈S

(
t
1/l
A

(
f(x),m′)
|x|m

)b

µ(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

x∈Σ+

t
1/k
A

(
f(x),m′)
|x|bmb

µ(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

y∈Σ+

t
1/k
A (y, m′)
|y|m′

1
|y|s

∑
x.f(x)=y

µ(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

y∈Σ+

t
1/k
A (y, m′)
|y|m′ ν(y) ≤ 1 + c.

So A′ is an average polynomial time algorithm scheme for (L1, µ) if A is one for
(L2, ν).
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The following corollary captures the main properties of the classes HP and
AvgHP that are required for the average-ratio non-approximability proofs.

Corollary 5.30. Let (L, µ) be a distributional decision problem that is complete
for DistNP with respect to the many-one reduction.

1. If (L, µ) ∈ HP, then DistNP ⊆ HP.

2. If (L, µ) ∈ AvgHP, then DistNP ⊆ AvgHP.

Non-Approximability Proofs for Distributional Optimisation Problems:
Average Ratio

As in Section 5.1.2 I first establish the general form of non-approximability
proofs for this setting before applying them to actual distributional optimisa-
tion problems to separate the respective average-ratio approximation classes.
But since the definitions of average-constant ratio and average-polynomial ratio
approximation classes are different – there is one parameter that verifies that
a function is constant on average while there are two that verify that a func-
tion is polynomial on average – two lemmas are needed to express the specific
requirements for each case.

The main difference between the non-approximability lemmas for the aver-
age ratio setting and the non-approximability lemma for the average-polynomial
time setting is that an additional parameter is needed for the main reduction
function, the function that transforms instances for the DistNP-complete deci-
sion problem into instances for the distributional optimisation problem. Further-
more, to show non-approximability within a ratio that is constant on average, a
more restrictive relationship between the probability functions is required. The
notion of functions that are constant on average is not compatible with domi-
nation between the probability functions involved, see Lemma 3.6, so I restrict
the lemma to probability functions that are more closely related. That relation
is expressed by the next definition.

Definition 5.31. Let f : Σ+ × N+ → Σ+ be a function, µ and ν probability
functions on Σ+. We say that f transforms µ into ν for every m ∈ N+ if there
exists a constant l > 1 such that for all y ∈ range(f) and all m ∈ N+

ν(y) =
1
ml

∑
x.f(x,m)=y

µ(x).

Note that this notion is merely an adaption of Definition 2.27 to functions
with an additional non-random parameter. This definition ensures that if µ is
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a probability function, then ν is one as well, since∑
y∈Σ+

ν(y) =
∑

m∈N+

1
ml

∑
x∈Σ+

µ(x) =
∑

m∈N+

1
ml
≤ 1.

We also say that f transforms µ into ν for every m ∈ N+ via l, where l is the
constant of the definition above.

Lemma 5.32. Let (L, µ) be complete for DistNP, L ⊆ Σ+, and (F, ν) a distribu-
tional optimisation problem with F ∈ NPO. Suppose there exist polynomial-time
computable functions f : Σ+ × N+ → IF and c : Σ+ × N+ → N, and a constant
r > 1 such that

1. f transforms µ into ν for every m ∈ N+ via a constant l > 1, and

2. if F is a minimisation problem, then for every x ∈ Σ+ and m ∈ N+

x ∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x,m)) = c(x, m),
x 6∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x,m)) > rml+1c(x,m),

or if F is a maximisation problem, then for every x ∈ Σ+ and m ∈ N+

x ∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x,m)) = c(x,m),

x 6∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x,m)) <
c(x, m)
rml+1

.

Then no polynomial-time approximation algorithm with ratio that is constant on
ν-average via r can exist if DistNP 6⊆ HP, and no approximation algorithm with
ratio that is constant on ν-average via r and running time that is polynomial on
ν-average can exist if DistNP 6⊆ AvgHP.

Proof. Suppose there exists a polynomial-time algorithm A that approximates
(F, ν) with ratio that is constant on ν-average via r. Then

E
[
RA(x)

]
=

∑
x∈IF

RA(x)ν(x) ≤ r.

Consider the following algorithm scheme A′. If F is a minimisation problem, A′

accepts on input x and m if and only if A
(
f(x,m)

)
≤ rml+1c(x,m). If F is a

maximisation problem, A′ accepts if and only if A
(
f(x,m)

)
≥ c(x, m)/(rml+1).

If A′ accepts, then x ∈ L, so A′ does not err on those inputs. If A′ rejects,
on the other hand, either x 6∈ L or the output of the approximation algorithm
was too far away from the optimum. So we can link the error probability of
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A′ to the probability that A computes a solution that is too far away from the
optimum by making use of the Markov Inequality, see Lemma 2.13.

Prµ

[
A′(x,m) 6= χL(x)

]
=

=
∑

x 6∈L.RA(f(x,m))>rml+1

µ(x) ≤
∑

x.RA(f(x,m))>rml+1

µ(x)

=
∑

y.RA(y)>rml+1

ml 1
ml

∑
x.f(x,m)=y

µ(x)

≤
∑

y.RA(y)>rml+1

mlν(y) = ml Prν

[
RA(y) > rml+1

]
≤

ml E
[
RA(y)

]
rml+1

≤ 1
m

.

The running time tA′ of A′ is tA′(x,m) = tc(x,m)+tf (x,m)+tA
(
f(x,m)

)
, where

tc and tf are the times required to compute c(x,m) and f(x,m) respectively,
which are both bounded by polynomials in |x| and m. If A is a polynomial-
time approximation algorithm, then tA is polynomial, hence tA′ is bounded by
a polynomial in |x| and m. So A′ is then a polynomial-time algorithm scheme
for (L, µ), which contradicts the premise that DistNP 6⊆ HP.

Otherwise, if A is an average polynomial time approximation algorithm,
there exist constants k, c > 0 such that tA is polynomial on ν-average via
those constants. Since f is computable in time polynomial in |x| and m,
there exists a constant a such that |f(x,m)| ≤ tf (x,m) ≤ (|x|m)a. This im-
plies that tf is polynomial on µ-average in the sense of Definition 5.21, since∑

x∈Σ+ t
1/a
f (x,m)(|x|m)−1µ(x) ≤ 1. The same argument implies that tc is poly-

nomial on µ-average in the sense of that definition. Since the functions that are
polynomial on µ-average in that sense are closed under addition, it is sufficient
to show that tA

(
f(x,m)

)
is polynomial on µ-average in that sense as well.

Set k′ = k(l + a), S = {x | t1/k′

A

(
f(x,m)

)
/(|x|m) > 1} and T = Σ+ \S. Note

that (|x|m)l+a ≥ |f(x,m)|ml. Then

t
1/k′

A

(
f(x,m)

)
|x|m

≤


(

t
1/k′
A

(
f(x,m)

)
|x|m

)l+a

for x ∈ S,

1 for x ∈ T .
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Then we get

∑
x∈Σ+

t
1/k′

A

(
f(x,m)

)
|x|m

µ(x) ≤ 1 +
∑

x∈Σ+

t
1/k
A

(
f(x,m)

)
(|x|m)l+a

µ(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

y∈Σ+

t
1/k
A (y)
|y|

1
ml

∑
x.f(x,m)=y

µ(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

y∈Σ+

t
1/k
A (y)
|y|

ν(y) ≤ 1 + c.

So A′ is an average-polynomial-time algorithm scheme for (L, µ) and that implies
that DistNP ⊆ AvgHP, contradicting our premise.

To apply this lemma, we essentially need a reduction technique that allows us
to create a constant gap for any constant. In the polynomial case, as becomes
clear in the lemma below, the variable error bound m affects the gap as a
constant factor as well. The main difference of the two lemmas, however, is
the relation of the probability functions. In the polynomial case the probability
functions can be much more loosely related than in the constant case.

Lemma 5.33. Let (L, µ) be complete for DistNP, L ⊆ Σ+, and (F, ν) ∈
DistNPO a distributional optimisation problem. Suppose there exist polynomial-
time computable functions f : Σ+ × N+ → IF and c : Σ+ × N+ → N, and
constants k, r > 0 such that

1. there exist constants s ≥ 0 and l > 1 such that for every y ∈ range(f) and
every m ∈ N+

ν(y) ≥ |y|−sm−l
∑

x.f(x,m)=y

µ(x),

and

2. if F is a minimisation problem, then for every x ∈ Σ+ and m ∈ N+

x ∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x,m)) = c(x,m),
x 6∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x,m)) > (rml+1|f(x, m)|s+3)kc(x,m),

or if F is a maximisation problem, then for every x ∈ Σ+ and m ∈ N+

x ∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x, m)) = c(x,m),

x 6∈ L ⇒ optF (f(x, m)) <
c(x,m)

(rml+1|f(x,m)|s+3)k
.
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Then no polynomial-time approximation algorithm with ratio that is polynomial
on ν-average via k and r can exist if DistNP 6⊆ HP, and no approximation
algorithm with ratio that is polynomial on ν-average via k and r and with running
time that is polynomial on ν-average can exist if DistNP 6⊆ AvgHP.

Proof. Suppose there exists an algorithm that approximates (F, ν) with ratio
that is polynomial on ν-average via k and r. Then

E

[
(RA(x))1/k

|x|

]
=

∑
x∈IF

(RA(x))1/k

|x|
ν(x) ≤ r.

We consider an algorithm similar to that in Lemma 5.32, only that it ac-
cepts if A

(
f(x,m)

)
≤ (rm|f(x,m)|s+2)kc(x, m) if F is a minimisation problem,

and accepts if A
(
f(x,m)

)
≥ c(x, m)/(rm|f(x, m)|s+2)k) if F is a maximisation

problem.
For the error probability, the same observations that were made in the pre-

vious proof are valid here as well, so we get

Prµ

[
A′(x,m) 6= χL(x)

]
=

∑
x∈Σ+.RA(f(x,m))>(rm|f(x,m)|s+3)k

µ(x)

=
∑

y.RA(y)>(rm|y|s+3)k

|y|s 1
|y|s

∑
x.f(x,m)=y

µ(x)

≤
∑

n∈N+

∑
y∈Σn.RA(y)>(rmns+3)k

nsν(y)

=
∑

n∈N+

ns Prν

[
RA(y) > (rmns+3)k

]
=

∑
n∈N+

ns Prν

[(
RA(y)

)1/k

n
> rmns+2

]

≤
∑

n∈N+

ns E
[(

RA(y)
)1/k|y|−1

]
rmns+2

≤
∑

n∈N+

1
mn2

<
1
m

.

Again, the running time tA′ of A′ is tA′(x,m) = tc(x,m)+tf (x,m)+tA
(
f(x,m)

)
.

For the same reasons as in the proof of the previous lemma, tA′(x,m) is poly-
nomial in |x| and m if A is a polynomial-time algorithm. So A′ is then a
polynomial-time algorithm scheme for (L, µ), which contradicting the premise.
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5 Inclusion Structure of Average-Case Approximation Classes

Otherwise, if A is an average polynomial time approximation algorithm,
there exist constants k, c > 0 such that tA is polynomial on ν-average via k and
c. As in the proof of the previous lemma, it suffices to show that tA′

(
f(x,m)

)
is polynomial on µ-average in the sense of the definition of average polynomial
time algorithm schemes in order to show that A′ satisfies that definition. Since
f is computable in time polynomial in |x| and m, there exists a constant a such
that |f(x,m)| ≤ (|x|m)a, so (|x|m)a(s+1)+l ≥ |f(x,m)||f(x,m)|sml.

Let k′ = d(a(s+1)+ l). By the same technique that was used in the previous
proof, it follows that

∑
x∈Σ+

t
1/k′

A

(
f(x,m)

)
|x|m

≤ 1 +
∑

y∈Σ+

t
1/d
A (y)
|y|

1
|y|s

1
ml

∑
x.f(x,m)=y

µ(x)

≤ 1 +
∑

y∈Σ+

t
1/d
A (y)
|y|

ν(y) ≤ 1 + c.

So A′ is an average-polynomial-time algorithm scheme for (L, µ), contradicting
the premise.

Applications of the Gap Technique for Distributional Optimisation
Problems: Average Ratio

I apply the average-ratio versions of the gap technique to separate the respec-
tive average-case approximation classes in the same way as in Section 5.1.2.
To separate the classes Avgr-APX and Avgr-poly-APX as well as the classes
Avgr,t-APX and Avgr,t-poly-APX the reduction sketched in the proof of The-
orem 5.10 is used. To separate both Avgr-poly-APX from Avgr-exp-APX and
Avgr,t-poly-APX from Avgr,t-exp-APX, the reduction sketched in the proof of
Theorem 5.11 is adapted.

Theorem 5.34.
1. If DistNP 6⊆ HP, then Avgr-APX ( Avgr-poly-APX.

2. If DistNP 6⊆ AvgHP, then Avgr,t-APX ( Avgr,t-poly-APX.

Proof. The construction for the reduction needed for this proof is the same as
in the proof of Theorem 5.10, but a slightly different probability function for
MaxIndSet is used. This is necessary so that the stricter conditions of the lemma
are met for every constant r > 0 that could witness that an approximation
algorithm for MaxIndSet has performance ratio that is constant on average.
We reduce some DistNP-complete problem (L, µ3) to (MaxIndSet, λ3) using the
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5.2 Average Ratio

following functions.

gr
3(x,m) = G(rm)3

x

dr
3(x, m) = cr

3(x,m) = 2c log |x|.

As a probability function for MaxIndSet we take

λ3(G) =
∑

r,m,x.gr
3(x,m)=G

c0

r2

c0

m2
µ3(x).

λ3 is a probability function. By setting m′ = rm we can easily verify that gr
3

transforms µ3 into λ3 for every m and for every r.
The reduction ensures that if x ∈ L, then α(G(rm)3

x ) = 2c log |x|, and if x 6∈
L, then α(G(rm)3

x ) < 2c log |x|/((rm)3). So by Lemma 5.32, if there exists a
polynomial-time algorithm that approximates (MaxIndSet, λ3) with ratio that is
constant on λ3-average via any constant r > 0, then (L, µ3) ∈ HP and therefore
DistNP ⊆ HP. If there exists an algorithm that approximates (MaxIndSet, λ3)
with ratio that is constant on λ3-average in time that is polynomial on λ3-
average, then (L, µ3) ∈ AvgHP, which implies DistNP ⊆ AvgHP.

(MaxIndSet, λ3) is both in Avgr-poly-APX and in Avgr,t-poly-APX, which
can be easily shown by using the same argument as in the proof of Theo-
rem 5.10. So Avgr-poly-APX ⊆ Avgr-APX would imply DistNP ⊆ HP and
Avgr,t-poly-APX ⊆ Avgr,t-APX would imply DistNP ⊆ AvgHP.

Theorem 5.35.
1. If DistNP 6⊆ HP, then Avgr-poly-APX ( Avgr-exp-APX.

2. If DistNP 6⊆ AvgHP, then Avgr,t-poly-APX ( Avgr,t-exp-APX.

Proof. For this proof we use the same problems as in the proof of Theorem 5.11.
But, as in the preceding proof, we use a slightly different probability function on
the instances of MinTravellingSalesman as well as a different reduction function.
The modified probability function is needed so that the reduction works for
every constant k > 0 and r > 0 that might witness that the performance ratio
of an approximation algorithm for MinTravellingSalesman is polynomial on λ4

average. The change of the reduction function is not only required for the
additional parameter, but also since the condition of Lemma 5.33, the size of
the gap, must hold for every x, not just those of sufficient length.

Like in the proof of Theorem 5.11, we reduce (pad(HamiltonCircuit), µ4) to
(MinTravellingSalesman, λ4). For better clarity I use G = (V,E) when referring
to the graphs that are encoded in the input instances for the padded version of
HamiltonCircuit instead of those inputs themselves.
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5 Inclusion Structure of Average-Case Approximation Classes

For r and k fixed, let s be a constant such that ns > (rk)2/c3
0 for every

integer n > 1. If G has n vertices, set the entries of an n× n-matrix
(
dij

)
m,r,k

as follows:

dij =

{
1 if (i, j) ∈ E,
n(rmns+3)k otherwise.

So for every fixed r and k that might witness that (MinTravellingSalesman, λ4) is
approximable within average polynomial ratio, we need the following reduction:

gr,k
4 (G, m) =

(
dij

)
m,r,k

dr,k(G, m) = n.

As a probability function on the instances of MinTravellingSalesman we take

λ4

(
(dij)

)
=

∑
r,k,m,G.gr,k

4 (G,m)=(dij)

c0

r2

c0

k2

c0

m2
µ4(G).

λ4 is a probability function and it dominates µ4 in the sense of Lemma 5.33
with respect to gr,k

4 for r, k fixed and every m ∈ N+.
The reduction ensures that if G has a Hamiltonian cycle, then the optimal

tour in
(
dij

)
m,r,k

has length n and length n(mrns+3)k+n−1 > n(mrns+3)k oth-
erwise. So by Lemma 5.33, if there exist constants k, r > 0 such that a polyno-
mial time algorithm approximates (MinTravellingSalesman, λ4) with ratio that
is polynomial on λ4-average via k and r, then (pad(HamiltonCircuit), µ4) ∈
HP, which implies DistNP ⊆ HP. If an approximation algorithm exists for
(MinTravellingSalesman, λ4) with running time that is polynomial on λ4-average
and ratio that is polynomial on λ4-average via k and r, then the distribu-
tional problem (pad(HamiltonCircuit), µ4) belongs to AvgHP, which implies
DistNP ⊆ AvgHP.

(MinTravellingSalesman, λ4) is in Avgr-exp-APX and in Avgr,t-exp-APX,
which follows from the same argument that was used in the proof of Theo-
rem 5.11. So if Avgr-exp-APX ⊆ Avgr-poly-APX, then DistNP ⊆ HP, and if
Avgr,t-exp-APX ⊆ Avgr,t-poly-APX, then DistNP ⊆ AvgHP.

Subsuming the results stated in Theorem 5.34 and Theorem 5.35 yields our
fourth main theorem.

Main Theorem 5.36.

1. If DistNP 6⊆ HP, then

Avgr-APX ( Avgr-poly-APX ( Avgr-exp-APX .
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2. If DistNP 6⊆ AvgHP, then

Avgr,t-APX ( Avgr,t-poly-APX ( Avgr,t-exp-APX .

Those strict hierarchies are also illustrated in Figure 5.4 in Section 5.3.2. By
reducing to the padded versions of MaxIndSet and MinTravellingSalesman as
described in Section 5.1.2, we can again construct reduction functions g̃3 and g̃4

by making use of an extension of the paring function to tuples with more than
two elements. Setting

λ̃3(y) =

{
µN+(m)µN+(r)µ3(x) if y = g̃3(〈x, r, m〉),
0 otherwise,

and

λ̃4(y) =

{
µN+(m)µN+(r)µN+(k)µ3(x) if y = g̃4(〈x, r, k,m〉),
0 otherwise,

we can ensure that λ̃3 and λ̃4 are P-computable as is described in detail in the
previous section. So both (pad(MaxIndSet), λ̃3) and (pad(HamiltonCircuit), λ̃4)
lie in DistNPO. Furthermore, the DistNP-complete problem (L, µ3) reduces to
(pad(MaxIndSet), λ̃3) for every r > 0 as required by Lemma 5.32. The same ap-
plies to (pad(HamiltonCircuit), µ4) and (pad(MinTravellingSalesman), λ̃4). For
every positive r and k we can show that (pad(HamiltonCircuit), µ4) reduces
to (pad(MinTravellingSalesman), λ̃4) in the sense of that lemma as well. This
implies:

Corollary 5.37.

1. If DistNPO ⊆ Avgr-poly-APX, then DistNP ⊆ HP.

If DistNPO ⊆ Avgr,t-poly-APX, then DistNP ⊆ AvgHP.

2. If DistNPO ⊆ Avgr-APX, then DistNP ⊆ HP.

If DistNPO ⊆ Avgr,t-APX, then DistNP ⊆ AvgHP.

5.3 Relationship of Classes Defined with Respect to
Different Parameters

This section deals with the relation between the different kinds of average-case
approximation classes. With the results presented here, most of the questions
regarding the inclusion structure of the average-case approximation classes in-
troduced in Chapter 3 are solved.
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5 Inclusion Structure of Average-Case Approximation Classes

The first results are observations that follow easily from the definition of the
average-case approximation classes.

Next comes a comparison of the average polynomial time and the average
ratio approximation classes, followed by a comparison of average ratio approxi-
mation classes to the average-case approximation classes where the constraints
on both parameters are relaxed. Though classes of the latter type are not in-
cluded in their corresponding classes of the former type in general, there are
certain distributional optimisation problems for which the computation time
constraints can be improved by relaxing the constraints on the performance
ratio.

The next observation follows directly from the Definitions 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17.

Observation 5.38. For every C ∈ {APX,poly-APX, exp-APX}

Avgr-C ⊆ Avgr,t-C , (1)
Avgt-C ⊆ Avgr,t-C . (2)

5.3.1 Comparing Avgr − and Avgt − Approximation Classes

Observation 5.18 implies that all the Avgr-approximation classes are already
included in Avgt-exp-APX, which can be also seen in Figure 5.3 below. Further
inspection of the relation between Avgr- and Avgt-approximation classes re-
veals that though all Avgr-approximation classes lie below Avgt-exp-APX, even
AvgPO is not included in Avgr-exp-APX, unless P = NP.

Theorem 5.39. If P 6= NP, then AvgPO 6⊆ Avgr-exp-APX.

Parts of the construction used in this proof is quite similar to that of the
proof of Theorem 5.15.

Proof. Let L be some NP-complete problem such that the problem L̃ = L∪{0}+
is complete for NP as well. Let ML be a nondeterministic Turing machine
and qL a polynomial such that x ∈ L if and only if there exists an accepting
computation of ML of length qL(|x|). L̃ can be decided by the polynomial-time
nondeterministic Turing machine ML̃ that, on input x, accepts if x is of the form
0n for some n ∈ N+, else simulates ML and accepts if ML accepts. Using ML̃,
an NP-optimisation problem FL̃ is defined. The set of feasible solutions of FL̃
for some input x is the encoding of all accepting computation paths of length
at most qL(|x|), the objective function is mFL̃

(x, y) = 1 for every y ∈ SFL̃
(x).

So x ∈ L̃ if and only if SFL̃
(x) 6= ∅ and every feasible solution is also an optimal

one.
If (FL̃, µ) ∈ Avgr-exp-APX for some probability function µ, then FL̃ ∈

exp-APX according to Observation 5.18. So there exists a polynomial time
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5.3 Relationship of Classes Defined with Respect to Different Parameters

algorithm that decides whether SFL̃
(x) 6= ∅, hence decides x ∈ L̃ in polynomial

time. Since L̃ is complete for NP, this would imply P = NP. So (FL̃, µ) 6∈
Avgr-exp-APX for every probability function µ unless P = NP.

The main idea to assure that (FL̃, µ0) ∈ AvgPO for a probability function
µ0, is to define µ0 such that only a few instances for FL̃ have positive proba-
bility, namely those instances for which a feasible solution exists and is easily
computable. Therefore set

µ0(x) =

{
µN+(n) if x = 0n,
0 otherwise.

The function µ0 is a probability function because∑
x∈Σ+

µ0(x) =
∑

n∈N+

∑
x∈Σn

µ0(x) =
∑

n∈N+

µN+(n) = 1.

Note that µ0 is even a P-computable probability function, so (FL̃, µ0) ∈
DistNPO, though this property is not required for the proof.

In order to compute an optimal solution for (FL̃, µ0) in time polynomial on
µ0-average, consider the following simple algorithm. On input x, try all possi-
ble computation paths of ML̃ of length at most qL(|x|) following the standard
ordering on {0, 1}qL(|x|), and stop with the encoding of the first halting compu-
tation that is encountered during the search as a solution. The running time of
that algorithm is obviously polynomial on µ0-average, since only those inputs
for which an accepting computation of ML̃ and hence an optimal solution is
found almost at once have positive probability. So (FL̃, µ0) ∈ AvgPO, which
concludes the proof.

The following corollary states an immediate consequence of that theorem.
We have AvgPO ⊆ Avgt-C for every C ∈ {APX,poly-APX, exp-APX}. But if
P 6= NP, then AvgPO 6⊆ Avgr-exp-APX. Therefore if P 6= NP, then AvgPO
cannot be a subset of either Avgr-poly-APX or Avgr-APX.

Corollary 5.40. If P 6= NP, then for every C ∈ {APX,poly-APX, exp-APX}

Avgt-C 6⊆ Avgr-C .

A reversal of that corollary in the sense that Avgr-C 6⊆ Avgt-C holds under
some premise cannot be shown yet. Taking a closer look at the average-case
non-approximability proofs from the previous section, however, allows for the
following separation of average polynomial time and average ratio approximation
classes.
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Theorem 5.41. If DistNP 6⊆ AvgP then

Avgr-exp-APX 6⊆ Avgt-poly-APX
Avgr-poly-APX 6⊆ Avgt-APX

Avgr-APX 6⊆ Avgt-PTAS .

Proof. It was shown in the proof of Theorem 5.9 that if DistNP 6⊆ AvgP, then
(MinBinPacking, ν2) 6∈ Avgt-PTAS. Since MinBinPacking ∈ APX we also know
that (MinBinPacking, ν) ∈ Avgr-APX for every probability function ν. So if
DistNP 6⊆ AvgP, then (MinBinPacking, ν2) ∈ Avgr-APX \Avgt-PTAS.

(MaxIndSet, µ3) ∈ Avgr-poly-APX \Avgt-APX if DistNP 6⊆ AvgP can be
shown by the same argument, see the proof of Theorem 5.10 for the details, as
well as that (MinTravellingSalesman, ν4) ∈ Avgr-exp-APX \Avgt-poly-APX if
DistNP 6⊆ AvgP, see the proof of Theorem 5.11 for details.

For the special case of exponential performance ratio, combining Corol-
lary 5.40 with Observation 5.38, part (1) and Observation 5.20 yields the fol-
lowing.

Corollary 5.42. If P 6= NP, then

Avgr-exp-APX ( Avgt-exp-APX .

This is not too surprising, as otherwise there would be no benefit from relax-
ing the time constraints in the case of an exponentially bounded performance
ratio if P 6= NP.

5.3.2 Comparing Avgr,t − and Avgr − Approximation Classes

As far as the inclusion structure between the Avgr- and Avgr,t-approximation
classes is concerned, the same argument that leads to Corollary 5.40 holds here
as well. AvgPO ⊆ Avgr,t-C for every C ∈ {APX,poly-APX, exp-APX}, but
AvgPO 6⊆ Avgr-C if P 6= NP. So Avgr,t-C 6⊆ Avgr-C unless P = NP.

Corollary 5.43. If P 6= NP, then for every C ∈ {APX,poly-APX, exp-APX}

Avgr-C ( Avgr,t-C

Figure 5.4 summarises the results on the inclusion structure of the average-
case approximation classes.

The question whether Avgt-C 6= Avgr-C, whether Avgt-C ( Avgr,t-C and
whether the Avgr- and Avgr,t- approximation classes form a strict hierarchy
under some premise, however, remains open.
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AvgPO

Avgt-PTAS

Avgt-APX

Avgt-poly-APX

Avgt-exp-APX

Avgr-APX

Avgr-poly-APX

Avgr-exp-APX

6⊇

6⊇

6⊇

6⊆

6⊆

6⊆

strict inclusion

if P 6= NP

strict inclusion

if NE 6= E

6⊆

if P 6= NP

6⊆

if DistNP 6⊆ AvgP

Figure 5.3: Relationship of the Avgt- and the Avgr- approximation classes.

Though Avgr,t-APX 6⊆ Avgr-APX and Avgt-APX 6⊆ Avgr-APX if P 6=
NP, there are DistNPO-problems (F, µ) for which membership in Avgr,t-APX
and Avgt-APX respectively already implies membership in Avgr-APX, namely
those distributional optimisation problems where F ∈ poly-APX. Note that
poly-APX contains – among others – those NP-optimisation problems whose ob-
jective function is polynomially bounded and for which at least a trivial solution
can be computed in polynomial time for every x ∈ I. Most optimisation prob-
lems on graphs like MaxIndSet,MinGraphColouring or MinGraphCover have
this property.

Theorem 5.44. Let (F, µ) be a distributional optimisation problem such that
F ∈ poly-APX and µ(Σ≥n) ≥ n−s for some s > 0. If (F, µ) ∈ Avgr,t-APX then
(F, µ) ∈ Avgr-APX.

Proof. Since F ∈ poly-APX, there exists a polynomial-time approximation al-
gorithm A with running time tA such that RA(x) ≤ |x|l for some l ≥ 1. Since
(F, µ) ∈ Avgr,t-APX, there exists another approximation algorithm B for F
with running time tB and performance ratio RB(x) such that tB is polynomial
on µ-average and RB is constant on µ-average via a constant d > 0. The latter
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AvgPO

Avgt-PTAS

Avgt-APX

Avgt-poly-APX

Avgt-exp-APX

Avgr,t-APX

Avgr,t-poly-APX

Avgr,t-exp-APX

Avgr-APX

Avgr-poly-APX

Avgr-exp-APX
=

strict inclusion

if P 6= NP

strict inclusion

if NE 6= E

simple inclusion

Figure 5.4: Known inclusion structure of the average-case approximation classes

means that for every n > 0∑
x∈Σ≥n

RB(x)µ≥n(x) ≤ d.

Since tB is polynomial on µ-average and µ(Σ≥n) ≥ n−s, it follows by a result
from Cai and Selman [1999] that there exist k, c > 0 such that for every n > 0

∑
x∈Σ≥n

t
1/k
B (x)
|x|

µ≥n(x) ≤ c. (5.2)

Let B′ be the following approximation algorithm. On input x simulate B
on x for |x|k(l+1) steps. If B succeeds, return the solution computed by B.
Otherwise run A on input x and return the solution computed by A. B′ always
runs in polynomial time since it requires O(|x|k(l+1) + tA(x)) steps on every
input x.
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If the simulation of B succeeds on input x within |x|k(l+1) steps, the perfor-
mance ratio of B′ is constant on µ-average via d > 0. Otherwise it is bounded
by |x|l. Define for every n > 0 sets S≥n := {x ∈ Σ≥n | tB(x) > |x|k(l+1)} and
T≥n := Σ≥n \ S≥n. With the Markov-inequality and inequality (5.2), we obtain
an estimate on the probability that B′ does not succeed within |x|k(l+1) steps
(with respect to x being chosen with probability µ≥n), which is the probability
that x ∈ S≥n.

Pr≥n

[
x ∈ S≥n

]
= Pr≥n

[
tB(x) > |x|k(l+1)

]
= Pr≥n

[
t
1/k
B (x)
|x|

> |x|l
]

≤
E≥n

[
t
1/k
B (x)

|x|

]
|x|l

≤ c

|x|l
.

Then for every n > 0∑
x∈Σ≥n

RB′
(x)µ≥n(x) ≤

∑
x∈T≥n

RB(x)µ≥n(x) +
∑

x∈S≥n

|x|lµ≥n(x)

≤ d + |x|l Pr≥n[x ∈ S≥n] ≤ d + c,

and thus the performance ratio of B′ is constant on µ-average.

The technique used in the proof above only works when aiming for an ap-
proximation algorithm with ratio that is constant on average and if the fall-back
approximation algorithm has polynomially bounded ratio. Only then is it pos-
sible to compensate for the polynomial worst-case bound on the ratio of the
fall-back algorithm by giving the average polynomial-time approximation algo-
rithm enough time so that the probability that the fall-back algorithm is needed
at all becomes polynomially small. If we aim for a ratio that is polynomial on
average and have only a fall-back algorithm with exponentially bounded ratio,
the probability with which the fall-back algorithm is invoked would have to be
exponentially small in order to compensate for its ratio. The estimates on the
probability of running the fall-back algorithm that are used above do not yield
such a small probability when allowing the average polynomial-time algorithm
to run for a polynomial number of steps.

The next corollary follows immediately from Theorem 5.44.

Corollary 5.45. Let (F, µ) be a distributional optimisation problem such that
F ∈ poly-APX and µ(Σ≥n) ≥ n−s for some s > 0. If (F, µ) ∈ Avgt-APX then
(F, µ) ∈ Avgr-APX.
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The “reversal” of Corollary 5.45 (the construction of an Avgt-APX approx-
imation algorithm from an Avgr-APX approximation algorithm) seems to be
hard in general since it requires measuring the quality of the solution computed
so far. It is necessary to check if this solution is close enough to the optimum
or if a better solution is required. For the latter case we need another algo-
rithm that may need more than polynomial time but computes a solution close
enough to the optimum. In order to decide whether a solution is good enough
or not, either the value of an optimal solution has to be computed, which is
not possible in general unless P = NP, or the input instances for which the
polynomial-time approximation algorithm succeeds must share some property
that can be checked easily. The average polynomial-time algorithms for approx-
imating the minimum graph colouring problem presented by Coja-Oghlan and
Taraz [2003] at STACS 2003 give a nice illustration of this technique.

However, Bodlaender et al. [1997] and Hemaspaandra and Rothe [1997] have
shown that the task of determining a “good” instance for the greedy algorithm
for finding a maximum independent set is hard for the class of sets solvable via
parallel access to an NP-oracle. Thus it seems unlikely that a “reverse” version
of Corollary 5.45, or a slightly weaker statement, might hold in general.
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6 Conclusion

Rather than restating the main theorems of this thesis – a concise listing of
those results can be found in the introduction – I conclude with discussing
the role of one of the major elements of average-case complexity theory, the
probability distributions. As a consequence I give a brief outline of two areas of
further research: one that tries to eliminate the probability distributions from
the classification of problems according to their average-case approximability,
the other that further explores probabilistic properties under special probability
distributions.

6.1 The Role of Probability Distributions

In Chapters 1 and 2 I pointed out that average-case properties of decision or
optimisation problems highly depend on their input distributions. The maxi-
mum independent set problem, for example, turns out to be approximable with
performance ratio that is constant on average for certain input distributions.
But there is another input distribution such that this problem is not approx-
imable with constant performance ratio and not even performance ratio that
is constant on average – neither in polynomial nor in average polynomial time.
There even is a P-computable distribution with this property.

This raises the question of the relevance of such results, especially with
respect to practical applications. The positive results hold for more or less
natural distributions. The distributions for which the positive results stated in
Section 3.3 are obtained are all positive, i.e. no instance has probability zero.
For the negative results, I use two kinds of distributions.

For distributional problems constructed to separate average-case approxima-
tion classes, the input distributions are constructed just for this purpose. They
assign positive probability only to those instances that lie in the range of a re-
duction function. Thus they were not constructed with practical applications
in mind. But the separating problems constructed in this way provide valuable
insight into the structural properties of average-case approximation classes. The
non-approximability results not only show that the average-case approximation
classes form a chain of strict inclusions under certain premises, but also illus-
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trate the general idea of non-approximability proofs for the average case and
show how the relaxations of different parameters are linked to other notions of
(average-case) complexity theory.

For complete problems, the general aim is to find such problems with stan-
dard distributions. The standard distributions of Section 2.2.1 are positive, like
the distributions used in the positive results presented in Section 3.3. Further-
more, every instance of the same length is equally likely, so they do not give
more weight to inputs with specific structures.

Therefore, the distributions I chose for the complete problems for DistNPO
are standard distributions as well. By proving DistNPO-completeness for the
generic optimisation problems I also provide a starting point for the search for
more problems that are complete for DistNPO. But the problem of finding
natural complete problems for DistNPO is the same as that of finding complete
problems for DistNP. While the distributions for complete problems for both
classes should be standard distributions, they must also dominate every other P-
computable distribution with respect to a reduction function. The goal of finding
problems with such distributions seems most feasible for (decision) problems
that are closely related to the computations of Turing machines, like the bounded
halting problem, the tiling problem, or the Post correspondence problem, as they
are listed, among others, in the compilation of DistNP-complete problems by
Wang [1997B]. But none of these problems is related to optimisation problems
in an obvious way.

By using the padding technique that was employed to obtain DistNP-com-
plete problems from arbitrary NP-complete problems for the non-approximabil-
ity proofs, see Lemma 5.7, any NPO-complete problem can be turned into a
DistNPO-complete problem. But though this kind of complete problems might
be useful for special purposes, they do not stand up against the critique of the
notion of completeness in the worst case that lead to the development of average-
case complexity: that completeness is only caused by some instances that are
particularly hard to solve. In constructing DistNP- and DistNPO-complete
problems by applying this technique, those hard instances are given sufficiently
high probability, while instances that are easier to solve get probability zero.

One possible way of dealing with the problem of distributions that favour
special instances is sketched in the next section. The main idea of that approach
is to consider average-case properties of an optimisation problem for a whole set
of input distributions rather than for a particular input distribution.
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6.2 Outlook

The two possible areas of research that I present here both deal with the problem
of the input distributions, but they do so in entirely different ways.

Considering Approximability under a Class of Distributions

One possible line of research is to classify problems according to their average-
case complexity under every P-computable distribution. In this alternative def-
inition average-case approximation classes contain only optimisation problems
not distributional optimisation problems. A similar notion has already been
studied for decision problems; it not only eliminates the input distributions
but also gives rise to new classifications. The class AP, the corresponding ver-
sion of AvgP, contains all decision problems L such that (L, µ) ∈ AvgP for
every P-computable probability function µ. Therefore the question whether
DistNP ⊆ AvgP is equivalent to the question whether NP ⊆ AP. Furthermore,
Schuler [1995] showed that P ( AP ( E. Further properties of the class AP, for
example that it is not closed under many-one reduction, have been examined by
Schuler and Yamakami [1995] and by Köbler and Schuler [1998].

This definition can be easily extended to average-case approximation classes.
Let C be an average-case approximation class as defined in Section 3.2. Then an
optimisation problem F is in C if (F, µ) ∈ C for every P-computable probability
function µ. The separation results presented in Chapter 5 hold for this definition
of the average-case approximation classes as well; the premises remain the same.
Let (F, µ) be one of those separating problems such that (F, µ) ∈ C \ C′ under
the appropriate premise and µ is P-computable. Because of the P-computability
of µ we also get that F 6∈ C′ under the same premise. On the other hand
recall that all those separating problems belong to the larger class, because
they are already approximable with the respective constraints in the worst case.
Therefore, (F, ν) ∈ C for every probability distribution ν, so F ∈ C.

Positive Results via Reductions

So far reductions have been used mainly to establish negative results. The
non-approximability proofs employ some kind of reduction, and reductions are
essential to establish notions of completeness. What has been left out here is
that reductions can also be used to show positive results.

In worst-case approximability there are a number of results establishing
an upper bound on the performance ratio using reducibility among optimisa-
tion problems. The MinGraphColouringClass, introduced by Kann [1992], is
an example for an entire approximation class that is defined via reducibility
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among its elements. It consists of all optimisation problems that are equivalent
to the minimum graph colouring problem. There are a number of promising
results on the average-case approximability of this problem, see Section 3.3.
This gives rise to the hope that these results extend to other problems in the
MinGraphColouringClass as well.

The results on the average-case approximability for the minimum graph
colouring problem extend easily to the minimum clique partition problem, since
this is the minimum graph colouring problem on the complementary graph.
In order to apply the results on the approximability of the minimum graph
colouring problem to the minimum clique partition problem, the roles of the
edge probability p and of 1 − p have to be exchanged. In the Gn,p-model this
exchange yields again a natural probability distribution on graphs.

Though the minimum clique cover problem is also equivalent to the minimum
clique partition model with respect to AP-reduction, the approximability results
for the minimum clique partition problem do not yield approximability results
for the the minimum clique cover problem in such a straightforward way. The
problem here is that the reduction from the minimum clique cover problem to the
minimum clique partition problem introduced by Simon [1990] produces graphs
with special properties. So in order to determine average-case approximability
for the minimum clique cover problem under some natural input distribution
would require to analyse whether those particular graphs occur with sufficiently
high probability under the probability distribution for which the minimum clique
partition model is approximable in the average case. This essentially means
investigating the probability of the specific graph structures that result from
applying a reduction function in the Gn,p-model (or another suitable model for
random graphs).

The fields of research sketched above are but two possibilities to further in-
vestigate the average-case approximability of optimisation problems. There are
more questions left unanswered by this thesis, like the few remaining questions
about the inclusion structure of the average-case approximation classes. A closer
examination of the fields of study in average-case complexity theory would reveal
an abundance of further research problems, such as the study of average-case
approximability under P-samplable distributions instead of P-computable ones,
to name but one example. But those two areas seem representative of the two
lines of research I tried to combine in my dissertation: the search for positive
results on average-case approximability with regard to practical applications,
and the investigation of structural properties of classes of optimisation prob-
lems with respect to their average-case approximability. Both areas are worth
further investigation.
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